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ADVENTNET SOFTWARE LICENSE
AdventNet CLI Release 2.0
USE OF SOFTWARE ORDERED OR DOWNLOADED FROM ADVENTNET IS PERMITTED
ONLY UNDER LICENSE WITH ADVENTNET. PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING LICENSE
CAREFULLY. ANY USE OF THIS SOFTWARE CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE OF THIS
LICENSE. WHEN DOWNLOADING THIS SOFTWARE INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE BY
USE OF THE ACCEPTANCE BUTTON.
1. LICENSE TERMS.
1(a) Evaluation Use. The terms of this Section 1(a) are applicable to you if you are an Evaluation
Customer. Subject to the terms of this Agreement, AdventNet, Inc. ("AdventNet") grants to you a
non-exclusive, non-transferable, license to use the evaluation version of the AdventNet Software
(the "Software"), in binary object code form for evaluation and trial purposes only. You may use
any third party software products or modules supplied by AdventNet solely with the Software,
unless the licensing terms of the third party software products or modules specify otherwise. You
may not disclose the results of software performance benchmarks to any third party without
AdventNet's prior written consent. This license begins upon downloading and ends forty-five (45)
days thereafter (the "Evaluation Period"). When the license expires you must stop using the
Software. You are forbidden from using the Software for Production Use or offering it for resale
under the terms of this Section 1(a). All rights not specifically granted to you herein are retained
by AdventNet.
1(b) Development Use License. The terms of this Section 1(b) are applicable to you if you are a
Development Use Customer. Subject to the terms of this Agreement, AdventNet, Inc.
("AdventNet") grants to you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, fee-bearing license to use the
Software in object code form solely for Development Use for the number of users and the number
of CPUs and at the Sites, all as specified on Licensee's invoice. You may use any third party
software products or modules supplied by AdventNet solely with the Software, unless the
licensing terms of the third party software products or modules specify otherwise. You may not
disclose the results of software performance benchmarks to any third party without AdventNet's
prior written consent. Additional restrictions with respect to third party software, if any, will be
delivered to you along with your license key. You are forbidden from using the Software for
Production Use or offering it for resale under the terms of this Section 1(b). If you integrate the
Software into an application and intend to resell the resulting integrated application you must
contact us to obtain the appropriate distribution license. All rights not specifically granted to you
herein are retained by AdventNet.
1(c) Production Use License. The terms of this Section 1(c) are applicable to you if you are a
Production Use Customer. Subject to the terms of this Agreement, AdventNet, Inc. ("AdventNet")
grants to you, a non-exclusive, non-transferable, fee-bearing license to use the Software solely
for Production Use on the Number of CPUs and at the Sites, all as specified on your invoice. You
may use any third party software products or modules supplied by AdventNet solely with the
Software, unless the licensing terms of the third party software products or modules specify
otherwise. You may not disclose the results of software performance benchmarks to any third
party without AdventNet's prior written consent. Additional restrictions, if any, with respect to third
party software will be delivered to you along with your license key. If you integrate the Software
into an application and intend to resell the resulting integrated application you must contact us to
obtain the appropriate distribution license. All rights not specifically granted to you herein are
retained by AdventNet.
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1(d) The terms of this Section 1(d) are applicable to you if you are a Development Use Customer
or Production Use Customer. You may make a reasonable number of copies of the Software and
Documentation (provided that all copyright and other proprietary notices of AdventNet and its
licensors are reproduced), solely for archival and emergency back-up purposes, and disaster
recovery testing purposes. If you would like to alter the number of Users, or number or identity of
Sites and Servers indicated on your invoice, you must contact AdventNet in writing for our
approval; you may be subject to additional fees.
2. LICENSE FEES.
2.1 In consideration of the applicable license(s) granted pursuant to Sections 1(b) or 1(c), you
agree to pay AdventNet the applicable license fee(s) within 30 days of issuance of AdventNet's
invoice. All charges and fees provided for in this Agreement are exclusive of and do not include
any taxes, duties or similar charges imposed by any government ("Taxes"). You agree to pay or
reimburse AdventNet for all such Taxes (other than taxes on the net income of AdventNet).
2.2 If you are outside the United States, you agree that the amounts to be remitted to AdventNet
are to be the actual amounts due without withholding taxes or other assessments by authorities
anywhere in the foreign location, which withholding taxes or assessments you agree to pay. You
will promptly furnish AdventNet with certificates evidencing payment of such amounts.
3. ANNUAL MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT.
You must purchase annual Maintenance and Support from AdventNet in order to qualify for the
Maintenance and Support Services described in this Section.
3.1 Maintenance and Support Services. Maintenance and Support means that AdventNet will
provide: (a) software upgrades and product enhancements upon their commercial release, and
appropriate documentation, and (b) technical assistance with respect to the Software, including
(i) clarification of functions and features;
(ii)clarification of documentation;
(iii) technical support and guidance in the operation of the Software; and
(iv) Software error analysis and correction.
Major product releases are not covered by the Maintenance and Support contract. AdventNet will
use commercially reasonable efforts to provide error corrections or work-arounds for the most
severe errors as soon as possible and based upon AdventNet classification of the severity of the
error. Expanded support or technical assistance is available per request at an additional charge in
accordance with AdventNet's then-current policy. Maintenance and Support will be provided only
with respect to versions of the Software that, in accordance with AdventNet policy, are then being
supported by AdventNet.
3.2 Your Responsibilities. You agree to provide AdventNet with reasonable access to your
personnel and equipment, if necessary during normal business hours in order to provide
Maintenance and Support. You agree to document and promptly report all errors or malfunctions
of the Software to AdventNet.
4. INTEREST.
Any amounts not paid when due (including License Fees and Maintenance and Support Fees)
will be subject to interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the highest amount permissible under
applicable law.
5. LIMITED WARRANTY/LIMITATIONS ON LIABILITY.
5.1 Limited Warranty for Certain Uses. With respect to the Software licensed under Section 1(b)
or 1(c) (i.e. Production Use and Development Use Licenses, not Evaluation Use Licenses)
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AdventNet warrants to you and for your benefit only that the Software you license from AdventNet
will perform in substantial accordance with its documentation for a period of thirty (30) days from
the date you receive the Software. If during this time period the Software does not perform as
warranted, AdventNet shall, at its option, undertake to correct the Software, replace such
Software free of charge or, if neither of the foregoing is commercially practicable, terminate this
Agreement and refund to you the License Fee. This warranty will not apply if the Software has not
been properly installed, used outside the scope of the applicable license, modified, altered or
operated in an unwarranted environment.
THE FOREGOING IS ADVENTNET'S SOLE LIABILITY FOR AND YOUR SOLE AND
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR BREACH OF THIS WARRANTY.
5.2 No Other Warranties. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 5.1, THE SOFTWARE IS
PROVIDED "AS-IS"; ADVENTNET MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE,
MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL OPERATE
WITHOUT INTERRUPTION OR BE ERROR FREE, AND ADVENTNET HEREBY DISCLAIMS
ALL SUCH REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. ADVENTNET MAKES NO
REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE SUITABILITY OF THE SOFTWARE OR ABOUT THE
ACCURACY OF ANY CONTENT OR INFORMATION MADE ACCESSIBLE BY THE
SOFTWARE.
5.3 Limitations on Liability.
5.3(a) With Respect to Evaluation Use Customers. EVALUATION USE SOFTWARE IS
PROVIDED GRATUITOUSLY AND,THEREFORE, ADVENTNET AND ITS SUPPLIERS SHALL
NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES (INCLUDING DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL AND SPECIAL DAMAGES) UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY
(INCLUDING TORT CONTRACT, OR ANY OTHER THEORY) WHETHER SUFFERED BY YOU
OR ANY OTHER USER OF THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY THIRD PARTY, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES
5.3(b) With Respect to Production Use Customers and Development Use Customers/Cumulative
Liability. WITH RESPECT TO SOFTWARE PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF A
PRODUCTION USE LICENSE OR DEVELOPMENT LICENSE, ADVENTNET AND ITS
SUPPLIERS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE, UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, INCLUDING TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT LIABILITY) CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, FOR
ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR SPECIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF
YOUR USE OF THE SOFTWARE, OR THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE BY ANY END USER,
USER, DISTRIBUTOR, OR ANY THIRD PARTY, OR IN ANY OTHER WAY ARISING OUT OF
THIS AGREEMENT, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF USE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF
DATA, OR COST OF COVER. ADVENTNET'S CUMULATIVE LIABILITY UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT OF LICENSE FEES PAID BY YOU TO
ADVENTNET HEREUNDER FOR THE SOFTWARE GIVING RISE TO SUCH LIABILITY.
Some States do not permit disclaimers of certain warranties or limitations on certain types of
liability under certain circumstances; consequently, some of the foregoing disclaimers and
limitations may not be applicable to you, in whole or in part.
6. SOFTWARE CHANGES.
AdventNet reserves the right at any time not to release or to discontinue release of any Software
and to alter prices, features, specifications,capabilities, functions, licensing terms, release dates,
general availability or other characteristics of the Software.
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7. OWNERSHIP.
Title, ownership rights, and all intellectual property rights in and to the Software and
Documentation shall remain the sole and exclusive property of AdventNet and/or its licensors.
You agree to abide by the copyright law and all other applicable laws of the United States. You
acknowledge that the Software contains valuable confidential information and trade secrets of
AdventNet and/or its licensors; therefore, you agree not to modify the Software, create derivative
works of, or attempt to decipher, decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer the Software or
assist or encourage any third party in doing so.
8. INDEMNIFICATION.
8.1 AdventNet agrees to indemnify and defend you from and against any and all claims, actions
or proceedings, arising out of any claim that the Software infringes or violates any U.S. patent,
copyright or trade secret right of any third party; so long as you provide: (i) prompt written notice
to AdventNet of such claim; (ii) cooperate with AdventNet in the defense and/or settlement
thereof, at AdventNet's expense; and, (iii) allow AdventNet to control the defense and all related
settlement negotiations.
8.2 If it is, or if in the reasonable opinion of AdventNet it is probable that it will be, determined by a
court of competent jurisdiction that such Software or the sale or use thereof infringes any patent,
copyright, trade secret or trademark of a third party or if AdventNet is enjoined from distributing
such Software, then AdventNet, at its sole option and expense, may: (i) procure for you the rights
and to the same extent as those granted under this Agreement; (ii) replace such Software with
other software, which complies with the specification of the Software; or, (iii) modify the Software,
to avoid infringement while continuing to have the Software meet the Specification or (iv)
terminate this Agreement and return to you your license fee, less an amount commensurate with
your period of use of the Software, as amortized over a three year period.
8.3 You agree that this Section 8 represents AdventNet's sole obligation to you and shall be your
sole and exclusive remedy pursuant to this Agreement for intellectual property infringement.
8.4 Limitations. AdventNet shall have no indemnity obligation for claims of infringement to the
extent resulting or alleged to result from:
(i) any combination, operation, or use of any Software with any programs or equipment not
supplied by AdventNet;
(ii) any modification of the Software by a party other than AdventNet; and (iii) your failure, within a
reasonable time frame, to implement any replacement or modification of Software provided by
AdventNet.
9. TERM AND TERMINATION.
9.1 This Agreement will take effect upon submission of your registration form for the Software,
and will remain in force until terminated in accordance with this Agreement. This Agreement may
be terminated by you upon thirty (30) days' prior written notice to AdventNet or by destroying or
returning to us all copies and partial copies of the Software and Documentation under your
control; provided that no such termination will entitle you to a refund of any portion of the License
Fee. AdventNet may, by written notice to you, terminate this Agreement immediately if any of the
following events ("Termination Events") occur: (a) you fail to pay any amount due AdventNet
within thirty (30) days after AdventNet gives you written notice of such nonpayment; or (b) you are
in material breach of any non-monetary provision of this Agreement, which breach, if capable of
being cured, is not cured within thirty (30) days after AdventNet gives you written notice thereof.
9.2 Termination of this Agreement will not affect the provisions relating to the payment of
amounts due, or provisions limiting or disclaiming AdventNet's liability, which provisions will
survive termination of this Agreement.
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9.3 Within thirty (30) days after the date of termination or discontinuance of this Agreement for
any reason whatsoever, you shall destroy the Software and all copies, in whole or in part, all
Documentation relating thereto, and any other Confidential Information in its possession that is in
tangible form.
10. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT RIGHTS.
The Software provided under this Agreement is commercial computer software developed
exclusively at private expense, and in all respects are proprietary data belonging solely to
AdventNet.
10.1 Department of Defense End Users: If the Software is acquired by or on behalf of agencies or
units of the Department of Defense (DOD)then, pursuant to DoD FAR Supplement Section
227.7202 and its successors (48 C.F.R. 227.7202) the Government's right to use,reproduce or
disclose the Software and any accompanying documentation acquired under this Agreement is
subject to the restrictions of this Agreement.
10.2 Civilian Agency End Users: If the Software is acquired by or on behalf of civilian agencies of
the United States Government, then,pursuant to FAR Section 12.212 and its successors (48
C.F.R.12.212), the Government's right to use, reproduce or disclose the Software acquired under
this Agreement is subject to the restrictions of this Agreement.
11. LEGAL COMPLIANCE.
You may not download or otherwise export or re-export the Software or any underlying
information or technology except in full compliance with all United States and other applicable
laws and regulations. In particular, but without limitation, none of the Software or underlying
information or technology may be downloaded or otherwise exported or re-exported (i) into (or to
a national or resident of) Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea, Syria, or Sudan, or (ii) to anyone
on the US Treasury Department's list of Specially Designated Nationals or the US Commerce
Department's Table of Deny Orders. By licensing the Software, you are agreeing to the foregoing
and you are representing and warranting that you are not located in, under control of, or a
national or resident of any such country or on any such list.
12. NON-ASSIGNMENT/BINDING AGREEMENT.
Neither this Agreement nor any rights under this Agreement may be assigned or otherwise
transferred by you, in whole or in part, whether voluntary or by operation of law without the prior
written consent of AdventNet. Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement will be binding upon and
will inure to the benefit of the parties and their respective successors and assigns.
13. MISCELLANEOUS.
13.1 If any term, condition, or provision in this Agreement is found to be invalid, unlawful or
unenforceable to any extent, the remaining terms,conditions and provisions will continue to be
valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.
13.2 This Agreement (including any addenda hereto signed by both parties) represents the entire
agreement of the parties with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement and supersedes all
previous communications, representations, understandings and agreements, either oral or
written, between the parties with respect to said subject matter.
13.3 This Agreement may not be amended, except in writing, signed by both parties. [No terms,
provisions or conditions of any purchase order,acknowledgment or other business form that you
may use in connection with the acquisition or licensing of the Software will have any effect on the
rights, duties or obligations of the parties under, or otherwise modify, this Agreement, regardless
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of any failure of AdventNet to object to such terms, provisions or conditions.]
13.4 This License shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
California as applied to agreements made,entered into and performed entirely in California by
California residents. You agree that any dispute regarding this License will be heard in the state
or federal courts having jurisdiction in San Francisco County,California, and you agree that you
shall be subject to the personal jurisdiction of such courts.
13.5 Use of AdventNet, Inc. software constitutes an acceptance of the terms of this agreement. If
you do not agree to be bound by these provisions, you are required to destroy all copies of
AdventNet software from your equipment immediately.
14. DEFINITIONS.
The following terms shall have the following meanings:
1."Application" means any use of any of the published Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
documented or referenced in the Documentation, whether such use is from a 3rd-party browser
(including but not limited to Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet Explorer), or from another
software program designed or modified to use APIs provided with the Software.
2."Concurrent Users" means the maximum number of simultaneous Users who may use the
Software as set forth on your registration form.
3."Development Use" means use of the Software by a Development Use Customer to design,
develop and/or test new Applications.
4."Documentation" means the technical publications prepared and delivered to you by AdventNet
or provided to you on the AdventNet web site relating to use of the Software, such as reference,
user, installation, systems administrator and technical guides.
5."Production Use" means using the Software in an Application for internal business purposes
only. Production Use does not include the right to reproduce the Software for sublicensing,
resale, or distribution to any party other than a User, including without limitation, distributing the
Software as part of a VAR,OEM, distributor or reseller arrangement.
6."Server" means a single computer processor capable of executing the Software.
7."Site" means the specific, physical location of a Server, as set forth on your registration form.
8."Software" means those items of software, in object code format only, proprietary to AdventNet
and/or its suppliers, that you have ordered from AdventNet pursuant to your registration form and
under the terms of this Agreement.
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AdventNet CLI API Release 2.0
TM

Welcome to AdventNet CLI API, a set of class libraries in Java for creating CLI based cross
platform network management applications. The product documentation is organized in such a
way to make it easier for the network management developers to quickly start on their
development. It provides information on the AdventNet CLI API features and guidelines on
developing network management applications.
The following chapters are covered in the product documentation. The information provided here
will help you get started with the product. Please go through the chapters to learn more.
Quick Tour chapter gives you a lucid overview of AdventNet CLI API. The CLI API architecture,
various technologies used and information related to other AdventNet products are also furnished in
this chapter, which helps you to develop applications related to network devices management.
Getting Started provides details of system requirements and gives you instructions on how to install
the product.
Release Notes chapter explains the functions and features available with the current release of the
product. It gives you more information on the package structure and various third party tools used with
the CLI API.
Developer Guide provides all the information you need to be considered while developing CLI API
Applications. It helps you to create applications by getting familiar with the AdventNet CLI API. The
developer guide explains the different Java packages available as part of the AdventNet CLI API
distribution and the functions and features available with them. Developers are strongly recommended
to read this chapter.
Examples available in this chapter help you to get acquaintance with applications development using
AdventNet CLI API. Sample Java programs are available, which can be compiled and run.
CLI Tools chapter deals with information that may be useful when working with CLI tools that are
bundled with the product. It contains The CLI Browser, a full-fledged GUI Management Application
that can be used to manage any CLI device. Telnet Window is a user interface that communicates
with another host using the Telnet protocol. Update Manager, which is a useful tool to update with the
latest AdventNet CLI API.
Configuration Application chapter explains the usage of AdventNet Configuration Application, GUI
that can be used to configure network devices like routers. It reduces time to deploy network devices.
and uses intuitive GUI for simplified device configuration.
FAQ chapter includes the list of Frequently Asked Questions, which serves as a guide to understand
the AdventNet CLI API.
Java Docs reference is meant for software developers looking to build network management
applications based on the APIs available in AdventNet CLI API. Java Docs contains the classes and
methods related to various modules of AdventNet CLI API.
Known Issues and Limitations lists the known issues and limitations with the current release of the
product. We, at AdventNet, take all efforts to keep this page up-to-date to help to save valuable time
for you. If you find any difficulty with product during your usage, please feel free to write us at mailto:clisupport@adventnet.com. We will try our best to meet your requirements, and improve the scope of the
product so, please drop us a word if you encounter any problem in product.
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Appendix contains, the glossary and how to use this help manual
The CLI API product team is eagerly waiting to hear your experiences with the product. Please
feel free to write to cli-support@adventnet.com with your feedback and suggestions. Thanks in
advance, for taking your time to write to us.
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Quick Tour
About AdventNet CLI API explains the need for a command line interface and gives details
about AdventNet CLI API, which is an effective developer environment to network device
management application developers.
Technology Overview gives you an overview of Java and other technologies, such as RS232,
Scripting languages, XML, and Telnet. If you are already familiar with these technologies, feel
free to skip this section.
Architecture Overview describes the basic architecture of CLI API and the functions of various
modules of the product.
What's new lists the key features that are added in the current release of the AdventNet CLI API.
Contacting AdventNet contains the contact information about our sales and support teams.
Other AdventNet Products AdventNet provides a comprehensive range of network
management products, which can address all the network and systems management needs of
your organization. This topic lists the various products and tools of AdventNet.
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About AdventNet CLI API
The AdventNet CLI API is a set of Java libraries for the network management developers seeking
to leverage the power of Java and other Internet technologies in delivering Java and web-based
solutions quickly for managing Command Line Interface (CLI) based devices. It provides a good
base to build network management products and solutions for CLI device management.

Background
Since the early days, the Command Line Interface (CLI) has traditionally been an integral and
mandatory interface provided by any device vendor, be it a network, telecom, or any other
electronic device for that matter. This was the de-facto language for communication with the
device via a serial port. Typical terminal or status monitor would be connected to these ports for
monitoring device status, debugging, and diagnostic commands to isolate the hardware
problems, logging, or for notifying critical alarm conditions that could help the operator take
corrective action.
From the beginning, the CLI protocol was envisioned as an easy, quick, and low-overhead way of
managing devices. Most of the CLI commands were in the form of an ASCII-based man-machine
language (MMI), which were easy to remember and understand. While this offered easy usage of
the command, there was no standardized way in which these commands could manage devices.
In other words, this meant that a CLI command meant for one device would not work for another.
However, the ease of use and the quick implementation and integration into the device overrode
these factors in favor of CLI, thereby providing niche for CLI in the device management domain.
Despite advances in network management technologies and the advent of other popular forms of
management protocols such as SNMP and TL1 since CLI, there are still numerous devices in our
network, which offer CLI as the only way or preferred way of managing them. Also CLI based
configuration tasks have been simplified using scripts. Thus it has become by far the most. It is by
far the most prevalent management connectivity that devices offer in the world. After the
popularity of the Internet and IP networks, the CLI protocol was offered not only on serial links but
also over TCP and other transport protocols. This offered a lot of flexibility to CLI users who could
still use the same CLI command from a remote terminal to manage the device instead of being
tied down to a terminal connected to the device over a serial link. These management terminals
(remote and local both) gradually came to be known as 'Management Console' or 'Management
Stations'.
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Benefits of Using the AdventNet CLI API
The AdventNet CLI API product offers the capability to build applications to manage any kind of
CLI devices to perform various network management tasks such as monitoring the network
status, collecting network statistics, issuing the network control commands, managing network
security, and so on. In addition to this, it provides the flexibility to run the CLI protocol over any
transport protocol (say, TCP or Serial Link).
Traditionally, CLI users have always had to use command-line text driven and not GUI (graphic-)
based form of interaction. In this respect, they were not able to leverage advances in GUI and
graphical interface technologies completely. In recent times Java has become the most favored
way to build GUI application due to availability of an extensive graphics library and the relative
ease of building application using the JFC package. AdventNet CLI API brings the flexibility and
power of the Java programming language to CLI management, thereby enabling developers to
build GUI applications similar to that of other management protocol such as SNMP and getting a
unified GUI experience.
Apart from this, the CLI API package has several in-built out-of-the-box functions, which can cut
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short development time and hasten time to market. This includes functions for setting up
communication with multiple devices; session pooling, command and response parsing, resource
management, scripting, terminal emulation, and RMI APIs for writing distributed scalable
applications. Another advantage of platform independence inherent in Java allows the users to
write Java applications without worrying about portability issues.
The block diagram shown below describes a scenario that depicts the AdventNet CLI API
managing various types of network devices over different transport protocols (Serial (RS232),
TCP, HTTP). It also illustrates the various types of client applications and applets, which can be
built over the AdventNet CLI API.
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The AdventNet CLI API in this real-time scenario is used to build Management Console for device
management in the following ways:
Remotely from a terminal connected to a Data Switch via Telnet or TCP over IP in an
Ethernet- based network.
Local access via a serial port (RS-232 interface in many cases) to a Telecom Switch.
HTTP access remotely from a terminal to a WAN router.

Key Features
Open Standards and Cross Platform - CLI API is built on Internet standard
technologies such as Java, RMI, and XML. It ensures greater productivity and interoperability.
Terminal Emulation is a powerful feature that enables user applications to process I/O
data from any type of terminal (For ex. IBM / vt100 /ANSI and others). Data Translation
and transformation configurations are XML-driven making it user friendly.
Out-of-the-box Support for Telnet, SSH, and Serial transport protocols. It also facilitates
plugging-in of custom protocol implementations for communication with a CLI device.
Extensible Response Parsing Capability allows user applications to parse responses
from the device, into well-defined formats. Table parsing, Scalar parsing, String search
parsing is provided with the product along with support for plugging-in custom parsers.
Off-the-shelf Support for launching BeanShell and Python scripts from the CLI
Applications. In addition, any other script can be plugged in easily.
CLI Browser - a GUI-based application that provides a craft interface for managing CLI
devices.
TM

GUI-based Configuration Application that can manage CISCO-IOS
TM
devices, such as CISCO routers, switches, and others.

based CLI

RMI-based distributed solution to manage CLI devices.

Standards Compatibility
SL. No

Standard/Technology

1

XML

Version
Supported
1.1

2

Python

jython-21b1

3

BeanShell

bsh-1.2b3

4

Java Communication

2.0

Key Benefits
XML facilitates an efficient data interchange
between components of an application and
between applications by providing an extensible
mechanism to describe the meaning and
hierarchical structure of data
Python scripting can be used for Rapid
Application Development, as well as for
connecting the existing components together.
BeanShell scripting can be used interactively for
Java experimentation and debugging or as a
simple scripting engine for complex applications.
The Java(tm) communications API is used to
write platform-independent Serial
communications applications for technologies
such as voice mail, fax, and smartcards etc.
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5

Java RMI

6

JavaBeans Specification

7

JFC

1.0

RMI facilitates distributed computing so that
distributed applications with high scalability and
performance goals can be built.
1.0.1
JavaBeans bring component technology to the
Java platform. JavaBeans technology is designed
to be used in visual builders as well be used in
traditional user programs. The key to allowing use
of diverse components in visual builders is
standardization of design patterns thereby
allowing automation of the use of these
components and minimizing user code.
JDK 1.2, 1.3, Java Foundation Classes (JFC) is a collection of
and 1.4.0
Widgets, facilitates building user interfaces (GUI)
that have a platform independent visual
presentation
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Technology Overview
AdventNet CLI API integrates and allows developers to leverage a wide-range of latest
technologies. This chapter provides introductory details on this technologies and links to useful
resources on these technologies.
Java Technology Overview explains the reasons behind the choice of Java and associated
technologies as the platform for building network management solutions, both for server-side and
client-side applications.
RMI Technology briefly discusses the RMI technology and its features.
XML Overview gives an overview about the XML technology and its features.
Telnet gives an overview about the Telnet protocol.
Serial Communication gives an overview about the Serial / RS232 port.
Scripting Support briefly discusses the Python and BeanShell scripting languages.
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Java Technology overview
The AdventNet CLI API is a developer environment to build CLI-based device management
TM
applications. CLI API leverages the power of Java -based technologies such as Java Beans
and Java RMI and the other technologies like XML to address the needs of rapidly growing
Internet and related network management applications.

Java Development
Java and associated technologies are emerging as the preferred way to build network
management solutions, both for server-side and client-side applications. Chief among the
reasons for this growing trend is the ease of use of this new technology, shortening development
cycles. The growth of this industry is also making more and more tools available to network
management developers.
Java, being a new and fast evolving technology, has undergone many changes since it was first
introduced. One of the significant changes in Version 2.0 was the adoption of a new event model,
which also became a cornerstone of the JavaBeans component model.
The introduction of the JavaBeans component model is a major change, which enables powerful
component- based development that promises to increase development productivity. JavaBeans
puts a large library of software building blocks at a developers disposal. So sophisticated
applications can be assembled easily.
AdventNet CLI API package is designed in such a way that it supports the new Java capabilities,
including the new event model and JavaBeans.

Java Bean Components
JavaBeans component-based approaches to build software are now recognized as the best way
to deal with the increasing complexity of software systems. While not a revolutionary idea in
software design, the JavaBeans component approach to build Java applications promises to
allow building powerful applications with reduced effort from software developers using standard
off-the-shelf components. Developers can take components from a number of sources and
assemble them to create new and more powerful applications.
JavaBeans technology is designed to be used in visual builders as well as in traditional user
programs. The key to allowing use of diverse components in visual builders is standardization of
design patterns, i.e. patterns for how standard capabilities of components are implemented. This
standardization is key to automating the use of these components and minimizing code.
Beans are "capsules" of code, each designed for a specific purpose. The advantage of
JavaBeans over standard programming controls is that Beans are independent. They are not
specific to operating systems or development environments. A Bean created in one development
environment can be easily copied and modified by another. This allows JavaBeans greater
flexibility in enterprise computing, as components are easily shared between developers.
Beans support introspection. That is, they allow the development environment to analyze the
Bean, determine its properties and methods, and manipulate the Bean at design time instead of
at run time.
Any Java class can be considered as a Java Bean. What compels a Java class to be called a
JavaBeans is when it follows the design patterns prescribed by JavaBeans technology, and
allows builder tools and humans to understand and use the bean in development. There are two
primary aspects to JavaBeans technology:
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Bean Properties: This determines the state of a JavaBeans. Users need easy and
understandable ways of setting properties of Beans, and the Beans design patterns for getting
and setting properties makes this possible.
Bean Connections using Events: These are the interconnections among JavaBeans that are
best implemented as events among Beans. Beans can define and implement events using
standard JavaBeans design patterns, enabling easy interpretation and use of these events in
connecting Beans.
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RMI
Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) allows writing the distributed objects using Java, i.e. an
object running in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) could be invoked from another object running in a
different JVM. The RMI is object oriented, and it can implement classes from client to server and
server to client. RMI is multithreaded that allows servers to exploit Java threads for better
concurrent processing of client requests.
The RMI technology consists of a server and client. The server usually creates remote objects
and binds these objects to the rmiregistry and hence allowing the objects to be accessed
remotely. The client would connect to the server and it gets one or more remote references and
then invokes the methods on the remote objects. The RMI technology wraps the underlying
communication and hence the developer needs only to code the business logic instead of
worrying about the communication between the client - server.
RMI passes a remote stub for a remote object. The stub acts as proxy for the remote object and
is actually the remote reference to the client. The client invokes a method on the local stub, which
is responsible for carrying out the method call on the remote object. The stub for a remote object
implements the same set of remote interfaces that the remote object implements. Again, only
those methods defined in a remote interface are available to the client.
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XML
XML, an Extensible Markup Language is a universal syntax for describing and structuring data
independent from the application logic. XML is the most useful for communication among
systems. Its main benefit lies in standardizing the exchange of information between systems and
applications. XML promises to simplify and lower the cost of data interchange. XML is a textbased syntax that is readable by both computer and humans and offers data portability and
reusability across different platforms and devices. It is also flexible and extensible, allowing new
tags to be added without breaking an existing document structure.
For network management, XML provides the benefits of providing standard means of storing and
exchanging management information. For example, XML driven configuration will allow more
systems to interact and control the configuration. Access to the XML information is easily
available with a web server. Network management will be able to use XML for standardizing
configurations, inter-working between managers, communication with agents, configuration of
devices, and much more. For more information on XML, please refer to
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml.
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Scripting
AdventNet CLI API provides an in-built scripting support that can be used for executing complex
CLI device configuration tasks. Scripting can also be used to make the routine tasks easy by
writing macros, by creating wizard-like functionality for complex operations, and by modifying the
behavior of the tool to suit the requirements. The Script handler is capable of running different
types of scripts such as Python, BeanShell and others.
Python (Jython)
Python is an interpreted, interactive, object oriented, high level programming language with
dynamic semantics. The Python implementation is portable. It runs on many brands of UNIX, on
Windows, DOS, OS/2, and etc. Its high level built in data structures combined with dynamic
typing and dynamic binding, make it very attractive or Rapid Application Development, as well as
for use as a scripting or glue language to connect existing components together.
For more details, please refer to http://www.jython.org/
BeanShell
BeanShell is a small, free, embeddable, Java source interpreter with object scripting language
features, written in Java. BeanShell executes standard Java statements and expressions, in
addition to obvious scripting commands and syntax. It can be used interactively for Java
experimentation and debugging or as a simple scripting engine for applications.
For more details, please refer to http://www.beanshell.org/
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Telnet
AdventNet CLI API provides Telnet as one of the standard protocol implementation for
communication between the manager application and the CLI devices such as switches and
routers. Telnet stands for Telecommunications Network. This protocol provides a way for users
(clients) to connect to multi-user computers (servers) on the Internet, whether in the next building
or across the other side of the world. In most cases, users use Telnet to communicate with a
remote login service.
On the Internet, the ability to connect with another machine is made possible by the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP), which enables two machines to transmit data back and forth in a manner
coherent to the operating systems of each device, and the Internet Protocol (IP), which provides a
unique 32-bit address for each machine connected to the network. The telecommunications
application built over these capabilities provides the local terminal with the means to emulate a
terminal compatible with the remote computer.
The Telnet protocol gives the ability to connect to a machine, by giving commands and
instructions interactively to that machine, thus creating an interactive connection. In such a case,
the local system becomes transparent to the user, who gets the feeling that he is connected
directly to the remote computer. The commands typed by the user are transmitted directly to the
remote machine and the response from the remote machine is displayed on the user’s monitor
screen.
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Serial Communication
AdventNet CLI API provides Serial Communication as one of the standard protocol
implementations for connecting network devices such modems, routers, printers and others. The
serial communication can be carried out by plugging the devices to serial port using the nullmodem cable.
The serial port "serializes" data, i.e. it takes a byte of data and transmits the 8 bits in the byte one
at a time.
The serial port needs only one wire to transmit the 8 bits. Before each byte of data, a serial port
sends a start bit, which is a single bit with a value of 0. After each byte of data, it sends a stop bit
to signal that the byte is complete. It may also send a parity bit.
Serial ports, also called communication (COM) ports are bi-directional. The bi-directional
communication allows each device to receive data as well as transmit it. Serial devices use
different pins to receive and transmit data using the same pins would limit communication to halfduplex, using different pins allows for full-duplex communication.
An important aspect of serial communications is the concept of flow control. This is the ability of
one device to tell another device to control the sending data for a while. The commands Request
to Send (RTS), Clear To Send (CTS), Data Terminal Ready (DTR), and Data Set Ready (DSR)
are used to enable flow control.
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CLI API Architecture Overview
The AdventNet CLI API is a set of Java libraries for network management developers for
managing the Command Line Interface-based devices. It provides a good base to build network
management products and solutions for CLI device management. Using AdventNet CLI API , you
can quickly build device and/or element and/or network management applications performing
functions such as :
Device configuration
Alarm and network monitoring
Performance monitoring
Fault diagnosis and isolating the hardware problems
The AdventNet CLI API architecture is layered following the best practices of protocol stack
development. Picture below depicts the CLI architecture and its components.
CLI Core Package
CLI Transport Provider
CLI Parser
Script Handling
Terminal IO Handling
Config API
RMI
CLI Browser
Telnet Window
The following figure illustrates different modules in the AdventNet CLI API :
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CLI Core Package
AdventNet CLI API core package forms the core of the product providing first level of interface to
user applications for constructing CLI messages, sending them to the CLI devices and receiving
response messages. It provides useful set of methods for callback registration, connection
resource pooling, setting up communication mechanism, and protocol options, and others. Also,
CLI API allows simultaneous communication with multiple devices through session management.
For more information on CLI API package, please refer to CLI Core API available in Developer
guide.
CLI Transport Provider
Network devices use different transport protocols to carry management information back and
forth. AdventNet CLI API is designed to be protocol-neutral accommodating transport protocols
as plug-ins. This way the core APIs do not perform operations specific to any particular protocol
and the higher layer CLI messages can use any transport protocol for communicating with the
device. AdventNet CLI API provides Telnet and SSH over TCP/IP and Serial (RS232) as default
protocol implementations.
The CLI Transport Provider acts as a bridge between the core API and the transport protocol
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implementation. Essentially, the CLI Transport Provider provides a framework for communication
between the manager application and the devices. The CLI API interacts with the Transport
Provider unaware of the details of the protocol and use the implementation of the protocol that is
registered with the Transport Provider. For more information on communication mechanism,
please refer to CLI Transport Provider available in Developer Guide.
CLI Parser
AdventNet CLI Parser is rules driven. Based on the rule sets defined in XML, responses from the
network elements are parsed. Rules engine is customizable and extensible. By default, Table,
Scalar, and String Search parsing are supported. Rules are simple and easy to understand. For
illustrative examples and other details, please refer to CLI Parser available in Developer guide.
Script Handling
Scripting is emerging as a powerful way to automate tasks that are repeated routinely. Most
network administrators use scripts to run routine configuration and data collection tasks. It is
important that any Manager application built should be able to reuse this potential feature.
AdventNet CLI API offers facility to launch scripts from applications. By default, Python and
BeanShell scripts are supported. Scripting framework available in CLI API is extensible and
customizable. For detailed information, please refer to Scripting support available in Developer
guide.
Terminal IO Handling
Terminal IO Handler is a standalone utility module of AdventNet CLI API that can handle
translation and transformation of terminal Input/Output data. Module is developed as a framework
into which your own translation and transformation alogorithms can be plugged-in. Product
packages, as a sample implementation, IBM 3101-to-vt100 terminal i/o translation &
transformation for selective terminal codes For more information, please refer to Terminal IO
Handling available in Developer guide.
Config API
The configuration of network devices is one of the complex tasks in network management.
Considering this fact, AdventNet CLI API is providing a with quick turnaround-time Config API
package, which makes the development of configuration applications hassle-free. Config API is a
utility module developed on top of CLI core package, which internally uses the CLI API functions.
For more information, please refer to Config API available in Developer guide.
RMI API
Using Remote Method Invocation (RMI), AdventNet CLI API-based applications can be deployed
in a distributed environment. CLI API is started as a RMI Server to which user applications acting
as RMI clients can connect and carry out CLI requests. For more information, please refer to
Distributed API available in Developer Guide.
CLI Browser
AdventNet CLI Browser is GUI-based Craft Interface that supports sessions with CLI devices for
executing commands and It has the capability to load and use Command Set and Data Set
having different set of input commands, configuration settings, and others. CLI Browser can be
used to launching scripts written in Python and BeanShell and for Terminal Transformation. For
detailed information, please refer to CLI Browser available in CLI Tools.
Telnet Window
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AdventNet Telnet Window is a reference application that can be used as a Telnet client to
communicate with remote network devices. For detailed information, please refer to Telnet
Application available in CLI Tools.
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What's New
This section lists the most important features that were designed and implemented as a part of
AdventNet CLI API Release 2.0
CLI Parser
Scripting
Terminal IO Handling
Enhanced CLI core API
Configuration API
Serial Communication
CLI Parser
XML-driven CLI Parser enables parsing of response from devices, based upon well-defined rules.
A default set of parsing rules table parsing, scalar parsing, and string search parsing are
provided, which can be used in most of the situations. It also allows you to plug in custom parser.
For more information, please refer to CLI Parser.
Scripting
Script Handler can be used for launching scripts to automate the complex CLI device
configuration tasks. By default it provides implementations for running Python and BeanShell
scripts. In addition to this, the Script Handler provides the necessary interfaces to plug in other
script interpreter implementation to run scripts in other languages also. For more information,
please refer to Scripting.
Terminal IO Handling
Terminal Independent IO Handler provides handling of transformation and translation of terminal
codes, viz. escape sequences, terminal properties between different types of terminals such as
IBM, vt100, and others. The default implementation is provided which performs the translation
and transformation of terminal data with the help of XML-driven transformation and translation
tables. Necessary interfaces are provided to plug in other terminal IO handling implementations.
For more information, please refer to Terminal IO Handling.
Enhanced CLI Core API
The CLI Core API provides an extensive support for receiving asynchronous messages when
fault condition occurs in the network. It is also capable to notify the closing of non-dedicated
CLSessions to applications. Support for multiple prompts is another prominent feature that can be
used for receiving the complete response from devices. For more information, please refer to CLI
Core Package.
Configuration API
The Config API provides a rich set of APIs using which the user can build configuration
applications. These applications could be used to configure devices such as switches, routers,
and hubs. The XML-based Config API provides an effective solution in simplifying the complex
device configuration tasks. To demonstrate the capabilities of the Config API, an example
Configuration Application is provided to configure devices running, using Cisco IOS. For more
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information, please refer to Config API.
Serial Communication (RS232)
Communication with network devices over serial port (RS232) is possible with this release of
AdventNet CLI API. It provide implementations for CLIProtocolOptions and
CLIProtocolProvider interface for different platforms using Java Communication API. For more
information, please refer to Serial Communication Provider.
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Contacting AdventNet
TM

AdventNet, the Management Solutions Company , offers two major lines of management
software. For enterprises and software vendors (EAI middleware, J2EE application server, and
others). It offers a suite of software and solutions empowering end-to-end management of
business processes and applications. For networking/telecom equipment vendors, service
providers, and MSPs, it offers massively scalable, carrier-grade management application server
software for provisioning and management of networking infrastructure and services.
AdventNet is looking forward for your feedback, comments, and suggestions, in improving the
products. We give you the contact information to our Corporate Headquarters, Sales, and
Technical Support teams in addition to the link to subscribe to the Java network management
mailing list.
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AdventNet Corporate Headquarters
TM

AdventNet, The Internet Management Infrastructure Company , is the leading provider of open,
scalable, extensible, and cross-platform management solutions for managing the Internet and ecommerce infrastructure. AdventNet's solutions range in scope from Optical to core internetworking management systems, Cable Modem, DSL, Storage, Security Management and ecommerce application management. In each of these fast-growing markets, AdventNet is the
leading provider of technology.

Contact information
Web Site
AdventNet Headquarters

AdventNet Development Center

http://www.adventnet.com
AdventNet, Inc.
5645 Gibraltar Drive
Pleasanton, CA 94588 USA
Phone: +1-925-924-9500
Fax: +1-925-924-9600
Email:info@adventnet.com
AdventNet Development Center (India) Private
Limited
Sree Narayana Complex,
No. 11, Sarathy Nagar,
Velachery, Chennai 600 042, INDIA
Phone: +91-44-2243-2414
Email: info@adventnet.com
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Sales
For sales and product licensing enquiries, please use the contact information available in the
following URL:
AdventNet Contact Information
You can also send an email to sales@adventnet.com. or call the AdventNet headquarters
numbers indicated below.
Phone : +1-925-924-9500 and ask for Sales
Fax :
+1-925-924-9600
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Technical Support
AdventNet gives the topmost priority to support the package with good documentation that covers
all the features of the product, step-by-step tutorials, which guides the beginners to use the
product more effectively. We are maintaining all the latest information related to the product in our
web-site. We update the latest bugs (if any) in the package and support you through bug-report.
For those with support contracts, AdventNet provides priority support via email with a reply
usually provided within 24 hours.
For support and bug-report, please contact cli-support@adventnet.com.
During the evaluation phase, AdventNet provides "no fees" support. This support includes e-mail
access to our product specialists for problem resolution, clarifications in documentation, and
technical guidance. Feel free to send your queries to us. We promise to respond as quickly as
possible to make your evaluation a success.
Please provide the following information while sending support mails:
Release version of the product
Operating System
JDK version
Stack traces, if any
Debug messages, if any
Log files, if any
CLASSPATH environment variable, if applicable and any other information. This will help
us to provide faster response to your query.

Feedback
AdventNet strives for highest quality in documentation. Therefore we welcome your feedback. If
you have comments or suggestions about Help and Java documents, please feel free to email us.
While sending feedback include the following information.
Topic title
Brief description of content (for example, are you reviewing step-by-step instructions that
are inaccurate, grammatical errors in a specific paragraph, information that requires
clarification or more details, etc.)
Your suggestion for how to correct/improve documentation
Please send e-mail messages to cli-support@adventnet.com
There is a mailing list java-nm@adventnet.com, which is a good resource for interacting with
network management developers. To subscribe, send mail to majordomo@adventnet.com with
no subject and a message body: subscribe java-nm.
Calling AdventNet Support
You can call AdventNet Customer Response Center for logging and resolving any technical
problem. This Center is operational 24 hours of the day staffed by experienced and
knowledgeable product specialists. They are accessible between the hours of Monday 12.30 AM
(PST) and Saturday 1.00 AM (PST) at:
++1 925 924 9500 (during the hours 8.30 AM PST and 6.00 PM PST) and
++91 44 2436152 to 55
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Commercial
To contact AdventNet, please visit http://www.adventnet.com/contact.html

Copyright and License
Please refer to COPYRIGHT and LICENSE before using the package.
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AdventNet Product Line
AdventNet, the Internet Management Infrastructure Company™ is the leading provider of open,
scalable, extensible, and cross-platform management solutions for managing the Internet and ecommerce infrastructure. AdventNet's solutions ranges in scope from optical and core
Internetworking Management Systems, Cable Modem, DSL, Storage, Security Management to ECommerce application management. In each of these fast-growing markets, AdventNet is the
leading provider of technology.
EMS, NMS, Provisioning &OSS Systems
AdventNet Web NMS - AdventNet Web NMS is an open, massively scalable, carrier-grade
management infrastructure platform built for the Internet age. It provides out-of-the-box
application functions with tremendous flexibility to customize for a variety of domain specific
needs.
AdventNet TMF EMS and NMS - AdventNet TMF EMS and NMS products, which are based on
Tele-Management Forum (TMF) standards, enable carriers to manage multi vendor/multi
technology devices through a common management system that integrates across a diverse set
of devices.
AdventNet V5 Protocol Stack - The AdventNet V5 protocol stack is implemented in ANSI C
and highly portable to any system. It supports both V5.1 and V5.2 protocols and can provide both
the Access Network (AN) and the Local Exchange (LE) side implementations.
AdventNet V5 Monitor - AdventNet V5 Monitor is a Protocol Monitor and Analyzer for the V5.x
Protocol a switching and signaling telecommunication protocol between an Access Network (AN)
and a Local Exchange (LE).
AdventNet V5 LE Simulator - The V5 LE Simulator acts as a Local Exchange(LE) to test V5.2
AN implementation.
Management APIs
AdventNet SNMP API - The industry leading development environment for building cross
platform, Java and Web based management applications, applets and mediation frameworks.
The product can be used to build system management, application management, and network
management applications and applets. It includes class libraries and Java Beans for Java SNMP
development, as well as a complete MIB Browser for interacting with SNMP enabled devices.
AdventNet TL1 API - The AdventNet TL1 API comprises of a set of Java libraries for developers
TM
seeking to leverage the power of Java and other Internet technologies in quickly delivering
Java and web-based solutions for managing TL1 devices. It provides a good base to build
network management products and solutions for TL1 device management.
AdventNet Mediation Server - A multi-protocol mediation service for telecom network
management applications. It is designed for scalable multi-tier architectures such as J2EE that
form the basis for many OSS and NMS products and solutions being built today. It provides a
common interface based on XML messaging to applications using the Mediation Server.
AdventNet Agent Java/JMX Edition - A rapid prototyping and development tool for building
agents based on Java Management Extensions - JMX framework with multi-protocol access to
common management instrumentation, including SNMP, HTML, RMI, HTTP, CORBA and TL1.
You just have to instrument once to access with any protocol.
AdventNet Agent Toolkit - C Edition - A rapid prototyping and development tool for building
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ANSI C,C++ based agents, best suited for device and System Management. The run-time agent
is very modular, portable, and customizable. The toolkit supports to provide multiple protocol
(SNMP, HTTP, TL1 and other protocol) access to common instrumentation, called Multi-Protocol
Agent (MPA).
Simulating Networks and Systems
AdventNet Simulation Toolkit - A comprehensive set of tools for creating a simulated
environment. It not only supports setting up a simulated agent but also simulating an entire
network in Windows, Linux, and Solaris.
Other Utilities
AdventNet SNMP Utilities - The AdventNet SNMP Utilities contains cross-platform applications
and applets for SNMP and Web-based network management. These utilities enable device,
element, application and system management.
Building JMX Based Manageability
AdventNet ManageEngine - Standards-Based Business-Oriented Manageability For Business
Processes, Applications, and Middleware Infrastructure.
Managing J2EE Applications
AdventNet Middleware Manager Weblogic Edition - Real Time, Standards-Based, Best-ofbreed Solution Offering a Scalable, Feature Rich, and Cost-effective Solution to Manage all
Components of the WebLogic Server and the associated application.
Testing Java/J2EE Applications
AdventNet QEngine - Comprehensive Cross-Platform Tool with a Compelling Business Value
Proposition for Automating Large-scale Java and J2EE Application Testing.
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Getting Started
This chapter explains the system requirements to work with AdventNet CLI API, installing and
setting up in different platforms such as Windows, Linux, and Solaris.
System Requirements describes the system and software requirements for installing and
working with the AdventNet CLI API Product. Please go through this section to make sure that
you are using supported JDK platform and other products needed to use the tools.
Installation and Setup describes how to install and start CLI applications. It also gives useful
information on some basic configuration files that are required to work CLI API. We suggest that
all developers read this topic.
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System Requirements
To run the AdventNet CLI API, the following are essential requirements.

Hardware
CPU
: Minimum 233 MHz Pentium Processor
Memory : Minimum 128MB RAM
Disk Space : Minimum 50 MB

Software
JDK 1.1.7 or later - The Windows 95/98/NT / Solaris distribution of JDK can be downloaded from
Sun's Javasoft Web site at http://www.javasoft.com The Linux distribution can be downloaded
from http://www.blackdown.org.
Note: If you are using JDK 1.2 for Linux then glibc 2.0 should be available in your system to have full
compatibility with JDK.
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Installation and Setup
The AdventNet CLI API is distributed in two formats:
Zip file distribution (for Solaris/Linux and Windows) - If the downloaded file is in a zip
format, extract the files using the unzip utility.
Self-extracting EXE format with an Installshield program for installation. ( for Windows
95/98/2000/NT ) - If the downloaded file is EXE, Run the EXE file to start the installation
process and follow the instructions provided.
Scripts
Following script files are available in <CLI Home>/bin directory for executing CLI applications.
SL. No

3

Application / Tool
File
CLI Example Applications Setenv.bat/sh
CLI Browser
CLIBrowserApplication.
bat/sh
Configuration Application ConfigApplication.bat/sh

4
5

Telnet Application
Update Manager

1
2

Description
Sets the CLASSPATH.
Starts the CLI Browser.
Starts the Configuration
Application.
Starts the Telnet Application
Starts the Update Manager

TelnetApplication.bat/sh
UpdateManager.bat/sh

Note:
Set the JAVA_HOME before starting all the applications available in the product.
Use files with extension .bat for Windows and .sh for UNIX-based applications.
Configuration Files
Following configuration files are available in <CLI Home>/conf directory.
Application / Tool
CLI Applications

Conf file
cliTransport.conf

CLI Browser

CLIbrowser.conf
CommandSet.dtd
DataSet.dtd
unixcmds.ccs
unixcmds.dat
showcmds.ccs
showcmds.dat

Configuration Application

TaskList.dtd

Description
This can be used to configure the
protocol implementation.
This can be used to store the login
parameters.
This can be used as a reference rule
file to generate command set.
This can be used as a reference rule
file to generate data set.
This can be used to generate a
command template for UNIX
commands
This can be used to generate UNIX
commands.
This can be used to generate a
command template for show
commands for CISCO devices.
This can be used to generate show
commands for CISCO devices.
This can be used as a reference rule
file to load commands to the
configuration application.
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TaskList.xml
Script Handler

Scripthandler.conf

Terminal IO Handler

terminal.conf

Terminal Transformation

TransformationTable.dtd
TransformationTable.xml

Terminal Translation

TranslationTable.dtd
TranslationTable.xml

CLI Log Manager

logging_parameters.conf

Update Manager

UpdateManager.properties

This can be used as a Configuration
file to load commands into the
Configuration application.
This can be used to set the scripting
implementation for Python and
BeanShell.
This can be used to configure the
Terminal IO handling implementation
either Transformation or Translation.
This can be used as a reference rule
file to generate Transformation tables.
This can be used as a Transformation
table for transforming the terminal
data.
This can be used as a reference rule
file to generate Translation tables.
This can be used as a Translation
table for translating the terminal
codes.
This can be used as a set the debug
level CLI response messages.
This can be used to configure the
Update Manager

Running CLI Applications Over Telnet
To run the CLI applications over Telnet protocol, you must include jta20.jar in the CLASSPATH.
Running CLI Application Over SSH
SSH protocol is available in two major versions SSH1 and SSH2.
To run CLI applications over SSH1protocol, you must include AdventNetJta.jar in the
CLASSPATH.
To run CLI application over SSH2 protocol, follow the procedure given below:
1. Download sshtools-j2ssh-0.0.4-alpha-bin.tar file from the URL given below and extract.
http://prdownloads.sourceforge.net/sshtools
2. Add the jars under <sshtools_home>/lib to the CLASSPATH. Also set the Java home to
jre1.4 (or above) in the CLASSPATH.
3. Add a system variable for sshtools.home as given below:
java -Dsshtools.home=<sshtools_home> <application_name>
Running CLI Applications Over Serial Port
To run the CLI applications over Serial port (RS232), you must set the comm.jar in the JDK
PATH. This library is also bundled with the product. You also require additional files to work with
the serial mode. Please read below for details about platform specific files.
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Windows Platform
Place the win32com.dll in<JDK> \bin directory.
Copy comm.jar to your lib directory.
Copy javax.comm.properties to your <JDK>\lib directory. The javax.comm.properties
file must be installed. If it is not, no port will be found by the system.
Add comm.jarto your CLASSPATH.
For more details, please refer to http://java.sun.com/products/javacomm/
Linux Platform
Add comm.jar to your CLASSPATH.
For more details, please refer http://www.interstice.com/kevinh/linuxcomm.html
Solaris Platform
Place the libSolarisSerialParallel.so in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH
Add comm.jarto your CLASSPATH
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Release Notes
Release Features section gives the details of the features and enhancements available with the
current release of the product.
Package Structure section lists the various directories and files, which are distributed with the
AdventNet CLI API.
Third Party Software section enables you to familiarize with the various third-party software that
are bundled with the product.
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Release Features
The AdventNet CLI API product is a set of Java libraries that can help to build applications in
management of any network devices such as switches, routers and others with a Command Line
Interface (CLI). The salient features of the product are as follows:
CLI Session Management
Resource Management
Transport Provider and Multiprotocol Support
XML-driven CLI Parser
Scripting
Terminal Independent IO Handler
XML-driven Command Generation
Configuration API
RMI Support
GUI Management Applications
CLI Session Management
•

The CLISession can send data either in synchronous or in asynchronous mode. The

•

and CLISession.send(CLIMessage)
are the
CLISession.syncSend(CLIMessage)
APIs used for sending CLI commands in synchronous and asynchronous mode
respectively.
Applications can communicate with multiple devices simultaneously via multiple

•
•

•

•

CLISession
Transport connection pooling at the Transport provider level is possible. This can allow
multiple applications to share a common transport connection (e.g. Telnet).
A CLI Session can use two types of transport sessions - dedicated and non-dedicated
sessions.
o Multiplexed Session (non-dedicated-session) - In this case transport connections
from a common connection pool is shared between different CLISessions used by
the applications.
o Dedicated Session - In this case, the CLI Session establishes and reserves a
transport session explicitly for its own use. These have to be closed specifically by
the user.
There is a mechanism to restrict the number of transport connections to the device. This
is done using the CLISession.setMaxConnections(int) . If the number of open
connections exceeds the maximum permitted connections, then an exception is thrown.
The CLI APIs can return the appropriate response for a command-based on the prompt
set for that message. The prompt can be set commonly for the entire CLISession or for a
particular message. Either the CLISession.setCLIPrompt(String)
CLIMessage.setCLIPrompt(String)

•
•

or

can be used for this purpose.

APIs can send and receive any CLI message. CLIMessage(String)
is used to
construct the message.
The CLISession can also receive asynchronous messages through the callback
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mechanism. For example, when the device sends any asynchronous data (say due to
some fault condition) this will be received through the CLIClient.callback() method of the
application which implements the CLIClient interface.
Resource Management
The system-wide resources associated with the CLI APIs within the same Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) can be managed by CLIResourceManager .
The Resource Manager manages various resources like the maximum number of CLI
connections that can be opened, connection time-out parameter on a per device basis
and others.
CLI Transport Provider and Multiprotocol Support
CLI Transport Provider provides the facility to support multiple protocols such as TCP,
UDP, and Serial port communication. Users can make use of this to write their own
custom Transport provider implementation for communication with CLI devices.
The current release provides Serial / RS232, Telnet, and SSH as default Transport
provider implementations.
XML-driven CLI Parser
CLI Parser can parse CLI response into well-defined tokens that the application can
process easily.
MessageParser

class to parse response stream based on a rule set.

LineParser
class is used to parse responses in the form of tables. It can also parse
responses, which contain scalar values.
Scripting
The ScriptHandler
executes complex CLI device configuration tasks written as scripts
in one of the scripting languages (like python).
The RunScriptInterface
facilitates the user to plug in his own script interpreter
implementation into the Scripting API.
PythonScriptRunnerImpl
and BeanShellScriptRunnerImpl
are the default
implementations for the RunScriptInterface provided for running Python and BeanShell
scripts respectively.
Terminal IO Handler
The TerminalIOHander
is a utility to handle translation and transformation
Input/Output data from different types of terminals (vt100, vt320, IBM etc.).
XML-driven transformation and translation for processing the terminal data.
Users can plug in their own implementation into the TerminalIOHandler to perform the
terminal operations and set up terminal parameters.
XML-driven Command Generation
Ability to generate CLI commands easily from an XML-based Command Set and Data Set.
Configuration API
CLI-based Configuration Applications can be developed using the ConfigAPI. The applications
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developed using the API will have the capability to perform complex configuration tasks on
devices that have the CLI interface.
RMI Support
RMI support is provided so that CLI devices can be managed using distributed applications.
GUI Management Applications
A comprehensive GUI management application, the AdventNet CLI Browser is an outof-box solution that can manage any CLI device.
AdventNet Telnet Application can be used as a Telnet Client to connect with remote
devices.
AdventNet Configuration Application can be used to configure devices like routers that
TM
are running on Cisco IOS .
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Package Structure
The directory structure and the files, which are bundled with AdventNet CLI API are given below.
All the files are extracted under CLI API directory.

Directory Name
Bin

Description
Contains the following files to run applications:
setenv.sh/setenv.bat - To set the environment variables like
CLASSPATH, JAVA_HOME.
CLIBrowserApplication.sh/.bat -To start the CLI Browser as a
standalone application.
ConfigurationApplication.sh/.bat-To start the Configuration Application
TelnetApplication.sh/.bat-To start the Telnet Application.
UpdateManager.sh/.bat - To start the Update Manager.

CLIBrowser
Conf

Contains CLIBrowserApplication.java/class file.
Contains various configuration files that can be used to implement various
applications. Please refer to conf files under Installation and Setup topic.
Contains various example programs and using AdventNet CLI API. Please refer to
Examples chapter for complete details.
Contains the complete help files in HTML format.
Contains the following jars used by the AdventNet CLI API :
AdventNetCLI.jar
AdventNetCLIClient.jar
AdventNetFramework.jar
AdventNetUpdateManager.jar
AdventNetUtils.jar
ApiUtils.jar
crimson.jar
jaxp.jar
JimiProClasses.zip
jta20.jar (Outdated: This JAR has been replaced with AdventNetJta.jar
after AdventNet obtained a commercial license from
http://www.mud.de/se/jta/)
comm.jar
jython.jar
bsh-1.2b4.jar
xalan.jar
Contains the log messages created during communication with devices.

examples
Help
Jars

Logs
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reference

Contains the source code of default implementation such as
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl and TelnetTransportImpl.

Filename
COPYRIGHT
LICENSE
README.html
COPYRIGHT_EXTENDED

Description
Copyright File
License Agreement File
README File
Copyright file for using AdventNetJta.jar
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Third Party Software
The AdventNet CLI API requires the following third-party tools, which are bundled with the
product. You may refer to the respective web sites for more details about these software.
Tool
AdventNetJta
(AdventNetJta.jar)

JimiPro Classes
(JimiProClasses.zip)
JAXP XML Parser
(jaxp.jar,crimson.jar)
Serial Communication
(comm.jar)

Jython
(jython.jar)
BeanShell
(bsh-1.2b3.jar)
xalan
(xalan.jar)

Description
Java Telnet Application (Used
by the CLI API for SSH and
Telnet to connect remote
machine).

Version
Web Site
2.0
http://www.mud.de/se/jta/

Used by the CLIBrowser for
2.0
supporting *.png images.
Used by the CLI API to perform 1.0
XML parsing.
Used by the CLI API to perform 2.0
Serial Communication.

Used by the CLI API to support 2.1
Python script.
Used by the CLI API to support 1.2
BeanShell script.
Xalan is an XSLT processor for 2.2
transforming XML documents
into HTML, text,or other XML
document types.
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jta20.jar has been renamed as
AdventNetJta.jar after acquiring
commercial license.
Henceforth, jta20.jar is outdated
while working with AdventNet
CLI API product.
http://java.sun.com
http://java.sun.com/products/xml
for Windows and Solaris OS
http://java.sun.com/products/java
comm/
for Linux OS
http://www.interstice.com/kevinh/
linuxcomm.html
http://www.jython.org
http://www.beanshell.org
http://xml.apache.org/xalanj/index.html
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Developer Guide
The AdventNet CLI API is an effective, rapid development environment for network management
developers seeking to leverage the power of Java™ and other Internet technologies in delivering
Java and web-based solutions quickly. It provides a good base to build network management
products and solutions.
The chapters and topics covered in this chapter will help the developers to create their own
applications. Please go through the respective sections to learn more.
CLI API Overview discusses the various packages available in the CLI API packages. The
details included in this section are useful to developers in preparation of various applications
related to Java based CLI technologies.
CLI Core Package contains the entire CLI core APIs for communication, which includes CLI
package CLISession, CLIMessage and other classes.
CLI Transport Provider Package consists of APIs related to protocol implementations for
Telnet, SSH, and Serial (RS232).
CLI Utilities Package consists of CLI Parser, Scripting, Terminal Independent IO Handling,
messageset package for Command Generation, Config API, and CLI Log Manager.
CLI Beans Package consists of CLI Browser and CLI Tree Beans.
Distribute API function includes allowing remote clients to perform CLI operations. This section
gives you details pertaining to communication with server and remote clients.
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CLI API Overview
AdventNet CLI API provides Java classes, which can be used to build applications to manage CLI
devices. The product consists of the following packages:
CLI Core Package
CLI Transport Provider
CLI Utilities
CLI Beans
Distributed API
CLI Core Package
The CLI Core package consists of Java classes, which implement the core CLI functions
including the communication framework that enables you to access the CLI API. The core API is
the foundation on which the other APIs are built.
The CLISession helps in establishing communication with the device via the configured
underlying transport protocol and provides API methods to send command and receive the
response.
CLI Transport Provider
CLI Transport Provider consists of API that allows you to plug in protocol implementations.
The Telnet package is for communication with remote devices. Telnet is one of the default
transport protocol implementations in the AdventNet CLI API. The main class is the
TelnetSession
that can be directly used in applications to connect to a device through telnet,
send commands, and receive the responses. It has methods to set the telnet Socket timeout and
read buffer size.
The SSH package is for communicating with remote devices in a secured mode that require
valid authentication to establish a connection.
The Serial communication package is for communication with devices, which have serial port.
The main class SerialCommSession , is used in applications to connect a device through
RS232 interface, send commands, and receive the responses. It has methods to set the various
parameters such as baud rate, parity, and others,
CLI Utilities
CLI Utilities consists of the following APIs:
CLI Parser
Script Handling
Terminal IO Handling
Message Set
Config API
CLI Log Manager
The CLI Parser consists of a set of rules that can be used to parse the response from the
devices. Currently, there are String Search Rule and Line Parsing Rule. There is a provision to
add new rules also.
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The Script Handler package extensively supports various scripting languages such as Python,
BeanShell, and others that simplify the complex CLI operations.
The Terminal Independent IO Handler handles different types of terminal Input/Output Data. It
provides facility to translate key codes, to transform terminal data, and to set terminal parameters.
The Command Generation consists of classes for generating commands based on a Command
Set and Data Set. It has the CommandSet
Similarly, the DataSet
Set.

class for parsing a Command Set definitions file.

class is used for parsing a Data set for the corresponding Command

The Config API package consists of classes for configuring devices such as routers, switches,
and others.
The CLI Log Manager is used to keep track of the actions taking place in CLI Application. Once
CLI Application is started, actions such as initiation, list of started processes, error messages,
and others that take place in CLI Application are logged into the log files.
CLI Beans
The CLI Beans can be used in user codes as well as in Visual Java Builders that consists
CLIBrowser
and CLITree . CLIBrowser Bean can be used to perform all CLI-related
functions from the single UI itself. The CLITree Bean is embedded inside the CLIBrowser. The
CLITree Bean is used to load XML files in tree format following the CLI file structure.

Distributed API (RMI)
The AdventNet CLI API also contains distributed API (RMI) that is used for communication with
remote clients. It can perform CLI operations through RMI package. It comprises the server side
interface and factory for the CLI API. The CLIFactory
API to the remote RMI clients, which make use of it.

class in this package exposes the CLI
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CLI Core Package
The CLI Core API implements the basic CLI functionality that enables opening of CLI Sessions
and sending (receiving) CLI commands (responses) to (from) various devices. In addition to this,
the Core package provides session pooling, resource management, and others.
CLISession is the basic class that can be used to open connections with CLI devices. The
connection can then be used to send CLI commands and the responses can be received either
synchronously or asynchronously through the callback mechanism.
Other Core APIs can be used to form the CLI message, to manage CLI resources and others..
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CLISession
CLISession is the main class in the core API that can be used to establish CLI sessions with
network devices. CLISession allows you to communicate with devices either in synchronous or
asynchronous mode. The type of the connection opened is based on the underlying Transport
provider used, which can be Telnet, Serial port, or any custom protocol implementation. The
Transport provider can be selected using APIs provided in CLISession.
The CLISession provides the following functions:
Session management
Communication mechanism
Response processing
Session Management
Session management involves establishing, keeping track of the number of connections, and
closing the connections within a specific period that can be configured so that the device
resources are utilized optimally.
The CLISession provides necessary methods to establish the following types of CLI sessions:
Dedicated session
Multiplexed session
Following methods can be used for establishing both multiplexed and dedicated CLI session.
Method
setTransportProviderClassNa
me(java.lang.String
className)
setCLIProtocolOptions(CLIProt
ocolOptions
cliProtocolOptions)
open()

Purpose
This method can be used to set the Transport provider class name.
This class will be instantiated and used by the CLISession for
communicating with the device.
This method can be used to set the parameters specific to a particular
protocol. The protocol can be Telnet, Serial, or custom protocol
implementation.
This method opens a transport connection (such as Telnet, Serial) with
the remote device based on the CLIProtocolOptions set on the
CLISession.
setCLIPrompt(java.lang.String This method can be used to set the prompt that is issued by the device
cliPrompt)
after the execution of a CLI command.
close()
This method closes the CLI session and the underlying transport
connection (if the session is dedicated).
Dedicated Session
In a dedicated session (dedicated), the opened transport connection is reserved to a single CLI
session and it will remain open until the session is closed. Any other CLISession cannot acquire
this connection. If another CLISession is opened, it will open a new transport connection. In
general, there will be 1 : 1 relationship between the CLISession instance and the transport
connection.
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Following method can be used to establish a dedicated CLI session in which the session pooling
is not required.
Method
setPooling(boolean poolFlag)

Purpose
This method can be used to set the poolFlag as false, so that a
dedicated session is established.

The following code snippet explains how to establish a dedicated CLI session.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
try {
cliSess = new CLISession(tpoi);
cliSess.setPooling(false);
cliSess.open();
} catch(Exception e) { }
Multiplexed Session
In a multiplexed session (non-dedicated), the transport connection, i.e., Telnet, SSH, or Serial
(RS232) is shared among various CLI sessions. In this mode, the application can make the
transport connections to be shared among the various CLISessions from the common connection
pool. In general, there will be 1 : n relationship between the CLISession instance and the
transport connection.
The multiplexed sessions are kept open based on a keep-alive timeout value. If a multiplexed
transport connection is idle for more than this timeout value, then the connection is closed
automatically. This is done primarily to restrict the number of open connections to the device that
can block up the device resources.
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The closing of multiplexed connection will be intimated to the listeners of the session. Hence, any
application requiring the notification from the session must register as a listener to the multiplexed
sessions using the addConnectionListener method of CLISession.
Following methods can be used to establish a multiplexed CLI session.
Method
setPooling(boolean poolFlag)

Purpose
This method can be used to set the poolFlag as true
so that a multiplexed CLISession can be established.
addConnectionListener(ConnectionListener
This method can be used to notify when the
conListener)
multiplexed session times-out.
removeConnectionListener(ConnectionListener This method can be used to unregister the listener, so
conListener)
that it will cease to receive notification when the
multiplexed session times out.
The following code snippet explains how to establish a multiplexed CLI session.

TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
try {
cliSess = new CLISession(tpoi);
cliSess.setPooling(true);
cliSess.open();
} catch(Exception e) { }
Note:
The dedicated CLISession cannot be converted into multiplexed.
In a multiplexed session, when the request timeout expires the CLISession will not be closed.
Hence, when the next command is sent, it does not return any error.
Communication with Devices
After establishing a successful connection with device, CLI messages can be sent in the following
modes of communication:
Synchronous communication
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Asynchronous communication
Synchronous communication
Synchronous communication is achieved by using the method syncSend. The application calling
this method blocks the CLISession until the response for the sent command is received. This type
of communication can be used where there is a need for a devoted communication, typically in
configuration of devices where the next command can be sent only when the response for the
previous command is received.
You can receive the response in synchronous mode using the following method :
Method
syncSend(CLIMessage cliMsg)

Purpose
This method can be used to send the CLI Command in a
synchronous mode of communication.

The following code snippet explains how to send messages using synchronous mode.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
CLIMessage msg = new CLIMessage("CLICommand");
CLISession cliSess = new CLISession(tpoi);
cliSess.open();
try{
System.out.println(clisession.syncSend(msg).getData());
} catch(Exception e){ }
For more details, please refer to the CLI Synchronous communication example application that is
available in Examples chapter.
Asynchronous Communication
In an asynchronous mode of communication, the application does not wait for the response.
Asynchronous communications allow the application to send the command and do other
processes before receiving the response instead of waiting for it as in the case of synchronous
mode.
The method send can be used for sending commands asynchronously. This method returns the
message ID of the command sent. This ID can be used for matching commands with
corresponding responses that are received in the callback() method. The application can
receive the response in the callback method by registering with CLISession using
addCLIClient method.
The callback mechanism can also be used to receive Asynchronous messages. Typically,
these are sent when some fault condition occurs on the device.
The following methods can be used for sending and receiving asynchronous messages:
Method
addCLIClient(CLIClient client)
send(CLIMessage cliMsg)
removeCLIClient(CLIClient client)

Purpose
This method can be used to register a CLI Client to receive the
response in an asynchronous mode.
This method can be used to send the CLI Command in an
asynchronous mode.
This method can be used to remove the CLI Client from the list of
clients that are registered to receive asynchronous responses.
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The following code snippet explains how to send messages in asynchronous mode.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
CLIMessage msg = new CLIMessage("CLICommand");
CLISession cliSess = new CLISession(tpoi);
cliSess.open();
try{
System.out.println(cliSess.Send(msg).getData());
} catch(Exception e){ }
For more details, please refer to the CLI Asynchronous communication example application that
is available in Examples chapter.
Response Processing
The response received from the device needs to be processed before analyzing, because the
response may contain some special characters such as escape sequences, color codes, or it
may require to send additional prompts to receive the full response, and etc. The core API
provides following special methods for processing the response:
Multiple prompt
Ignore special characters
Send control characters
Multiple Prompt
Certain CLI commands might return the response only partially and will wait for intermediate
action for continuing the command execution. In these cases, the device will issue some
intermediate prompts. In such situations, the setCLIPromptAction method can be used for
setting the possible prompts and corresponding actions.
The actions are basically commands that the device expects for the different prompts. A list of
prompts and the corresponding commands or actions can be registered in CLISession using the
setCLIPromptAction method. The command or action will be sent when device returns the
respective prompt. When no action or command is defined for a prompt, it is assumed as the
command prompt.
For example, if you send commands such as "show interface" to routers, you will get the
response in the form of blocks. To receive the next block of response, you have to send "space"
through keyboard when it encounters --More-- prompt. If this method is used, the handling of the -More-- prompt and the corresponding sending of 'space' are taken care of internally by the
CLISession and therefore appears transparent to the application. The application receives the
whole response with all the blocks combined together.
The following code snippet explains how to send a multiple prompt to receive the full response.
Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.setProperty("--More--"," ");
prop.setProperty(":"," ");
clisession.setCLIPromptAction(prop);
Ignore Special Characters
When device returns response that contains special characters such as ANSI escape sequences
or some non-printable characters, setIgnoreSpecialCharacters method enables you to
obtain the response without the special characters.
The following code snippet explains how to ignore special characters from the response.
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clisession=new CLISession(tpoi,enablePooling);
clisession.setIgnoreSpecialCharacters(true);
Send Control Characters
Several commands under particular condition might keep executing and will not terminate. In
such situations, it might be necessary to abort the execution so that the next command can be
sent. The setInterruptCmd method can be used for this purpose. The character or ASCII
value that is set using this method will be sent by the CLISession automatically to the device
when this situation occurs.
The following code snippet explains how to send control characters to interrupt the response.
clisession.setInterruptCmd("\ASCIIvalue");
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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Other Core APIs
The core API consists of necessary classes and interfaces that can be used along with the
CLISession for constructing messages, manage connection resources, and listening on
connection states.
The com.adventnet.cli package contains classes and interfaces to perform the following
functions:
Constructing CLI Messages
Receiving Asynchronous Responses and Messages
Listening on Connections
Managing Resources
Constructing CLI Messages
class can be used to create a CLI message that contains the command to
The CLIMessage
be sent to the device. For each message, parameters such as protocol options, command
prompt, message suffix and others can be set. The parameters set on the CLIMessage always
override the corresponding parameters on the CLISession.
After creating a CLI message it can be sent using either the send() or syncSend() method in
CLISession class. The CLIMessage contains the following parameters:
The CLI command to be sent.
The CLIProtocolOptions, which contains protocol specific parameters. For Telnet, this will
be the target host address, target port, and login parameters of the device to which the
CLI command has to be sent. For Serial communication, this will be the Serial port
parameters such as the Baud rate, the port ID and others.
The message ID, which is used to match the commands sent with the responses for
asynchronous communication.
The CLI prompt, which is the string issued by the remote host after establishing a session
successfully.
The command echo flag to enable or disable the echoing of commands by the device
back to the sender.
The timeout for the request message. If the response is not received within this time, an
Exception is thrown indicating that the timeout has occured.
The message suffix for the message. This is the String or character that has to be
appended to the message that is being sent.
Following methods are available in the CLI message to set the above mentioned parameters:
Method
setCLIProtocolOptions(CLIProtocolOptions
cliProtocolOptions)
setMsgID(int id)
setData(byte[] data)
setData(java.lang.String data)

Purpose
This method can be used to set the protocol
options for each message.
This method can be used to set the message ID
for the CLI Command. If this is not set then the
message ID is generated internally.
This method can be used to set the message in
the form of bytes.
This method can be used to set the message in
the form of a string.
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setCLIPrompt(java.lang.String cliPrompt)

This method can be used to set the CLI prompt for
the CLI session.

Receiving Asynchronous Responses and Messages
is the interface that has to be implemented by the applications when
The CLIClient
asynchronous CLI responses or asynchronous messages are to be received. The response or
method of the interface. The
the asynchronous message will be received in the callback
asynchronous responses are received when the method send() is used in CLISession. The
asynchronous messages are received when the device sends data on occurence of some fault
condition. Applications that implement the CLIClient interface have to register with the
CLISession using the addCLIClient method. Only then it can receive the asynchronous
responses or messages.
CLIAsync async = new CLIAsync();
session.addCLIClient(async);
Listening on Connections
The ConnectionListener interface is implemented by applications to get the notification of
timeout of transport connection associated with a non-dedicated session. If the non-dedicated
session is idle for more than the keepAliveTimeout, the transport connection associated with
it is closed and the application that has registered with the CLISession will be notified.
Managing Resources
The CLI ResourceManager class monitors all the transport connections. It keeps track of the
number of connections open with a particular device and also the total number of connections
system wide. This class manages system-wide resources associated with CLI API within the
same Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The various functions that can be performed using this class
are given below:
Monitor the maximum number of CLI connections that can be opened at any given instant
of time (default is 3).
Monitor the maximum number of CLI connections that can exist per device for any
opened session.
Enable/Disable the pooling (sharing) of the CLI transport provider among CLI sessions.
Automatic closing of multiplexed transport sessions that remain idle for a particular
amount of time. The timeout for closing the connection can be set using the
setKeepAliveTimeout() method.
Following methods can be used to manage the CLI resources.
Method
setPooling(boolean poolFlag)
setMaxConnections(int connections)
setSystemWideMaxConnections(int
connections)

Purpose
This method can be used to create a multiplexed or
dedicated CLI session. If you set the poolFlag as true, it
is multiplexed otherwise it is a dedicated session.
This method can be used to set the maximum number of
CLI connections that can exist per device for any
session.
This method can be used to set the maximum number of
connections system wide that can exist at any given
instant of time.
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closeAllConnections()

This method can be used to close all the connections in
the common transport pool.

Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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CLI Transport Provider Package
CLI Transport Provider classes are protocol independent and allow you to implement your own
transport protocol and plug it in the transport provider framework. Telnet, SSH and Serial/RS232
are provided as reference protocol implementations.
Telnet Provider is one of the default protocol set in the CLI API, which contains implementation
classes for Telnet. It can be used for establishing connections with remote devices.
SSH Provider is one of the default protocol implementations in the CLI API, which contains
implementation classes for SSH. It can be used for establishing connections with remote devices
in a secured mode.
Serial Communication Provider contains implementation classes for serial port communication,
which can be used for opening serial port connections with devices connected to the serial port.
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CLI Transport Provider
AdventNet CLI API is protocol neutral, and it is designed in such a way that the protocol details
are hidden from the core API. In the higher layer, CLI messages can be transported over any
protocol to communicate with the device. AdventNet CLI API provides Telnet or SSH over
TCP/IP and Serial (RS232) as default protocol implementations.
Transport Provider acts as a bridge between the core API and the transport protocol
implementation. The CLI API interacts with the framework unaware of the details of the protocol
and uses the implementation of the protocol that is registered with the Transport Provider. Hence,
it is possible to plug in other protocol implementations such as IPX, UDP, and others.
CLI Transport provider consists of the following interfaces:
CLITransportProvider
CLIProtocolOptions
CLITransportProvider
The CLITransportProvider interface provides the methods for performing the basic Input-Output
(I/O) operations, which are necessary for any transport protocol. It contains the following API
methods.
Method
void open(CLIProtocolOptions
cliProtocolOptions)
CLIMessage read()
void write(CLIMessage cliMsg)
void close()

Purpose
This method can be used to open a transport interface based
on the type of protocol option.
This method can be used to receive CLI response from the
device over the transport interface.
This method can be used to send data to the device over the
transport interface.
This method can be used to close the transport interface after
communication is over.

CLIProtocolOptions
The CLIProtocolOptions interface defines protocol specific options that have to be implemented
depending on the protocol being used to communicate with the CLI device. A reference
implementations for Telnet, SSH, and Serial port are provided. The implementation of the
interface can be passed as an argument to the CLISession constructor as follows.

CLISession session =
new CLISession(CLIProtocolOptionsImpl,enablePooling);
Here session is an instance of CLISession and CLIProtcolOptionsImpl is an instance of the
class that implements this interface. The enablePooling is a boolean to indicate whether the
session is dedicated or non-dedicated.
The CLIProtocolOptions can also be set on the session before calling the open method in the
CLISession.
session.setCLIProtocolOptions(CLIProtocolOptionsImpl);
For example, the Telnet implementation for the CLIProtocolOptions has the target host, port, and
login parameters as the option. Similarly, the custom protocol implementation requires the
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necessary parameters or options present in the implementation.
How to plug in a protocol implementation

1. Provide implementation of CLITransportProvider for the protocol (for example,

2.

3.

TelnetTransportImpl) - This class should provide the implementation for open(),
close(), read(), and write() methods. These methods will be used by the
CLISession to establish communication and transfer data between the CLI application
and device.
Provide implementation of CLIProtocolOptions - This class should provide the
necessary parameters needed for the protocol communication. Example: host, port, login
parameters, etc, in case of Telnet. This is used by the CLI API to uniquely identify each
connection between the CLI application and device.
The configuration file, cliTransport.conf, that is available in <CLI Home>/conf directory
should contain the name of the implemented CLITransportProvider class file.
For Telnet - Specify the class name as:
com.adventnet.cli.transport.TelnetTransportImpl
For Serial Port - Specify the class name as:
com.adventnet.cli.serial.SerialCommProviderImpl

Note:
In the application, the following should be taken care of while using the CLI Transport Provider.
After creating the session object, use
session.setTransportProviderClassName(String className). Here className is
used to specify the protocol for communication. Telnet is provided as a default protocol.
Create a ProtocolOptions object with necessary parameters. Set this on the session object
using session.setCLIProtocolOptions(ProtocolOptions param) method. For
Telnet, this will be the TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl.
It is mandatory for the CLIProtocolOptions to be first set on the CLISession object before
opening the session (session.open()).
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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Telnet Provider
Telnet is a standard terminal emulation protocol used for remote terminal connections. The Telnet
protocol enables you to log into a remote system from a terminal and to use the system's
resources as though it were directly connected to the terminal.
The com.adventnet.cli.transport package contains the implementation
CLITransportProvider and CLIProtocolOptions for Serial communication.

of

TelnetTransportImpl
The TelnetTransportImpl class is for sending commands through Telnet. The various Telnet
commands include opening and closing of the Telnet connection to the remote device, sending
and receiving messages from the opened connection.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl
The TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl class provides the Telnet implementation of the
CLIProtocolOptions interface. It contains parameters such as the Remote Host Address,
Port, login parameters, and others. In order to establish a CLI session over Telnet with a
particular device, the appropriate parameters have to be set on an instance of this class and
passed to the CLISession's constructor. Subsequent calls to the open method in CLISession will
establishes the Telnet connection, based on the parameters set here.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
tpoi.setRemoteHost("localhost");
tpoi.setRemotePort(23);
tpoi.setPrompt("$");
tpoi.setLoginName("guest");
tpoi.setPassword("guest");
CLISession clisession = new CLISession(tpoi);
clisession.setTransportProviderClassName
(com.adventnet.cli.transport.TelnetTransportImpl);
clisession.open();
TelnetSession
You can use TelnetSession class to establish Telnet connections with the desired device. Telnet
connections take place after you log in to the device with an appropriate login name and
password.
TelnetSession provides the following methods to set the connection parameters:
Method
connect(java.lang.String remoteHost, int
remotePort)
setLoginPrompt(java.lang.String
loginPrompt)
setPasswdPrompt(java.lang.String
passwordPrompt)
setPrompt(java.lang.String prompt)
setSocketTimeout(int timeout)

Purpose
This method can be used to connect a remote device
where the remote port can also be set.
This method can be used to set the login prompt.
This method can be used to set the password prompt.
This method can be used to set the prompt to receive
response.
This method can be used to set the socket time-out so
the socket can be closed when connection is not
established within time-out.
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login(java.lang.String login, java.lang.String
password)

This method can be used to login into a device with
specifying the login name and password.

The following code snippet explains how to establish a Telnet session with a remote device.
TelnetSession session = new TelnetSession();
session.connect( localhost, 23 );
session.setPrompt("$");
session.setLoginPrompt("login:");
session.setPasswdPrompt("Password:");
session.login( loginname, password );
After opening the session successfully, send commands to the device using send method. It also
has methods to set the Telnet socket timeout and the read buffer size using
setSocketTimeout and setReadBufferLength respectively.
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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SSH Provider
SSH protocol is used for communicating with remote devices in a secured mode. The SSH
protocol enables you to log into a remote system from a terminal and to use the system's
resources as though it were directly connected to the terminal.
The com.adventnet.cli.transport.ssh package contains the implementation
SshTransportProvider and SshProtocolOptions for SSH communication.

of

SshTransportImpl
The SshTransportProviderImpl class is for sending commands through SSH. The various
SSH commands include opening and closing of the SSH connection to the remote device,
sending and receiving messages from the opened connection.
SshProtocolOptionsImpl
The SshProtocolOptionsImpl class provides the SSH implementation of the CLIProtocolOptions
interface. It contains parameters, such as the Remote Host Address, Port, login parameters,
and others. In order to establish a CLI session over SSH with a particular device, the appropriate
parameters have to be set on an instance of this class and passed to the CLISession's
constructor. Subsequent call to the open method in CLISession will establishes the SSH
connection based on the parameters set here.

SshProtocolOptionsImpl spoi = new SshProtocolOptionsImpl();
spoi.setRemoteHost("host name");
spoi.setRemotePort(23);
spoi.setPrompt("$");
spoi.setLoginName("login name");
spoi.setPassword("password");
CLISession clisession = new CLISession(tpoi);
clisession.setTransportProviderClassName
(com.adventnet.cli.transport.ssh.SshTransportImpl);
clisession.open();
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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Serial Communication Provider
This topic discusses the various factors that need to be considered while developing Serial
communication applications.
The com.adventnet.cli.serial package contains the implementation of
CLITransportProvider and CLIProtocolOptions for Serial communication.
SerialCommProviderImpl
The SerialCommProviderImpl class is for communicating with the CLI device through serial port
(RS232 interface). To communicate with devices using serial port, the cliTransport.conf file in
<CLI Home>/conf has to be modified as:
com.adventnet.cli.transport.SerialCommProviderImpl
SerialCommOptionsImpl
The SerialCommOptionsImpl class provides the Serial port options implementation of the
CLIProtocolOptions Interface. It contains parameters such as the baud rate, data bits, parity,
stop bits, and flow control mode. In order to establish a CLI session over serial port with a
particular device, the appropriate parameters have to be set on an instance of this class and
passed to the CLISession's constructor.
A subsequent call to the open method in CLISession will establishes the serial connection based
on the parameters set here.
SerialCommOptionsImpl sp = new SerialCommOptionsImpl();
sp.setSerialCommParameters(9600,8,1,0);
sp.setPortId("COM1");
CLISession clisession = new CLISession(sp);
clisession.setTransportProviderClassName
(com.adventnet.cli.transport.SerialCommProviderImpl);
clisession.open();
SerialCommSession
You can use SerialCommSession
class to establish Serial connections with the desired
device. A serial connection is established after you connect to the device with appropriate
options.
SerialCommSession API provides the following methods to set various connection options:
Method
open()
open(java.lang.String portId)
setPortId(String portId)
setSerialCommParameters(int baudRate, int
dataBits, int stopBits,int parity)
setFlowControlMode(int flowcontrol)

Purpose
This method can be used to open a serial port
connection through the port identifier already set.
This method can be used to open a serial port
connection through the specified port identifier.
This method can be used to set the serial port ID.
This method can be used to set the communication
parameters such as baud rate, data bits, stop bits, and
parity.
This method can be used to set the flow control mode.
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The SerialCommProviderImpl implementation class is used to establish a CLI session for
communicating with the device through serial port (RS232 interface).
Establish the session by passing the port identifier to the open method. The port can be
either COM1, COM2 etc on windows machines or /dev/ttyS0, /dev/ttyS1 on UNIX based
systems.
Provide Serial communication parameters such as baud rate, data bits, stop bits, and
parity using the setSerialCommParameters method.
Send commands and receive response using the read and write methods.
Close the serial port connection using the close method.
The following code snippet explains how to establish a Serial session with a device.
SerialCommSession serial = new SerialCommSession();
serial.open("COM1");
serial.setSerialCommParameters(9600,8,1,0);
serial.setFlowControlMode(SerialCommOptionsImpl.FLOWCONTROL_NONE );
Note:

1. If you are running the applications using the Serial communication API on Windows and

2.

Solaris, make sure you set the comm.jar in the jdk CLASSPATH, which can be downloaded
from http://java.sun.com/products/javacomm/. Please refer to the instructions given in
javacomm20-win32 for details.
To run Serial communication applications on Linux OS, please install JCL, which is available at
the following URL: http://www.interstice.com/kevinh/linuxcomm.html

Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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CLI Utilities Package
AdventNet CLI API offers utilities packages to simplify the complex CLI operations. Following
APIs are available in CLI Utilities.
CLI Parser section explains how to parse message stream into tokens based on delimiter
definitions in an XML file with different parser implementation such as table parsing, scalar
parsing, and string search parsing.
Script Handler extends scripting support to handle the complex CLI tasks using scripts such as
Python, BeanShell, and etc.
Terminal IO Handler is an independent module of CLI API that comprises classes for
transformation and translation of terminal data.
Command generation section discusses the procedure to form the CLI commands using the
Command Set and Data Set.
Config API available in this package consists of config API and Tasklist.
CLI Log Manager topic explains the Logging services available with the CLI API, which is used
to keep track of the actions taking place in CLI Application.
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CLI Parser
The CLI Parser enables you to parse the response from devices. The parsed response can be
CLI command response from devices, log messages from Web servers, and others. The CLI
Parser is provided with implementations for table parsing, scalar parsing, and string search
parsing. It also supports to plug in a custom parser implementation.
The CLI Parser consists of the following:
Parser rules XML
Parser API
Parser interface implementation
Parser Rules XML
The CLI Parser depends upon an XML in which the various rules for parsing the messages are
defined. The XML has the following information:
The rule that specifies how to parse the message.
The rule name, i.e., CLI command associated with the rule.
The interpreter class name associated with the rule. This class is the one, which actually
understands the syntax of the rule and parses the message accordingly. This class can
be an implementation of the ParserInterface present in the framework.
Parser API
The ParserAPI class has methods to perform the parsing of CLI response. The message to be
parsed can be provided with the rule name. The ParserAPI takes care of which ParserInterface
implementation to be used for a particular rule. It gives the message to the respective
ParserInterface implementation along with the rule and gets the parsed result. The parsed result
is returned to the user.
Parser Interface Implementation
CLI Parser provides the following parser implementations along with ability to plug in custom
implementations.
Line Parsing topic explains how to parse a response line by line that can be either in table or
scalar form.
String Search Parsing topic explains how to parse a response into string tokens.

CLI Parser API
The Parser API can be used to perform parsing of response message from the devices. The
response can be parsed as a token of strings, table, scalar, or some other user-defined form.
AdventNet CLI API provides the following parser implementations.
Line parsing
String search parsing
Facility to plug in Custom parser (User defined)
The following diagram explains the architecture of CLI Parser.
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The CLI Parser gets details about the various types of Parsers from an XML configuration file.
The configuration file also contains the rules for parsing the responses of different commands.
The corresponding Parsers specified in the XML interpret these rules.
Parser Interface
The ParserInterface facilitates the extensibility of the parser. Any custom parser can be plugged
into the Parser API by implementing this interface. The custom Parser should implement the
methods in the interface. The interface contains methods for initialization, parsing the new rules
and for parsing the response message. The ParserAPI calls the methods in the interface to parse
the rules and the corresponding response messages. In order to use the custom implementation,
it is necessary to specify it in the Parser configuration XML.
Line Parser API
The LineParser class parses rules based on token numbers and patterns found in the
message to be parsed. The parseMessage method is called by the ParserAPI whenever a
message is to be parsed. It returns the ParsedResult object, which contains a table or scalar
values of properties or both obtained from the message.
The default implementation understands the syntax for table parsing and scalar parsing. If you
want to define your rule syntax, provide an implementation of the ParserInterface and specify its
class name in Line Parser configuration.
Generic Parser API
The MessageParser
class parses a message stream and splits it into string tokens based on
delimiter definitions in an XML file. The getMatchList() gets the parameters extracted from
the response as a vector of hashtable. Each hashtable contains the parameter name as key and
the parameter value as the value. The parameter names are those defined in the XML file used to
parse the response. Each hashtable corresponds to one group of parameters in the response.
The response message is parsed using parseIntoTokens()method. This class can be used to
parse the CLI responses obtained from the syncSend() or send() method in the CLISession.
The following code snippet shows how to parse a CLI response.
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MessageParser CLIParser = new MessageParser("test.xml");
Vector tokens = CLIParser.parseIntoTokens(message);
Here, "message" contains the message and test.xml, the rules XML file
Parser XML (Parser Configuration)
XML-driven parser configuration allows you to plug in any parser implementation into CLI Parser.
The ParserConfig.xml file can be used to configure a new parser implementation that is
available in <CLI Home>/conf directory.
Tag
PARSER

COMMAND
METADATA

Description
This node specifies the Parser that would be used to interpret the Rules defined inside
it and parses the message accordingly. It has the following attributes.
TYPE : It acts as an identifier for the particular kind of parser.
CLASSNAME : It specifies the class name of the ParserInterface
implementation.
It refers to the command whose response needs to be parsed. it has NAME attribute
to identify the command.
It corresponds to the rule using which the response needs to be parsed. The contents
inside the METADATA are directly passed to the class that was specified in
CLASSNAME attribute of the PARSER element for interpretation.

How to Plug in a Custom Parser
ParserAPI is providing facility to plug in the user defined parser implementations. Follow the
following procedure to implement a custom parser.
The interface ParserInterface has the methods init(), parseMessage(), and
parseRules(). These methods have to be implemented by the new Parser class to be
plugged in.
The implemented class name should be provided in the XML Parser configuration file as
shown below :
<PARSER TYPE="customParser" CLASSNAME="example.ExampleParser">
<!-- Parsing rules will come here --!>
</PARSER>
The above line has the class called example.ExampleParser implementing the
ParserInterface specified with parser type as 'customParser'. The rules for parsing the various
commands are specified within the <PARSER>and </PARSER> tags.
Once this has been done when the ParserAPI is instantiated, it does the necessary initialization
of the parser specified in the Parser Configuration file. This is done by calling the init() method
in the implemented class. It also passes the Parsing rules for interpretation to the corresponding
Parser class by calling the method parseRules() with the rules specified within the <PARSER>
and </PARSER> tags. In the example shown above, these methods present in the
example.ExampleParser class will be called.
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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Line Parsing
The LineParser is one of the default parser types provided in the Parser API. It can be used to
parse the CLI response from device into a well defined table or scalar data structure so that the
response message can be processed. The parsing is based on an XML template that can be
used in splitting the message into lines.
Using the LineParser
The LineParser can be used by specifying the class name
com.adventnet.cli.utils.parser.LineParser in the Parser configuration file. The XML
rule for parsing the response should be specified inside the METADATA tag of the configuration
file.
The following table gives details of various tags used to form an XML-based line parsing rule
inside the Parser configuration file.
Tag
TABLE

COLUMN

SCALAR

PARAM

Description
It identifies the response to be parsed in the form of a table. It has the following
attributes:
START : Specifies the line number where the Column names are present. If
ignored, the column names are searched over the entire response.
END : Denotes where the line number must stop parsing.
DELIMITER : Provides the string delimiter for splitting the rows into tokens.
Each token would correspond to one column parameter.
It contains the description about a particular column in the table response. it has the
following attributes :
NAME : It provides the name of the column. The parsed result contains only
the name as the column parameter name.
PATTERN : It is used to find where the Column exists (the token position).
This is searched in the response to locate the column. If the NAME attribute is
ignored, the PATTERN attribute is taken as the column name.
It indicates that the response contains information in the form of parameter name,
value pair, or position based parameter values. It has the following attributes:
START : Specifies the line number where the line names are present. If
ignored, the line names are searched over the entire response.
END : Denotes where the line number must stop parsing.
DELIMITER : Provides the string delimiter for splitting the lines into tokens.
Each token would correspond to one column parameter.
It describes the parameter to be parsed in the response. It has the following attributes:
NAME: It is used for the name of the parameter in the parsed result.
TOKENNO: It is used to locate the parameter value.
PATTERN: It provides the pattern to be searched in the response for locating
the parameter.

For complete details, please refer to LineParser.dtd file that is available in <CLI Home>/conf
directory.
The following example explains how to parse the response from UNIX system by sending "ls -l"
command based on the Line Parsing Rule.
<PARSER CLASSNAME="com.adventnet.utils.parser.ParserInterfaceImpl">
<RULE>
<METADATA>
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<LINE START="2" END="-1" TABLE="true" DELIMITER=" ">
<PARAM NAME="Permission" />
<PARAM NAME="links" />
<PARAM NAME="uid" />
<PARAM NAME="gid"/>
<PARAM NAME="blocks"/>
<PARAM NAME="Month"/>
<PARAM NAME="Day"/>
<PARAM NAME="Time"/>
<PARAM NAME="FileName"/>
</LINE>
</METADATA>
<COMMAND NAME="ls"/>
<COMMAND NAME="ls -l"/>
</RULE>
</PARSER>
PARSER : This node specifies the Parser that would be used to interpret the Rules defined inside
it and parse the message accordingly. The CLASSNAME attribute contains the fully qualified
class name to be used in interpreting the rule and parsing the message. It contains a list of RULE
child
nodes.
In
the
Line
Rule
parser
example,
the
com.adventnet.utils.parser.ParserInterfaceImpl implementation class is used to
interpret the rules and parse the messages.
RULE : This contains the parsing rule and the list of rule names (typically command names)
associated with the Rule.
COMMAND: This Node contains the Command for which the rule applies. Here, the rule applies
to the command 'ls'. This is specified when parsing the response.
METADATA: All type of rules exists under this node. Whatever is present under the METADATA
tag is considered as a simple Text and is passed directly to the Parser CLASSNAME for
interpretation. It need not even be XML as it is for the Line Rule Parser.
The Framework by itself does not interpret the rule specified under METADATA. The
interpretation part is left to the Interpreter class specified in the PARSER node (i.e., its
CLASSNAME attribute). The interpreter could be the default Line Rule Parser (default
implementation of the ParserInterface) or the user's own implementation class.
The above tags are those, which are interpreted by the CLI Parser. The
com.adventnet.util.parser.ParserInterfaceImpl class interprets the other nodes that
appear under the METADATA tag. This class interprets the Line Parsing Rule. The Line Parsing
Rule itself is specified in an XML. This is just one kind of specifying the rule even though the
Framework does not restrict it to be in XML.

Table Parsing
This is based on parsing of messages on a line-by-line basis. The rules are specified in an XML
inside the METADATA node of the Parser Rules XML.
Tables primarily consist of column parameters with values in each of the rows, i.e., each column
parameter contains multiple values all in the same column.
For example, the output for the route command on Linux gives the following:
Destination Gateway

Genmask

Flags Metric Ref Use
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192.168.4.0 *
192.168.1.0 *
127.0.0.0
*
default
gateway

255.255.255.0
255.255.255.0
255.0.0.0
10.0.0.0

U
U
U
UG

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

eth0
eth0
lo
eth0

In the above output, the parameter "Destination" takes the values 192.168.4.0, 192.168.1.0,
127.0.0.0, by default. Similarly other column parameters take multiple values. Since tables
consist of rows, i.e., lines, the parsing rule is specified in the same LINE tag itself. But here, the
LINE corresponds to multiple rows in the table.
For more details please refer to Table Parsing example application available in Examples
chapter.

Scalar Parsing
Scalar types are those that have only a single value.
For example, the output for a show version on a Cisco 2500 router gives the following:
IOS (tm) 2500 Software (C2500-I-L), Version 11.3(3), RELEASE SOFTWARE
(fc1)
Copyright (c) 1986-1998 by cisco Systems, Inc.
Compiled Mon 20-Apr-98 18:23 by phanguye
Image text-base: 0x03028CDC, data-base: 0x00001000
Here, we can pick up the Version as the parameter and its corresponding value is 11.3(3), which
is the IOS Release version. The Version parameter thus can take only one value.
For more details, please refer to the Scalar Parsing example application that is available in
Examples chapter.

String Search Parsing
The CLI Parser can be used to parse CLI response that is in the form of message stream. It
consists of an XML-based template that has delimiter definitions is used in splitting the message
stream into strings or tokens.
The parsing of the response is based on a set of delimiters in a delimiter list. The delimiters are
usually strings or characters, which are used to split the response message into a number of
tokens, each token being part of the response. The splitting of tokens takes place in the order of
occurrence of the delimiters.
The following table gives details of various tags used to form an XML-based String Search Rule
file.
Tag
PATTERNDEFN-LIST
PATTERNDEFN
TOKEN
TRIM
MATCH

Description
It contains a list of all patterns definitions. It is optional and need not be used if pattern
matching is not used.
It defines a pattern and the appropriate option used for pattern matching. There must
be one or more PATTERN-DEFN elements.
Tokens are strings, obtained using Delimiter definitions. It has the following attributes:
DELIMITER :
DESCR : contains a description of the token.
Truncates multiple occurrences of a particular character.
It contains the patterns that are to be matched with the response. It contains a list of
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PATTERN
PARAM

PATTERNs.
It contains the Pattern definition.
It contains a list of parameters that are to be extracted from the response message. It
has the following attributes.
NAME : It is used to assign a name to the parameter.
VALUE : It is used to obtain the token at particular position.

The following example illustrates the usage parsing a response.
<PATTERN-DEFN-LIST>
<PATTERN-DEFN NAME="comtype" VALUE="Serial" />
<PATTERN-DEFN NAME="hardware" VALUE="Hardware" />
</PATTERN-DEFN-LIST>
<TOKEN DESCR="Level 3">
<DELIMITER VALUE=" " />
<MATCH>
<PATTERN NAME="comtype" ACTION="SUBS">
<PARAM NAME="Id" VALUE="$1"/>
<PARAM NAME="Status" VALUE="$3"/>
</PATTERN>
</MATCH>
</TOKEN>
PATTERN-DEFN-LIST
Contains a list of PATTERN-DEFN (pattern definitions). The pattern definitions are mappings
between a pattern name and a pattern, where pattern is some string that may occur within the
message.
PATTERN-DEFN
As described above, PATTERN-DEFN contain the NAME and VALUE attributes within them. The
NAME attribute is used to map with the actual pattern that may occur in the response. In the
MATCH definitions, the patterns are referred to using their corresponding NAMEs. For example,
<PATTERN-DEFN NAME="encaps" VALUE="Encapsulation" />
maps the name 'encaps' with the pattern Encapsulation. Inside the MATCH definitions, the
patterns are referred with this name (encaps). Whenever the parser encounters the name
'encaps' it searches for the pattern 'Encapsulation' in the message.
TOKEN
This is the basic tag used to define a token within a message. Tokens are basically strings, which
are obtained using delimiter definitions. The delimiters are given as a list of values inside the
TOKEN node. The message is parsed and split into tokens based on the occurrence of any one
of the delimiters in the DELIMITER list. TOKEN can contain another TOKEN within it in a nested
manner. At each level, the String tokens are obtained based on the delimiters at that level.
DELIMITER
This is the tag that is used to define a delimiter. Multiple delimiters can occur within a token. The
string tokens from the message are obtained using these values. For example,
<DELIMITER VALUE="\n" />
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Defines the delimiter with the new line as the value. If we have the following response message,
<token1>\n<token2>\n<token3>
Where token1, token2, etc, are any string, then the message is split into <token1>, <token2>,
etc.
MATCH
This contains the patterns that are to be matched in the response. It contains a list of PATTERNs.
Each level of the TOKEN tag may contain a MATCH with a list of PATTERN definitions.
Corresponding action to be taken inside when the parser finds a match is defined inside the
PATTERN tag.
PATTERN
As described above, it contains the Pattern definition. It contains the NAME and ACTION
attributes. The NAME attribute is to identify the specific pattern in the PATTERN-DEFN list. The
ACTION attribute defines the action that has to be taken, if a match is found. Currently supported
values for ACTION are
IGNORE This simply ignores the matched token (at the specific level). Its equivalent to
dropping the token and preventing further parsing.
SUBS This does parameter substitution based on the user specified parameter name.
The value for the parameter is taken from the Response message based on the
argument, which is also specified by the user.
PARAM
This tag is used within a PATTERN containing the ACTION attribute value as SUBS. The PARAM
tag contains a list of parameters that are to be extracted from the response message. The NAME
attribute is used to assign a name to the parameter.
The value is obtained from the tokens at that level based on the position specified by the user.
The token positions are relative to the matched token. The positions should be prefixed with a $
sign to indicate that the values are to be obtained from the tokens in the message. If it does not
start with a $, it is not considered as a position and a direct substitution of provided value is
performed. The VALUE attribute can be given in any one of the following formats:
A comma separated list of positions such as "$1,$3".
In the format "$1+", which denotes all tokens starting at position 1 (relative to the
matched token) to the end of the list (all at the same level).
Both of the above combined together, such as "$1,$3+" .
For example:
<PATTERN NAME="encaps" ACTION="SUBS">
<PARAM NAME="Encapsulation" VALUE="$1"/>
</PATTERN>
Note: The PATTERN definition list should contain the patterns defined in the order in which they may
occur in the response message. Only this way it is possible to differentiate multiple groups of the same
set of parameters present in the response.
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Scripting
Scripting can be used for automating complex CLI device configuration tasks. The ScriptHandler
is capable of running different types of scripts such as Python, BeanShell, TCL, and others. It can
be used to execute single line of script as well as script from a file. The arguments can also be
passed to the file, containing the script, during its execution.
The default implementations for launching Python and BeanShell scripts are provided, which can
be used to execute the Python and BeanShell scripts. The ScriptHandler also provides an
extensive support to plug in custom script interpreter implementations.
The scripting is the utility module that consists of the following classes.
1.
2.
3.
4.

ScriptHandler
ScriptInterface
Python Scripting Implementation
BeanShell Scripting Implementation

The following diagram explains different stages involved in execution of the Script using CLI.

ScriptHandler
ScriptHandler class is used to invoke the scripts for CLI application. It maintains a list of scripting
languages and RunScriptInterface implementations, as defined in the scripthandler.conf file
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under <CLI Home>/conf directory. The script handler can be used for invoking different scripting
language scripts.
Method
setScriptType(java.lang.String stype)
setRunScriptIfcImpl(RunScriptInterface runScript)
setRunScriptIfcImpl(java.lang.String stype)
loadScriptProperties(java.lang.String sType,
java.util.Properties prop)
addRunScriptIfcImplClassName(java.lang.String
sType, java.lang.String className)

Purpose
This method can be used to set the script
language of the ScriptHandler.
This method can be used to set the
RunScriptInterface implementation class.
This method can be used to set the
RunScriptInterface implementation class for the
script type.
This method can be used to initialize the
scriptType with the given properties.
This method can be used to add a scriptType and
its corresponding class dynamically to the already
existing list.

The following code snippet explains how to plug in a script written in BeanShell.
ScriptHandler sh = new ScriptHandler();
sh.executeScriptFromFile("test.bsh");
For more details, please refer to the Script Handling example application available in Examples
chapter.
Script Interface
RunScriptInterface interface is used to implement script handling of any scripting language. The
interface methods are called by the ScriptHandler class to execute the scripts. The methods of
the interface should be implemented appropriately to execute the scripts. Hence, any script
handling implementation can be plugged into the ScriptHandler.
Python Scripting Implementation
PythonScriptRunnerImpl class is used to execute the scripts written in Python. The Python
Interpreter is used to execute the script. This class contains the following methods.
Method
init(java.util.Properties prop)

Purpose
This method can be used to initialize a list of
properties.
executeScript(java.lang.String scriptFileName, This method can be used to execute a Python script
java.lang.String[] args)
with file name and arguments to be passed to the
script.
executeLine(java.lang.String scriptLine)
This method can be used to execute a Python script
line by line.
Python scripts can be launched by filing the PythonScriptRunnerImpl in scripthandler.conf file
as given below that is available in <CLI Home>/conf directory.
py com.adventnet.util.script.PythonScriptRunnerImpl
For more details, please refer to the Python Scripting example available in Examples chapter.
BeanShell Scripting Implementation
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BeanShellScriptRunnerImpl class is used to execute the scripts written in BeanShell. The
BeanShell Interpreter is used to execute the script. This class contains the following methods.
Method
init(java.util.Properties prop)
executeScript(java.lang.String scriptFileName,
java.lang.String[] args)
executeLine(java.lang.String scriptLine)

Purpose
This method can be used to initialize a list of
properties.
This method can be used to execute a BeanShell
script with filename and arguments to be passed to
the script.
This method can be used to executes a BeanShell
script line by line.

BeanShell scripts can be launched by filing the BeanShellScriptRunnerImpl
scripthandler.conf file as given below that is available in <CLI Home>/conf directory.

in

bsh com.adventnet.util.script.BeanShellScriptRunnerImpl
For more details, please refer to the BeanShell Scripting example available in Examples chapter.
How to Plug in Scripting Implementation
ScriptHandler API provides an extensive support to plug in any scripting languages. The following
procedure can be followed to plug in a custom scripting language:
Provide implementation of RunScriptInterface - Write a class implementing the
RunScriptInterface. According to the scripting language interpreter, define
executeScript, executeLine, and other methods.
Include an entry for the Scripting language and its implementation class ( the fully
qualified class name ) in the scripthandler.conf file present in the <CLI-HOME>/conf
directory.
Note:

1. Scripting languages and the RunScriptInterface implementations can be added dynamically
2.

to the ScriptHandler, but the addition would not get reflected in the scripthandler.conf file in
<CLI Home>/conf directory.
If more than one entry is specified for the same scripting language in the scripthandler.conf
file, only the RunScriptInterface implementation class of the last entry for the scripting
language will be accepted.

Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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Terminal IO Handling: Introduction
Terminal IO Handler handles different types of terminal Input/Output data. It provides facility to
translate key codes, to transform terminal data, and to set terminal parameters. The Terminal IO
Handling section includes the following topics:
Terminal IO Handling topic explains the architecture and various classes available in Terminal
IO handling module.
Terminal Transformation topic explains how the XML based transformation tables can be used
for transforming various terminal data.
Terminal Translation topic explains how the XML based translation tables can be used for
transforming various terminal codes.
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Terminal IO Handling
Terminal data basically contains escape codes and control sequences for emulating different
types of terminals such as vt100, vt320, IBM3260 etc. In certain applications, handling of data
from these terminals is required, which involves the following.
Transformation of different types of terminal codes
Translation of terminal data
Set the terminal parameters
The architecture of the Terminal IO Handling module is shown below.

Terminal Data Handling
The TerminalIOHandler uses the transformation and translation handler implementations to
perform the transformation and the translation respectively. To perform these operations,
transformation and translation mappings for the key codes should be provided. Following
methods are available in this class:
Method
init(java.lang.String
translationFileName,java.lang.String
transformationFileName)

Purpose
This method can be used to load the transformation and
translation handlers and read the
translation/transformation tables from either XML files or
text files.
setTransformationHandlerClassName(java.la This method can be used to set the class name of the
ng.String className)
TransformationHandler implementation.
setTranslationHandlerClassName(java.lang. This method can be used to set the class name of the
String className)
TranslationHandler implementation.
transform(byte[] codes)
This method can be used to perform the actual
transformation. It takes the untransformed data and
returns the transformed data after searching an
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translate(byte code)

useTransformationTable(java.lang.String
tableName)
useTranslationTable(java.lang.String
tableName)

appropriate operation in the table.
This method can be used to perform the actual
translation. It takes the untranslated terminal code in a
byte and returns the translated code after searching an
appropriate operation in the table.
This method can be used to set the transformation table
to be used among the different tables.
This method can be used to set the translation table to
be used among the different tables.

The following code snippet explains how to load the transformation and translation tables into
TerminalIOHandler.
TerminalIOHandler handler = new TerminalIOHandler();
handler.init("TransformationTable.xml","TranslationTable.xml");
handler.useTransformationTable("CountryCodes");
handler.useTranslationTable("TestCodes1");
Default implementations for the transformation and translation handler implementations are
provided. These will be loaded during the initialization of this class. If you need the transformation
and translation implementations for Terminal IO Handler, provide an entry that contains class
name for respective implementation in terminal.conf file under <CLI Home>/conf directory.
translation com.adventnet.cli.terminal.TranslationHandlerImpl
transformation com.adventnet.cli.terminal.TransformationHandlerImpl
Terminal Transformation
The TerminalIOHandler uses the TransformationHandler interface to perform the transformation
of terminal data. The readTransformationTable method reads the transformation tables, which
are in an XML file or a simple text file format. The useTransformationTable method sets the
transformation table to be used among the different tables read. The transformation table is
identified by the table name.
Method
readTransformationTables(String
fileName)
useTransformationTable(String
tableName)
transform(byte[] data)

Purpose
This method can be used to read the transformation tables,
which may be either XML file or text file.
This method can be used to set the appropriate
transformation table to be used among the different tables
available in the file.
This method is used to perform the actual transformation.

The
TransformationHandlerImpl
class
is
a
default
implementation
of
the
TransformationHandler interface. It performs the transformation based on a table defined in an
XML. The entries in the table contain the terminal code to be transformed and the corresponding
transformed terminal code. The table is searched for the appropriate matching codes.
TransformationHandlerImpl trImpl = new TransformationHandlerImpl();
trImpl.readTransformationTables("TransformationTable.xml");
trImpl.useTransformationTable("");
Terminal Translation
The TranslationHandler is the interface that can be used to perform the translation of terminal
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data by the TerminalIOHandler. The readTranslationTable method reads the translation tables,
which are XML file or a simple text file format. The useTranslationTable method sets the
translation table to be used among the different tables read.
The translation table is identified by the table name. The translate method is called to perform the
actual translation. It takes the untranslated terminal code in a byte and returns the translated
code after performing search operations in the table. The inverseTranslate method is called to
perform the reverse translation.
Method
readTranslationTables(java.lang.String
fileName)
useTranslationTable(java.lang.String
tableName)
translate(byte code)

Purpose
This method can be used to read the translation
tables, which may be either XML file or text file.
This method can be used to set the appropriate
translation table to use among the different tables
available in the file.
This method is used to perform the actual translation.

The TranslationHandlerImpl class is a default implementation for the TranslationHandler
interface. It performs the translation based on a table defined in an XML. The entries in the table
contain the terminal code to be translated and the corresponding translated terminal code. The
table is searched for the appropriate matching codes.
The translate method is used to perform the actual translation. It takes the untranslated terminal
code in a byte and returns the translated code after performing search operations in the table.
The inverseTranslate method is used to perform the reverse translation. It takes the code in a
byte and returns a code after performing a reverse look up operation in the translation table.
TranslationHandlerImpl trImpl = new TranslationHandlerImpl();
trImpl.readTranslationTables("TranslationTable.xml");
trImpl.useTranslationTable("");
How to Plug in Custom Transformation and Translation Handlers
Two interfaces are provided for plugging in custom implementations for Transformation and
Translation of Terminal data. The following are the steps required to plug in custom
Transformation and Translation handlers.
The TransformationHandler interface has the methods
getTransformationTableNames(),
readTransformationTables(),transform(), and
useTransformationTable(). These methods have to be implemented by the new
Transformation handler class.
The TranslationHandler interface has the methods getTranslationTableNames(),
readTranslationTables(),translate(), and useTranslationTable(). These
methods have to be implemented by the new Translation handler class.
These classes have to be specified in the terminal.conf file that is available in <CLI
Home>/conf directory. For example, the following lines should be added in the
terminal.conf:

transformation example.ExampleTransformationHandler
translation example.ExampleTranslationHandler
Once this has been done when the TerminalIOHandler is instantiated, it uses these classes for
performing the translation and transformation of Terminal data.
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Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.

Terminal Transformation
The table given below is a list of parameters grouped under the TRANSFORMATION_TABLE
tag, with a brief description, which can be used for terminal translation.
Tag
TRANSFORMATIONTABLE
TABLE

TRANSFORM

Description
It contains the list of TABLEs identified by their names and has VERSION
attribute.
It contains the list of transformation codes which have the following
attributes:
NAME: identifies a particular table.
TYPE: specifies the way in which the codes can be interpreted, i.e.,
in alphanumeric (alpha), or byte value in hex (byteHex), or byte
value in decimal (byteDec)
It contains the actual codes to be transformed. It has the following
attributes:
CODE: contains the space separated list of codes.
VALUE: contain the space separated list of code to which the
codes in the code attribute is to be transformed.
TYPE: specifies the way in which the codes can be interpreted,
i.e., in alphanumeric (alpha), or byte value in hex (byteHex), or byte
value in decimal (byteDec).

For complete details, please refer to TransformationTable.dtd available in <CLI Home>/conf
directory.
The following example explains the transformation of terminal codes between VT100 and IBM.
<TRANSFORMATION-TABLE>
<TABLE NAME="vt100ToIbm" TYPE="byteHex">
<!--clear sequence-->
<TRANSFORM CODE="1b 5b 48 1b 5b 4a" VALUE="1b 4b"/>
<!--clear tabs-->
<TRANSFORM CODE="1b 5b 33 67" VALUE="1b 31"/>
<!--Cursor home-->
<TRANSFORM CODE="1b 5b 48" VALUE="1b 48"/>
<!--Cursor down-->
<TRANSFORM CODE="1b 4f 42" VALUE="1b 4f"/>
<!--Cursor left-->
<TRANSFORM CODE="1b 4f 44" VALUE="1b 44"/>
<!--Cursor right-->
</TABLE>
</TRANSFORMATION-TABLE>
This table can be used to perform escape codes transformation from vt100 terminal to an IBM
terminal.

Terminal Translation
When the remote and host terminals are identical, the remote terminal is capable of performing
every task, which the host terminal performs. If the two terminals are different, terminal translation
has to be done. AdventNet CLI API provides XML driven translation tables for translating terminal
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data.
In general, the IBM host systems use a data format called EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded
Decimal Interchange Code). This defines the value of all alphanumeric and other characters in a
byte. On the other hand, all other PCs use the ASCII format (American Standard Code for
Information Interchange) to interpret data bytes. Therefore, PCs must translate the host data from
EBCDIC to ASCII in order to display it properly and also translate the input ASCII data to EBCDIC
to send data to the host.
The table given below is a list of parameters grouped under the TRANSLATION_TABLE tag, with
a brief description, which can be used for terminal translation.
Tag
TRANSLATION-TABLE
TABLE

TRANSLATE

Description
It contains the list of TABLEs identified by their names and has VERSION
attribute
It contains the list of translation codes, which have the following attributes:
NAME: identifies a particular table.
TYPE: specifies the way in which the codes can be interpreted, i.e.,
in alphanumeric (alpha), or byte value in hex (byteHex), or byte
value in decimal (byteDec).
It contains the actual codes to be translated. It has the following attributes:
CODE: contains a actual list of codes.
VALUE: contains a list of codes to which the codes in the CODE
attribute is to be translated.
TYPE: specifies the way in which the codes can be interpreted,
i.e., in alphanumeric (alpha), or byte value in hex (byteHex), or byte
value in decimal (byteDec).

For complete details, please refer to TranslationTable.dtd available in <CLI Home>/conf
directory.
The following example explains the translation of terminal codes from ASCII to Extended Binary
Coded Decimal Interchange Code.
<TRANSLATION-TABLE VERSION="1.0">
<TABLE NAME="ASCII2EBCDIC"
<TRANSLATION
<TRANSLATION
<TRANSLATION
</TABLE>
</TRANSLATION-TABLE>

TYPE="byteDec">
CODE="32" VALUE="64"/>
CODE="33" VALUE="90"/>
CODE="34" VALUE="127"/>

This table can be used to translate a code from ASCII to EBCDIC.
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CLI Command Generation
Command generation now become easier with XML based Command Set and Data Set. The
commands can be configured in CLI Browser to have a list of commands in the CLI tree.
The Command Structure: The Command Set basically has a list of Command templates. Each
command template represents a particular CLI command for a specific device. The command can
be generally represented as follows:
<command> <object> <parameters> <options> <help>
Where,
<command> : Is the name of the command. For example in UNIX OS, listing the directory
<command> can take the value 'ls'. Following are a few examples of various commands that are
used in a UNIX system.
netstat
who
pwd
<object>: Represents the object on which the command takes effect. In UNIX OS for the
command 'ls' the value of the object can be the directory for which the contents are to be listed.
Objects in turn can have sub objects, which can have more sub objects and so on. The following
are a few examples on a UNIX system.
Directory name for an 'ls' command.
eth0 (Ethernet interface for which the statistics is required for the netstat command)
User name or group name for user/group management commands.
<parameters>: Represents the parameters for the command. The parameters can also occur in
the form <parameter name>=<value> in certain commands.
<options> :It could be the various options that the command can accept and configuration
parameters.
The following are some examples:
-l for the 'ls' command (long listing)
-u for displaying the udp statistics for a netstat command
The Command Generation section includes the following topics:
Message Set API topic contains classes for constructing commands based on a Command set
and Data Set.
Command Set: This is used to define a set of Command Templates for a particular device, which
is an XML based template. All the possible commands (configuration, monitoring commands,
etc.) for a particular device can be included in this file.
Data Set: For each Command Set there will be an associated Data Set, which contains all the
data definitions needed for the corresponding commands. These data definitions are in the form
of an XML file.
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Command Set
Command Set is used to define a set of XML based command templates for a particular device.
All the possible commands (configuration, monitoring commands, etc.) for a particular device can
be included in this file.
The Command Set contains the command template or structure (syntax) of the command. The
table given below is a list of parameters grouped under the COMMAND-SET tag, with a brief
description.
Tag
STRCOMMANDLIST
COMMAND

OBJECT

PARAM

OPTIONS

HELP

Description
It includes a list of commands in a command set file.
Represents the actual command and contains following attributes:
1. NAME: identifies the command.
2. DELIMITER: The delimiter to be used between two objects.
Represents a single command template or structure that contains following attributes
to identify the object:
1. NAME: The object name.
2. DELIMITER: The delimiter between succeeding elements.
3. DESCRIPTION: It contains the meaning of the object.
Represents the actual parameter format that contains following attributes to identify
the param:
1. NAME: The parameter name
2. PARAMTYPE: It may be either VALUE type or NAMEVALUE.
3. VALUETYPE: It may be int, char, float, or string type.
4. DESCRIPTION: It contains the meaning of the parameter.
To denote the various options that command can append. It contains the following
elements:
1. SIMPLE_OPTS: simple option without arguments.
2. SIMPLE_OPT_ARGS: simple option with arguments.
3. LONG_OPTS: long option without arguments.
4. LONG_OPT_ARGS: long option with arguments.
To provide help to a command.

The following examples illustrate the forming of a command set.

1. Listing a directory in UNIX operating systems.
2. Show Command to get the details of Cisco devices.
Example 1: Listing a directory in UNIX operating systems.
<COMMAND NAME="ls" DELIMITER=" ">
<OPTIONS DESCRIPTION="Options to list contents of directory ">
<SIMPLE_OPTS OPT_PREFIX="-"/>
<SIMPLE_OPTS OPT_PREFIX="-"/>
<SIMPLE_OPTS OPT_PREFIX="-"/>
<SIMPLE_OPTS OPT_PREFIX="-"/>
<LONG_OPT_ARGS OPT_NAME="time" TYPE="char" OPT_DEP="" OPT_PREFIX="--"/>
</OPTIONS>
<HELP>
<DESCRIPTION>List the contents of directories.</DESCRIPTION>
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</HELP>
</COMMAND>
The above example command template is defined for listing directories on UNIX systems. It
contains the command name ls and different simple options. The option contains only the prefix
for options.
Please refer to unixcmds.ccs file available in <CLI Home>/conf directory.
Example 2: Show command to display the details of Cisco devices.
<COMMAND NAME="show" DELIMITER=" ">
<OBJECT NAME="ip" DESCRIPTION=" ">
<OBJECT NAME="access-list" DESCRIPTION=" ">
<OBJECT NAME="compiled" DESCRIPTION=" " />
<PARAM NAME="access-list-number" PARAMTYPE="VALUE" VALUETYPE="INT"
DESCRIPTION=" " />
<PARAM NAME="name" PARAMTYPE="VALUE" VALUETYPE="CHAR" DESCRIPTION=""/>
</OBJECT>
</OBJECT>
</COMMAND>
The above example command template is defined to send show commands to display detailed
system and protocol information of Cisco devices.
Please refer to showcmds.ccs file available in <CLI Home>/conf directory.

Data Set
For each Command Set, there will be an associated Data Set, which contains all the data
definitions needed for the corresponding commands. These data definitions are in the form of an
XML with file extension dat.
The Data Set contains instances of the commands in the Command Set.
The table given below is a list of parameters grouped under the DATA-SET tag, with a brief
description.
Tag
Description
STR-DATA-SET It includes a list of data values in a data set file.
CMDDATA
It includes a list of commands in a command set file. It contains the NAME attribute
for identifying the command in the command set to which the data belongs.
DATA
It has a list of data instances for a particular command.
OBJECT
It is similar to that in the Command Set except that it represents the value (data) for
the object. It has a NAME attribute to identify the object.
PARAM
It contains all the values of the parameters in the command. It has the following
attributes:
1. NAME: for the name of the parameter.
2. VALUE : indicates that it contains only the value.
OPTIONS
It denotes the various options that command can append. It contains the following
elements:
1. SIMPLE_OPTS: simple option without arguments.
2. SIMPLE_OPT_ARGS: simple option with arguments.
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3. LONG_OPTS: long option without arguments.
4. LONG_OPT_ARGS: long option with arguments.
The following examples illustrate the usage of forming a Data Set corresponding to a Command
Set.

1. Listing a directory in UNIX operating systems.
2. Show Command to get the details of Cisco devices.
Example 1: Listing a directory in UNIX operating systems.
<CMDDATA CMDNAME="ls">
<DATA NAME="ls">
<OPTIONS>
<SIMPLE_OPTS OPT_VAL="l" />
<SIMPLE_OPTS OPT_VAL="a" />
<SIMPLE_OPTS OPT_VAL="d" />
<SIMPLE_OPTS OPT_VAL="f" />
<LONG_OPT_ARGS OPT_NAME="time" OPT_ARG="=status" />
</OPTIONS>
</DATA>
</CMDDATA>
The above example command template is defined for listing directories on UNIX systems. It
contains the actual command name ls with different simple options that have to be sent to the
device. The above data instance is for the command ls in UNIX systems. With the long listing
format, it can be noticed that the above definition contains only data for the previously defined
command template and it is almost similar to the command template.
Please refer to unixcmds.dat file available in <CLI Home>/conf directory for complete details.
Example 2: Show command to get the details of Cisco devices.
<CMDDATA CMDNAME="show">
<DATA NAME="dataname">
<OBJECT NAME="ip" VALUE="ip">
<OBJECT NAME="access-list" VALUE="access-list">
<OBJECT NAME="compiled" VALUE="compiled"/>
<PARAM NAME="access-list-number" VALUE="101"/>
<PARAM NAME="name" VALUE="name"/>
</OBJECT>
</OBJECT>
</DATA>
</CMDDATA>
The above example command template is defined to send the actual show commands to devices
to display detailed system and protocol information of Cisco devices. The command consists of
an object, which has parameters that have to be sent to the device.
Please refer to showcmds.dat file available in <CLI Home>/conf directory for complete details.

Message Set API
The com.adventnet.CLI.messageset
package contains classes for generating commands
based on Command Set and Data Set. It has the CommandSet class for parsing a Command Set
definitions file. Similarly, the DataSet class is used for parsing a Data Set for the corresponding
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Command Set. The additional classes, which are used to store information about a particular
command, are explained below.
CommandSet
/ DataSet
classes contain a set of CLI commands parsed from a command
template file, i.e., XML file. You have to define the various commands in the template and this file
should be passed to the constructor. Once instantiated, any command can be assembled using
the class.
CommandSet cmdSet = new CommandSet("unixcmds.ccs");
DataSet dataSet = new DataSet("unixcmds.dat");
cmdSet.setDataSet(dataSet);
CLICommandTemplate contains the command template that reads from a template definitions
file. The object contains a list of cmdObjects with the various parameters. You need not
instantiate this class because it is done during parsing of the template definitions file.
CLIDataInstance class contains an instance of data for a command in the Command Set. The
various parameters of the command data are read from a template definitions file similar to the
CommandSet file. The object contains a list of cmdObjects with the various parameters. You
need not instantiate this class since it is done during parsing of the template definitions file.
CmdObject
class represents the objects on which the command is executed. This is filled in
from the XML definitions; it contains the parameters list, and in turn may contain another object
list. This class need not be instantiated.
CmdParams class contains the command parameters for a particular command or object
within a command. It contains the parameter name, parameter type, value type, and description
of the parameter.
CmdParams paramsList[] = CLICmd.getCmdParamsList();
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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Config API: Introduction
AdventNet CLI API provides ConfigAPI package for developing applications to configure network
devices such as routers, switches, hubs, and others. The Config API section includes the
following topics:
Config API topic explains the architecture and various classes available in Config API module of
CLI Utilities.
TaskList topic explains how the XML-based TaskList can be used for generating commands and
configuring devices.

ConfigAPI
AdventNet CLI API provides ConfigAPI package for developing applications to configure network
devices such as routers, switches, hubs, and others. The ConfigAPI is a utility package that uses
the core CLI APIs for communication with devices. The following architecture diagram explains
the relationship between various classes in Config API.

The device configuration consists of sending set of tasks, i.e., commands. The tasks are grouped
in the TaskList, which is an XML file loaded into the application. The tasks are grouped according
to a specific type of configuration, i.e., interface configuration, general configuration, and others.
ConfigAPI provides the methods to perform following configuration tasks.
Add/Delete/Modify tasks
Executing the tasks either in the form of commands or scripts
Add/Delete configuration
Open/Close connection with device
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Set the login level
The runConfiguration method executes the configuration. It takes data from the DataInterface or
the arguments passed to the configuration. It proceeds further to run the configuration only if the
data is available for the whole configuration. The data availability is decided based on the
mandatory and data required properties of the task.
Mandatory
F
F
T
T

Data Required
F
T
F
T

Action

Executes the task with cmd/script.
If no data, skips the task. Otherwise executes the task.
Executes the task with the cmd/script.
If no data, throws exception. Otherwise executes the task.

Each configuration task can be executed at a particular login level. If the login level for a task
conflicts, this method switches to the particular login level of the task before executing the task. It
exits from the login level after executing a particular task.
ConfigObject
This class is used to set/get config ID, login level, task list, and data interface.
ConfigObject confOb = new ConfigObject();
confOb.setConfigID("<config name>");
confOb.setLoginLevel("level1");
confOb.setTaskList(taskList);
LoginLevel
This class represents the login mode in which the commands can be executed, as some devices
require authentication to switch over to configuration mode. The login level for executing a task
can be set according to the device specifications.
The AdventNet Configuration Application developed using ConfigAPI can be used to configure
CISCO devices running on CISCO-IOS. These devices can be configured only in privilege mode,
whereas in user mode commands can be sent to view only a few device settings. Following login
options are available in LoginLevel class.
Set the login level
Login prompt
Login name
Login command
Password prompt
Login password
Command prompt
Sublevels
Exit command
Task
Task can be either a command or a script that can be sent to configure a device. The default type
of task is command. Task includes the following:
Name of the task: The command name.
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Command for the task: The actual command that has to be sent to configure the device.
Login level to execute the task: There will be different login levels to execute a particular
task.
Mandatory: A value of true can be assigned, if the task is to be compulsorily executed. If
it is false, the task will be skipped when no values for the parameters are given during its
execution.
Data required: It should be true, if the command in the task has parameters, for which
values are to be given during execution otherwise it is false.
Description of the task
Task task = new Task();
task.setTaskType(Task.COMMAND);
task.setTaskName("task2");
task.setCommand("pwd");
task.setDataRequired(false);
TaskData
The 'TaskData' is used for sending data for a task. It models the data required by a command or
script.
Interfaces
ExecutionInterface
This interface is implemented to execute configuration that has a set of tasks. You can specify the
configuration in the TaskList.xml file available in <CLI Home>/conf directory. Following methods
are used to perform operations with a particular configuration.
executeCommand: To execute the tasks that are in the form of commands.
executeScript: To execute the tasks that are in the form of scripts. To run the scripts,
you have to specify the scripting language, which is implemented using the Script
Handler APIs.
setloginLevel: To set the login level that is used to log into a remote device. This is also
used for switching over from a login level to one of its sublevels and vice versa. The login
parameters and login command are used for changing the login level.
login: To log in into a remote host with the CLIProtocolOptions.
DataInterface
This interface is implemented to send data to the device during execution of configuration. Use
getConfigData method when data is not given to it. The data for all the tasks in the given
configuration will be returned from this method. getConfigCmdData method can be used to get
the data for a command in a configuration. getConfigScriptData can be used to get data for
running a script in a configuration.
LoginInterface
This interface is implemented to get the login name and password for a particular login level. In
case the login name and password is not to be exhibited in the TaskList, for a particular mode of
configuration, use getLoginName and getLoginPassword methods to return the login name
and password.
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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TaskList
The XML-driven TaskList can be used to carry out the predefined configuration tasks. This
template can be used to generate CLI commands (tasks) that can be used to send devices and
receive response. It is used in AdventNet Configuration Application to generate IOS commands
for configuring the Network devices such as CISCO routers. The TaskList can be used to carry
out the following functions.
To set various login levels for users
To configure some of the essential tasks such as general, interface, access-list, and NAT
and other commonly used IOS parameters
To add/delete/modify additional tasks
To run wizards for the tasks
The table given below is a list of parameters grouped under the CONFIG-DRIVER tag, with a
brief description.
Tag
LOGIN-LEVELS
CONFIG-LIST
LEVEL

CONFIG

CMDTASK

Description
It contains different levels, which can be used for logging into the device. The
LOGININTERFACE attribute is used for getting the USERNAME and
PASSWORD of a login level in case they are not specified in the TaskList file.
It contains a list of configurations, which can run in it. The DATAINTERFACE
attribute is used for getting the data to run the configuration.
It defines a particular login level. The login level could be nested, if a specific
level can be reached only from another specific level.
NAME: To identify the login level
COMMAND: denotes the command to be executed for entering the login
level from the previous level, if any.
USERNAME: The user name.
PASSWORD: The password for the user name.
LOGINPROMPT: The login prompt to log in the device.
PASSWORDPROMPT: The password prompt for the device to log in.
PROMPT: The command prompt that appears after logging into the
level.
LEVELEXITCMD: The command to be sent for exiting the level and
moving on to the previous level
It represents a single configuration of the device.
NAME: The configuration is identified with the NAME as its key
LOGINLEVEL: This specifies the level in which the configuration is to be
executed.
DATAINTERFACE: This can be used to get the data for running the
configuration.
It represents a command, which will be run as a task in the configuration. It has
the following attributes:
TASKNAME: uniquely identifies the command
TASKVALUE: is the command to be run
LOGINLEVEL: can be one among the sublevels of the configuration's
loginlevel or any higher level in the hierarchy.
MANDATORY: boolean values (true/false). When not specified they take
the value true
DATAREQUIRED: boolean values (true/false). When not specified they
take the value true
DESCRIPTION: The task description for the command.
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SCRIPTTASK

It represents a task using, which scripts can be run. It has the following attributes.
TASKNAME: This uniquely identifies the script.
TASKVALUE: This is the script file to be run.
SCRIPTTYPE: This is the scripting language to be used for running the
script.
LOGINLEVEL: This can only be one among the sublevels of the
configuration's loginlevel
MANDATORY: The boolean values (true/false). When not specified.
They take the value "true".
DATAREQUIRED: The boolean values (true/false). When not specified
they take the value "true".
DESCRIPTION: The task description for the script.

Login Levels
Generally, network devices are provided with different levels of access to the users. The TaskList
is provided with a provision to access in three levels, user mode, privilege mode, and
globalConfig mode. It also provides facility to add additional login levels (modes) according to
hierarchy of authentication.
<LOGIN-LEVELS LOGININTERFACE="com.adventnet.cli.config.LoginInterfaceImpl">
<LEVEL NAME="userExec" COMMAND="" PASSWORDPROMPT="Password:" PASSWORD=""
PROMPT=">">
<LEVEL NAME="privelegedExec" COMMAND="enable" PASSWORDPROMPT="Password:"
PASSWORD="" PROMPT="#">
<LEVEL NAME="globalConfig" COMMAND="configure terminal"
PROMPT="(config)#"/>
</LEVEL>
</LEVEL>
</LOGIN-LEVELS>
Configuration Tasks
The following configuration tasks can be added by default after loading the Tasklist. The
additional tasks can also be added. The added new tasks are appended to the Tasklist. The
following tasks are added while loading the Tasklist into Configuration Application.
General configuration
Interface configuration
Access list
Network Address Translation
<CONFIG-LIST>
<CONFIG NAME="AccessListConfig" LOGINLEVEL="userExec" DATAINTERFACE="">
<CMDTASK TASKNAME="accessList" TASKVALUE="access-list $ipALNo $packetAccess
#protocol $sourceIPMask #srcOperPortNo #destIPMask #destOperPortNo"/>
</CONFIG>
</CONFIG-LIST>
For more details, please refer to Tasklist.dtd and Tasklist.xml available in <CLI HOME>/conf
directory.
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CLI Log Manager
CLI Log Manager is used to keep track of the actions taking place in CLI Application. As soon as
CLI Application is started, any action such as initialization, list of processes started, error
messages, etc. that takes place in CLI Application is logged in the log files.
The Log Manager manages the printing of logout and error messages from CLI. The
CLILogMgr
reads the initial settings of the log
logging_parameters.conf under <CLI Home>/conf directory.

from

the

configuration

file

class sets the debug level. When the debug level is set to "2", all
setDebugLevelForLogging
the debug messages are output to the console. When set to "1", only the messages that are
sent/received are printed on the Standard output.
Debug level 1 --- Normal
Debug level 2 --- Critical
The default configuration of logging_parameters.conf file does the following :
Creates the default logs directory under <CLI Home>.
Directs CLI related log messages to cliout and clierr files.
Directs System.out (Output messages) and System.err (error messages) to stdout and
stderr files.
Sets the default logging level as "2" for the various modules of CLI.
Parameters in logging_parameters.conf File
The parameters in logging_parameters.conf is split into three main tags namely <LOG_USER >,
<SYS_OUT> and <SYS_ERR > tags.
Tag
LOG_USER
SYS_OUT
SYS_ERR

Description
Includes the list of parameters that can be used to configure CLI log messages
Includes the list of parameters that can be used to configure System.out(Output
messages) i.e if you use System.out.println("<Message>"), it is directed to the file
stdout.txt, by default.
Includes the list of parameters that can be used to configure System.err(Error
messages). Similarly, if you use System.err.println("<Messages>"), it is directed to
stderr.txt file by default .

Parameters Grouped Under <LOG_USER> Tag
Following table gives the list of parameters grouped under the LOG_USER tag, with a brief
description.
Parameters
FileName
MaxLines
MaxLinesCached
FileCount
LogLevel
LogsDirectory

Description
Name of the file, in which CLI log messages are to be written.
To limit the number of lines in the log file to a desired value.
To limit the number of times the log messages gets written in the log file.
The maximum number of log files that can be written by CLI.
To specify the type of messages to be logged namely summary, intermediate, or
verbose.
The name of the directory in which both system-related and CLI-related log files
are to be stored.
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useTimeStamp
Logging
KEY Name
DisplayName

Prefixes the time(when the action or event was happened) with the log message.
To enable/disable CLI log messages.
Key to identify the output and error messages.
The module-specific name that is prefixed with the log message.

This example illustrates how to log output messages in a single log file and how to set logging
levels.
<LOG_USER FileName="clierr.txt" MaxLines="10000" FileCount="10"
MaxLinesCached="0" LogsDirectory="logs" UseTimeStamp="true">
<KEY Name="CLIERR" DisplayName="CLI" LogLevel="2" Logging="true"/>

</LOG_USER>
Parameters Grouped Under <SYS_OUT> Tag
In CLI, by default System.out (Output messages) is directed to a file stdout.txt. That is, If you
use System.out.println("<Message>") in your module, it is directed to the file stdout.txt, by
default.
The following parameters are grouped under the <SYS_OUT> tag.
FileName - The name of the file in which output messages are to be written.
MaxLines - The maximum number of lines for the Output messages can be configured using the
MaxLines parameter. When there are additional lines to be written by CLI, a new file would be
created (e.g.,stdout1.txt).
FileCount - The number of files for Output messages can be configured using this parameter.
This allows you to delete the first set of files, in order to maintain the number of files specified in
the tag.
LogsDirectory and the Logging parameter are the same as in <LOG_USER> tag.
Parameters Grouped Under <SYS_ERR> Tag
In CLI, by default System.err (Error messages) is directed to a file stderr.txt. That is, If you uses
System.err.println("<Message>") , it is directed to the file stderr.txt, by default.
The parameters grouped under <SYS_ERR> tag are same as those under <SYS_OUT> tag,
except that it is applicable for System error messages.
Note: Unlike <LOG_USER> tag, you cannot add additional tags for <SYS_OUT> and <SYS_ERR>,
other than the default one in logging_parameters.conf file.
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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CLI Beans Package
The CLI Beans incorporated in this package can be used in visual builders or user code. CLI
Beans simplify the process of using data in applications, by implementing standard approaches to
properties and events as per the Beans model. Subtle differences in builders exist and may
require extra work to get around differences or limitations of builders. This section explains the
CLI Beans components that are available with the package. Following Bean components are
discussed below:
CLIBrowser
CLITree
CLIBrowser Bean
The CLI Browser can be integrated into a management application to provide browsing and
related functions. This class provides the UI for sending CLI commands and receiving responses.
This class makes use of CLI APIs to create a dedicated CLI Session and send Asynchronous
CLI commands to network device.
The CLIBrowser
Bean comprises a toolbar and a menu bar and there is a provision to add
any additional buttons or menu items depending upon the requirements of an application. It
provides methods to load XML files. The loaded XML files are parsed and displayed as a tree in
left hand side pane. Selection of any node displays the input message and also the information
about that node. After choosing the message, it can be sent to the device to which a connection
is established. The responses are displayed in the Response text block. The UI components
contained here also help in setting up various login parameters
To use the CLIBrowser Bean for an application, call the following frame instance.
CLIBrowser browser = new CLIBrowser(javax.swing.JFrame frame);
By default, CLIBrowser load a file into the tree. In case you want to load any file, use this browser
instance for loading the XML file as well as the data file.
CLIBrowser browser = new CLIBrowser(java.lang.String fname);
Here fname is the command set file.
CLIBrowser browser = new CLIBrowser( java.lang.String cmdSet ,
java.lang.String dataSet,
javax.swing.JFrame frame );
Where the cmdSet and dataSet are the command set and data set files to be loaded.
Menu bar and Menu Items can be added to the browser panel by using the methods
createMenu() and createMenuItem().
JMenu createMenu(String text,char mnemonic,
javax.swing.ImageIcon sImage);
Here text is the name of the menu and mnemonic is the keyboard shortcut to the menu. sImage
is the image icon for the menu.
JMenuItem createMenuItem( String sText, char mnemonic,
javax.swing.ImageIcon sImage,
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ActionListener lis,
String actionCommand );
Here sText is the name of the menu item and mnemonic is the keyboard shortcut to the menu
item. sImage is the image icon for the menu item. lis is the ActionListener instance for the menu
item. actionCommand is the ActionCommand string for the menu item.
CLITree Bean
This package contains the Beans component for the CLI Tree, which is a tree representation of
the CLI message file where the message file is converted to tree format for easy access and
class, which represents the CLI command structure as defined
usage. It contains the CLITree
in a Command Set file. The tree along with the Data Set is used to construct the CLI commands.
It also contains CLIMutaKbleTreeNode class to display the XML files in tree format. Each
node in the tree has its details in CLIMutableTreeNode.
To Load the XML file into the CLITree:
String fileName = "../conf/unixcmds.ccs"
String dataFileName = "../conf/unixcmds.dat"
CLITree tree = new CLITree();
tree.loadXMLFile(fileName,dataFileName);
Multiple files can be loaded to the tree using loadXmlFile().
String loadedFiles = tree.getXMLFile();
Similarly, unloading an XML file from the Tree is also supported using unloadXmlFile().
tree.unloadXMLFile(fileName);
There are methods available to find the number of files loaded, to get the selected node in the
tree, and to get the root node in the tree, get the command code of a selected leaf. These
features provide the developers to build applications rapidly.
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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Distributed API (RMI)
The Remote Method Invocation (RMI) provides the mechanism by which the server and the client
communicate and pass information back and forth allowing the remote clients to perform CLI
operations. The advantage of using the RMI APIs is to allow a server to perform the CLI
functions, while the leaner clients only makes the RMI calls to the server. For example, the server
can run on the web server, while the application makes RMI calls to the server to perform CLI
functions.

The figure illustrates the use of RMI from a Java application at the client end. In this architecture,
the client uses the server to perform CLI operations and the communication with the server is via
RMI calls over TCP socket while communication with the device is through the transport provider
framework.
The sample application provided in the examples directory shows the use of the AdventNet CLI
API by doing RMI calls to perform CLI operations. Here we briefly describe the basic operations,
which is common for all RMI interfaces. The RMI server can be started as a standalone server or
as a part of another Java application, e.g. a web server. The main interface for all the RMI
operations is the
com.adventnet.CLI.rmi.CLIFactory

interface.

This

interface

is

implemented

by

the

com.adventnet.CLI.rmi.CLIFactoryImpl
class, which can be started from the command line
or from another Java application. When started from the command line, this class is published as
AdventNet CLIFactory and registered with the RMI Registry. When started from another Java
application, you have to publish the factory interface to allow remote access.
CLIFactoryImpl
class implements the CLIFactory interface for creating the remote server
objects from an RMI client to the RMI server. The server objects are created by calling
createCLISession()method and the references are passed back to the client. CLIFactory
interface has methods for creating instance of classes for CLI services on the server. These
methods return RMI interfaces for getting access to the services provided by the CLI service
classes.
String hostname = "myserver";
CLIFactory factory = (CLIFactory)Naming.lookup( "rmi://"+
hostname + "/AdventnetCLIFactory" );
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TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
CLISession session = factory.createCLISession(tpoi,false);
session.open();
Once the com.adventnet.CLI.rmi.CLIFactory interface is obtained, the RMI client can use its
methods similar to a local instance of CLISession. The method signatures between the
corresponding Beans and RMI interfaces are mostly identical.
How to start the CLI Factory
The classes needed for accessing RMI client to the AdventNet CLI API are provided in the
com.adventnet.CLI.rmi package. Following steps explains how to start CLI Factory:
Set the AdventNetCLI.jar in CLASSPATH.
Type the rmiregistry command from a DOS prompt or a UNIX shell. start rmiregistry for
DOS prompt rmiregistry &
for UNIX
To start the RMI CLI server from the same host as the RMI Registry server, please type
the following command, after ensuring correct PATH and CLASSPATH settings: java
com.adventnet.CLI.rmi.CLIFactoryImpl
Note
The rmiregistry is located at the IP address of whatever machine it has started, but it must also
be listening at a port. If you invoke the rmiregistry as above, with no argument, the registry’s
port will default to 1099. If you want it to be at some other port, you add an argument on the
command line to specify the port. For example, the port is located at 2005, so the rmiregistry
should be started like this under 32-bit Windows: start rmiregistry 2005for Windows
rmiregistry 2005 & for UNIX
With JDK1.2 there are some issues to be taken care for RMI. This has to do with the new
security model. One way of specifying permissions is with policy files. For details please refer
the Known Issues
Please refer to Java documentation for complete details.
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CLI API Examples
This chapter contains sample applications that explain the basic usage of CLI API. These
applications help beginners to get a better understanding of the packages available and to
develop complex CLI applications. The following sample applications are bundled with the
product in <CLI Home>/examples directory.
SL. No.

Module

1

CLI

2

Serial Communication

3

SSH Communication

3

Telnet

4

CLI Parser

5

Scripting

6

RMI

Application
Synchronous Communication
Asynchronous Communication
Synchronous Serial Communication
Asynchronous Serial Communication
Synchronous Communication
Asynchronous Communication
TelnetApplication
Table Parsing
Scalar Parsing
ScriptHandling
Python Scripting
BeanShell Scripting
Synchronous Communication
Asynchronous Communication
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Synchronous CLI Communication
Description
This sample application can be used to send CLI commands to the devices in a synchronous
mode of communication. You can create either dedicated or non-dedicated CLI sessions. In the
synchronous mode of communication, the message is sent to the device and waits till the
response is received.
Format
Usage: java CliSyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [-n RemotePort]
[-cp CmdPrompt] [-lp LoginPrompt ] [-pp PasswordPrompt ]
[-l LoginName ] [-p Password ] [-d Debug] RemoteHost Command
Options
[-s]
[-n]
[-cp]

-

[-lp]

-

[-pp]

-

[-d]
[-l]

-

[-p]
Remote host
Command

M
M

Session, dedicated (d) or non-dedicated (nd). Default is dedicated.
Remote port. The default is the telnet port (23).
Command prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for each
command. Default is $.
The Login prompt. This is the prompt that the device issues for getting
the user name. Default is 'login:'
The Password prompt. This is the prompt that is issued by the device for
getting the password. Default is 'Password:'
To set debug as true or false.
Login Name. One of the user names/Login names present in the remote
host.
Password for the user.
The host to which the session has to be established.
The actual command that has to be sent to the device.

Note: M – Mandatory
Initially, import the following packages:
com.adventnet.cli.*;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.*;
com.adventnet.cli.messageset.*;
java.io.*;
The main function contains the following declarations.

String usage = "java CliSyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [ -n RemotePort]
[-cp CmdPrompt] [-lp LoginPrompt] [-pp PasswordPrompt]
[-l LoginName] [-p Password] [-d Debug] RemoteHost Command";
String options[] = {"-s", "-n", "-cp", "-lp", "-pp", "-l", "-p", "-d"};
String values[] = { null, null, null, null, null, null, null, "None" };
String cmdData = null;
boolean enablePooling = false;
boolean isDebug = false;
ParseOptions class is used to parse the arguments passed to the application to check the
proper syntax and validity. In case of wrong syntax, the system throws exception.
ParseOptions opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values,usage);
if(opt.remArgs.length<2){
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opt.usage_error();
Now, construct the ProtocolOptions for Telnet connections. This file contains methods to set the
remote host, login name, password, and other connection parameters.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
The remote host, login name, and the password are set to the transport implementation class so
that it can be used by the transport provider class to send and receive messages.
tpoi.setRemotePort(Integer.parseInt(values[1]));
tpoi.setPrompt(values[2]);
tpoi.setLoginPrompt(values[3]);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt(values[4]);
tpoi.setLoginName(values[5]);
tpoi.setPassword(values[6]);
tpoi.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0]);
By setting isDebug as true, the debug can be enabled and the debug messages can be received
in <CLI Home>/log directory.
if(values[7].equals("Set")){
isDebug = true ;
Create CLI command using CLIMessage. The CLIProtocolOptions can be set so that the
message is sent to the appropriate device. You have to instantiate this class with the message to
be sent and pass it to syncSend() in CLISession to send the message.
CLIMessage climsg = new CLIMessage(" ");
CLISession CLIsession = null;
Now, create and open CLI session with Telnet as a protocol implementation and facility to create
a dedicated or non-dedicated session. You can also set the debug level as given below.
clisession=new CLISession(tpoi,enablePooling);
if( isDebug ) {
clisession.setDebug(true);
clisession.setDebugLevel(2);
} else {
clisession.setDebug(false);
}
clisession.open();
The message can be sent through synchronous communication using the following procedure:
climsg.setCLIPrompt(tpoi.getPrompt());
System.out.println(clisession.syncSend(climsg).getData());
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/example directory.
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Asynchronous CLI Communication
Description
This sample example application can be used to send CLI commands to the devices in an
asynchronous mode of communication with CLI API. You can create either dedicated or nondedicated CLI sessions.
In asynchronous mode, the message is sent to the device, and the session does not wait for the
response and returns back.
Format
java java CliAsyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [-n RemotePort] [-cp CmdPrompt] [lp LoginPrompt ] [-pp PasswordPrompt ] [-l LoginName ] [-p Password] [-d
Debug] RemoteHost Command"
Options
[-s]
[-n]
[-cp]

-

[-lp]

-

[-pp]

-

[-l]
[-p]
[-d]
Remote host
Command

M
M

Session, dedicated (d) or non-dedicated (nd). Default is dedicated.
Remote port. The default is the Telnet port (23)
Command prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for each command.
Default is $.
The Login prompt. This is the prompt that the device issues for getting the user
name. Default is 'Login:'
The Password prompt. This is the prompt that is issued by the device for getting
the password. Default is 'Password:'
One of the user names/login names present in the remote host.
Password for the user.
Sets the debug as true or false.
The host to which the session is to be established.
The actual command that has to be sent to device.

Note: M - Mandatory
Initially, import the following packages:
com.adventnet.cli.*:
com.adventnet.cli.transport.*:
com.adventnet.cli.messageset.*;
java.io.*;
The main function contains the following declarations
String usage = "java CliAsyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [ -n RemotePort]
[ -cp CmdPrompt] [-lp LoginPrompt ] [-pp PasswordPrompt ]
[-l LoginName ] [ -p Password ] [-d Debug ] RemoteHost Command";
String options[] = {"-s", "-n", "-cp", "-lp", "-pp", "-l", "-p", "-d"};
String values[] = { null, null, null, null, null, null, null, "None" };
String cmdData = null;
boolean enablePooling = false;
boolean isDebug = false;
ParseOptions class is used to parse the arguments passed to the application to check the
proper syntax and validity. In case of wrong syntax, the system throws exception.
ParseOptions opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values,usage);
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if(opt.remArgs.length<2){
opt.usage_error();
Construct the ProtocolOptions for Telnet connections. This contains the remote host, login name,
password, and other parameters.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
The following parameters are set to the telnet protocol implementation class so that the transport
provider can connect to the device for communication.
tpoi.setRemotePort(Integer.parseInt(values[1]));
tpoi.setPrompt(values[2]);
tpoi.setLoginPrompt(values[3]);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt(values[4]);
tpoi.setLoginName(values[5]);
tpoi.setPassword(values[6]);
tpoi.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0]);
By setting isDebug as true, the debug can be enabled, and the debug messages can be received
in <CLI Home>/log directory.
if(values[7].equals("Set")){
isDebug = true ;
To create the CLI messages, instantiate CLIMessage class. Tthe CLIProtocolOptions can be
set so that the message is sent to the appropriate device. You have to instantiate this class with
the message to be sent and pass it to send () in CLISession class.
CLIMessage climsg = new CLIMessage(" ");
CLISession CLIsession = null;
Now, create and open CLI session with Telnet as a protocol implementation and facility to create
a dedicated or non-dedicated session. You can also set the debug level as given below.
clisession=new CLISession(tpoi,enablePooling);
if( isDebug ) {
clisession.setDebug(true);
clisession.setDebugLevel(2);
} else {
clisession.setDebug(false);
}
clisession.open();
System.out.println("Initial log: " + clisession.getInitialMessage());
To receive the response, implement the CLIClient interface, register with CLISession using
addCLIClient(), and send the asynchronous CLI message to the device.
CLIAsyncApp CLIApp = new CLIAsyncApp();
CLIsession.addCLIClient(CLIApp);
try{
climsg.setCLIPrompt(tpoi.getPrompt());
clisession.send(climsg);
}
Set the transport provider implementation before opening the session.
session.setTransportProviderClassName(String ClassName)
The callback method is provided to receive responses from the CLI device while the session
sends messages in asynchronous mode. A flag must be set as "true" to wait for the response and
to print it inside callback.
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public boolean callback(CLISession session,CLIMessage msg, int msgId){
if(msg!=null){
System.out.println(msg.getData());
System.exit(1);
}else {
System.out.println(" No Response received ");
System.exit(1);
}
return true;
}
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples directory.
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Synchronous Serial Communication
Description
The sample application makes use of CLI API to create a dedicated CLI session and send
synchronous CLI commands to the device over the serial port. The serial port is identified by the
serial port identifier specified in the command line.
Format
java SerialCommSyncApp[-pp PasswordPrompt ][ -s messageSuffix]
[-l LoginName][ -p password][-br BaudRate] [-sb StopBits]
[-fcm FlowControlMode] [-sp SetParity ] [-db SetDataBits ]
portId commandPrompt command
Options
[-pp]

-

The password prompt. This is the string issued by the device for getting
the password.
The message suffix. This is the string that has to be appended at the
end of each message sent.
This is the login name existing on the device.
The password for logging in.
The baud rate for data transfer. Default is 9600 baud.
The number of stop bits. Default is 1.
The flow control mode. Default is FLOWCONTROL_NONE.
The parity type. Default is PARITY_NONE.

[-s ]

-

[-l]
[-p]
[br]
[-sb]
[-fcm]
[-sp]

-

[db]
PortId

The number of data bits for each byte. Default is DATABITS_8 ( 8 data
bits ).
M This is used to identify a particular port.

commandPrompt
command

M The command prompt that is returned by the system.
M The command to be executed.

Note:

1. M - Mandatory
2. The port ID for Windows system is COM1, COM2 etc, and on UNIX systems it is /dev/ttyS1,
/dev/ttyS2. etc.

Initially, import the following packages.
import com.adventnet.cli.*;
import com.adventnet.cli.transport.*;
import com.adventnet.cli.serial.*;
Construct the ProtocolOptions for serial connections. This file contains methods to set the serial
parameters like baud rate, parity, etc.
SerialCommOptionsImpl sp = new SerialCommOptionsImpl();
Create messages using CLIMessage class. The CLIProtocolOptions can be set so that the
message is sent to the appropriate device. You have to instantiate this class with the message to
be sent and pass it to syncSend() in CLISession class to send the message.
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CLIMessage climsg=new CLIMessage("");
climsg.setRequestTimeout(5000);
CLISession clisession=null;
The connection parameters are set to the transport implementation class so that it can be used
by the transport provider class to send and receive messages.
sp.setPortId(opt.remArgs[0]);
cmdPrompt = opt.remArgs[1];
CLImsg.setData(opt.remArgs[2]);
sp.setBaudRate(Integer.parseInt(values[4]));
sp.setStopBits(Integer.parseInt(values[5]));
sp.setFlowControlMode(Integer.parseInt(values[6]));
sp.setParity(Integer.parseInt(values[7]));
sp.setDataBits(Integer.parseInt(values[8]));
Use the LoginException and ConnectException classes to check whether the user has
correctly logged in. After opening the session successfully, the message can be sent
synchronously.
try{
System.out.println(clisession.syncSend(climsg).getData());
System.exit(1);
} catch(Exception e) {
System.out.println("Exception : "+e.getMessage());
System.exit(1);
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples/serial directory.
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Asynchronous Serial Communication
Description
The sample application makes use of CLI API to create a dedicated CLISession and send
asynchronous CLI commands to the device over the serial port. The serial port is identified by the
serial port identifier specified in the command line.
Format
java SerialCommSyncApp [-pp PasswordPrompt] [-s messageSuffix]
[-l LoginName] [-p password] [-br BaudRate] [-sb StopBits]
[-fcm FlowControlMode] [-sp SetParity] [-db SetDataBits]
portId commandPrompt command
Options
[-pp]

-

The password prompt. This is the string issued by the device for
getting the password.
The message suffix. This is the string that has to be appended at
the end of each message sent.
This is the user name existing on the device.
The password for logging in.
The baud rate for data transfer. Default is 9600 baud.
The number of stop bits. Default is 1.
The flow control mode. Default is FLOWCONTROL_NONE.
The parity type. Default is PARITY_NONE.

[-s ]

-

[-l]
[-p]
[br]
[-sb]
[-fcm]
[-sp]

-

[db]

-

PortId

M

The number of data bits for each byte. Default is DATABITS_8 ( 8
data bits ).
This is used to identify a particular port.

commandPrompt
command

M
M

The command prompt that is returned by the system.
The command to be executed.

Note:

1. M - Mandatory
2. The port ID for Windows system is COM1, COM2, etc, and on UNIX systems it is /dev/ttyS1,
/dev/ttyS2, etc.

Initially, import the following packages.
import com.adventnet.cli.*;
import com.adventnet.cli.transport.*;
import com.adventnet.cli.serial.*;
Construct the ProtocolOptions for Serial Connections. This file contains methods to set the
Serial parameters such as baud rate, parity, etc.
SerialCommOptionsImpl sp = new SerialCommOptionsImpl();
Create messages using CLIMessage class. The CLIProtocolOptions can be set so that the
message is sent to the appropriate device. Instantiate this class with the message to be sent and
pass it to send () in CLISession class to send the message.
CLIMessage climsg=new CLIMessage("");
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climsg.setRequestTimeout(5000);
CLISession clisession=null;
The connection parameters are set to the transport implementation class so that it can be used
by the transport provider class to send and receive messages.
sp.setPortId(opt.remArgs[0]);
cmdPrompt = opt.remArgs[1];
climsg.setData(opt.remArgs[2]);
sp.setBaudRate(Integer.parseInt(values[4]));
sp.setStopBits(Integer.parseInt(values[5]));
sp.setFlowControlMode(Integer.parseInt(values[6]));
sp.setParity(Integer.parseInt(values[7]));
sp.setDataBits(Integer.parseInt(values[8]));
Use the LoginException and ConnectException classes to check whether the user has
correctly logged in. After opening the session successfully, the message can be sent
synchronously.
SerialCommAsyncApp asyncApp = new SerialCommAsyncApp();
clisession.addCLICLIent(asyncApp);
try{
clisession.send(CLImsg);
} catch(Exception e) {
System.out.println("Exception : "+e.getMessage());
System.exit(1);
}
The callback method is provided to receive responses from the CLI device while the session
sends messages in asynchronous mode. A flag must be set as "true" to wait for the response and
to print it inside callback.
public boolean callback(CLISession session,CLIMessage msg, int msgId) {
if(msg!=null){
System.out.println(msg.getData());
System.exit(1);
} else {
System.out.println(" No Response received ");
System.exit(1);
}
return true;
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples/serial directory.
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Synchronous SSH Communication
Description
This sample application can be used to send CLI commands to the devices in a synchronous
mode of communication using SSH protocol. You can create either dedicated or non-dedicated
CLI sessions. In the synchronous mode of communication, the message is sent to the device and
waits till the response is received.
Format
Usage: java CliSyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [-n RemotePort]
[-cp CmdPrompt][-l LoginName ] [-p Password ] [-d Debug] RemoteHost Command
Options
[-s]
[-n]
[-cp]

-

[-d]
[-l]

-

[-p]
Remote host
Command

M
M

Session, dedicated (d) or non-dedicated (nd). Default is dedicated.
Remote port. The default is the SSH port (22).
Command prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for each
command. Default is $.
To set debug as true or false.
Login Name. One of the user names/Login names present in the remote
host.
Password for the user.
The host to which the session has to be established.
The actual command that has to be sent to the device.

Note:
1. M – Mandatory
2. To run the example using SSH2 protocol, follow the procedure given in Installation and Setup
section.
Initially, import the following packages:
com.adventnet.cli.*;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.*;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.ssh.SshProtocolOptionsImpl;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.ssh.SshTransportProviderImp;
java.io.*;
The main function contains the following declarations.

String usage = "java CliSyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [ -n RemotePort]
[-cp CmdPrompt] [-l LoginName] [-p Password] [-d Debug] RemoteHost
Command";
String options[] = {"-s", "-n", "-cp", "-l", "-p", "-d"};
String values[] = { null, null, null, null, null, "None" };
String cmdData = null;
boolean enablePooling = false;
boolean isDebug = false;
ParseOptions class is used to parse the arguments passed to the application to check the
proper syntax and validity. In case of wrong syntax, the system throws exception.
ParseOptions opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values,usage);
if(opt.remArgs.length<2){
opt.usage_error();
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Now, construct the ProtocolOptions for SSH connections. This file contains methods to set the
remote host, login name, password, and other connection parameters.
SshProtocolOptionsImpl spoi = new SshProtocolOptionsImpl();
The remote host, login name, and the password are set to the transport implementation class so
that it can be used by the transport provider class to send and receive messages.
spoi.setRemotePort(Integer.parseInt(values[1]));
spoi.setPrompt(values[2]);
spoi.setLoginName(values[3]);
spoi.setPassword(values[4]);
spoi.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0]);
By setting isDebug as true, the debug can be enabled and the debug messages can be received
in <CLI Home>/log directory.
if(values[5].equals("Set")){
isDebug = true ;
Create CLI command using CLIMessage. The CLIProtocolOptions can be set so that the
message is sent to the appropriate device. You have to instantiate this class with the message to
be sent and pass it to syncSend() in CLISession to send the message.
CLIMessage climsg = new CLIMessage(" ");
CLISession CLIsession = null;
Now, create and open CLI session with SSH as a protocol implementation and facility to create a
dedicated or non-dedicated session. You can also set the debug level as given below.
clisession=new CLISession(spoi,enablePooling);
if( isDebug ) {
clisession.setDebug(true);
clisession.setDebugLevel(2);
} else {
clisession.setDebug(false);
}
clisession.open();
The message can be sent through synchronous communication using the following procedure:
climsg.setCLIPrompt(spoi.getPrompt());
System.out.println(clisession.syncSend(climsg).getData());
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/example directory.
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Asynchronous SSH Communication
Description
This sample example application can be used to send CLI commands to the devices in an
asynchronous mode of communication with CLI API using SSH protocol. You can create either
dedicated or multiplexed (non-dedicated) CLI sessions.
In asynchronous mode, the message is sent to the device, and the session does not wait for the
response and returns back.
Format
java java CliAsyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [-n RemotePort] [-cp CmdPrompt] [l LoginName ] [-p Password] [-d Debug] RemoteHost Command"
Options
[-s]
[-n]
[-cp]

-

[-l]
[-p]
[-d]
Remote host
Command

M
M

Session, dedicated (d) or non-dedicated (nd). Default is dedicated.
Remote port. The default is the SSH port (22)
Command prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for each command.
Default is $.
One of the user names/login names present in the remote host.
Password for the user.
Sets the debug as true or false.
The host to which the session is to be established.
The actual command that has to be sent to device.

Note:
1. M – Mandatory
2. To run the example using SSH2 protocol, follow the procedure given in Installation
and Setup section.
Initially, import the following packages:
com.adventnet.cli.*:
com.adventnet.cli.transport.*:
com.adventnet.cli.transport.ssh.SshProtocolOptionsImpl;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.ssh.SshTransportProviderImp;
java.io.*;
The main function contains the following declarations
String usage = "java CliAsyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [-n RemotePort]
[-cp CmdPrompt] [-l LoginName ] [-p Password ] [-d Debug ] RemoteHost
Command";
String options[] = {"-s", "-n", "-cp", "-l", "-p", "-d"};
String values[] = { null, null, null, null, null, "None" };
String cmdData = null;
boolean enablePooling = false;
boolean isDebug = false;
ParseOptions class is used to parse the arguments passed to the application to check the
proper syntax and validity. In case of wrong syntax,the system throws exception.
ParseOptions opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values,usage);
if(opt.remArgs.length<2){
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opt.usage_error();
Construct the ProtocolOptions for SSH connections. This contains the remote host, login name,
password, and other parameters.
SshProtocolOptionsImpl spoi = new SshProtocolOptionsImpl();
The following parameters are set to the SSH protocol implementation class so that the transport
provider can connect to the device for communication.
spoi.setRemotePort(Integer.parseInt(values[1]));
spoi.setPrompt(values[2]);
spoi.setLoginName(values[3]);
spoi.setPassword(values[4]);
spoi.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0]);
By setting isDebug as true, the debug can be enabled, and the debug messages can be received
in <CLI Home>/log directory.
if(values[5].equals("Set")){
isDebug = true ;
To create the CLI messages, instantiate CLIMessage class. Tthe CLIProtocolOptions can be
set so that the message is sent to the appropriate device. You have to instantiate this class with
the message to be sent and pass it to send () in CLISession class.
CLIMessage climsg = new CLIMessage(" ");
CLISession CLIsession = null;
Now, create and open CLI session with SSH as a protocol implementation and facility to create a
dedicated or non-dedicated session. You can also set the debug level as given below.
clisession=new CLISession(spoi,enablePooling);
if( isDebug ) {
clisession.setDebug(true);
clisession.setDebugLevel(2);
} else {
clisession.setDebug(false);
}
clisession.open();
System.out.println("Initial log: " + clisession.getInitialMessage());
To receive the response, implement the CLIClient interface, register with CLISession using
addCLIClient(), and send the asynchronous CLI message to the device.
CLIAsyncApp CLIApp = new CLIAsyncApp();
CLIsession.addCLIClient(CLIApp);
try{
climsg.setCLIPrompt(spoi.getPrompt());
clisession.send(climsg);
}
Set the transport provider implementation before opening the session.
session.setTransportProviderClassName(String ClassName)
The callback method is provided to receive responses from the CLI device while the session
sends messages in asynchronous mode. A flag must be set as "true" to wait for the response and
to print it inside callback.
public boolean callback(CLISession session,CLIMessage msg, int msgId){
if(msg!=null){
System.out.println(msg.getData());
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System.exit(1);
}else {
System.out.println(" No Response received ");
System.exit(1);
}
return true;
}
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples/ssh directory.
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Telnet Application
Description
This sample application can be used as a Telnet client that can be used to open a Telnet
connection with a device and allows the user to send and receive commands.
Format
TelnetApplication HostName [-s FontSize ] [-t Timeout] [-e Encoding]
Options
HostName
[-s]
[-t]
[-e]

M
-

The host to which the connection has to be established.
The font size in the Telnet Window. The default is set as 12.
The Socket timeout in milliseconds. The default is infinity.
The character encoding type. The default is latin1.

Note: M – Mandatory
Initially, import the following packages:
import com.adventnet.telnet.telnetwindow.TelnetFrame;
import javax.swing.JOptionPane;
The main function contains the following declarations.
String usage = "java TelnetApplication HostName [-s FontSize ] [-t Timeout]
[-e Encoding]";
String options[] = { "-s", "-t", "-e" };
String values[] = { null, null, null };
ParseOptions class is used to parse the arguments passed to the application to check the
proper syntax and validity. In case of wrong syntax, the system throws exception.
ParseOptions opt = null;
try{
opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values,usage);
}catch(Exception e);
The host name is a mandatory task to connect the device. The connection can be established
only after providing a correct host name.
String hostName = "";
if(opt.remArgs.length<1){
while ( true ) {
Object obj = JOptionPane.showInputDialog(null,"Please enter the host name
of the Remote Device ",null,JOptionPane.PLAIN_MESSAGE,null,null,null);
if ( obj != null ){
hostName = obj.toString();
if( hostName.length() > 0 ) {
break;
After providing a correct host name, the Telnet frame can be invoked.
TelnetFrame frame = new TelnetFrame();
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The host name can be set as a title in the status bar so that it can display the connected device
name.
if ( opt.remArgs.length < 1 ) {
frame.setHostName(hostName);
frame.setTitle("Connected To : "+hostName );
} else {
frame.setHostName(opt.remArgs[0]);
frame.setTitle("Connected To : "+opt.remArgs[0] );
The font size can be set as given below, otherwise it takes a default font size 12.
if(values[0]!=null){
frame.setFontSize(Integer.parseInt(values[0]));
Set the socket timeout as given below.
if(values[1]!=null){
frame.setSocketTimeout(Integer.parseInt(values[1]));
The character encoding is generally used to connect devices that can understand different
languages. For each language, there is a specific encoding type. This can be set as given below ,
otherwise the default is set as latin1.
if(values[2]!=null){
frame.setEncoding(values[2]);
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples/telnetwindow directory.
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Table Parsing
Description
This example explains how to parse the response into table format from a CLI device by issuing
commands that display the output in table form. The parser uses an XML-based rule set to parse
the response for a particular command.
A sample XML is provided for commands such as df,ls,and route for UNIX machines. The
example application connects the device based on the input options provided in the command
line. It sends the command to the device and with the help ParserTableExample.xml rule file
that is available in <CLI Home>/examples/parser parses the response returned by the device.
Format
java ParserTableExample [-n RemotePort] [-cp CmdPrompt]
[-lp LoginPrompt] [-pp PasswordPrompt] [-l LoginName ]
[ -p Password ] TargetHost command [columnNames]
Options
[-n]
[-cp]

-

[-lp]

-

[-pp]

-

[-l] -

-

[-p]
[columnNames]

-

Target host

M

Command

M

Target port. The default is the telnet port (23).
Command Prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for
each command. Default is '$'.
The Login prompt. This is the prompt that the device issues for
getting the user name. Default is 'login:'.
The Password prompt. This is the prompt that is issued by the
device for getting the password. Default is 'Password:'
The Login or User Name for the login. If this is not provided, it's
assumed that a user name is not required for login.
The Password for the login. If this is not specified, it's assumed that
the password is not required.
The list of column names whose value is to be extracted and
displayed.
The hostname or IP address to which the connection has to be
established.
The command to be executed and whose response needs to be
parsed.
This
should
be
one
of
those
in
the
ParserTableExample.xml file in <CLI Home>/examples/parser
directory.

Note: M – Mandatory
Initially, import the following packages:
import
import
import
import
import

com.adventnet.cli.*;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.*;
com.adventnet.util.parser.*;
com.adventnet.util.parser.line.*;
java.util.*;

Now, create a TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl for connecting with the device.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi=new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
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Set various protocol options such as remote host, login name, password, etc., to connect the
device.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi=new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
ParseOptions class is used to parse the arguments passed to the application to check the
proper syntax and validity. In case of wrong syntax, the system throws exception.
ParseOptions opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values,usage);
if(opt.remArgs.length<2){
opt.usage_error();
You can either set the default values for the protocol options or pass the values while executing
the application.
tpoi.setRemotePort(Integer.parseInt(values[0]));
tpoi.setPrompt(values[1]);
tpoi.setLoginPrompt(values[2]);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt(values[3]);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt("Password");
tpoi.setLoginName(values[4]);
tpoi.setPassword(values[5]);
tpoi.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0]);
command = opt.remArgs[1];
Now, set the command to be sent to the device.
msg.setData(command);
The XML rule file that is used to parse the response from device into a table form can be set
using the following main function.
ParserAPI api = new ParserAPI("ParserScalarExample.xml");
The CLI response in the table form can be received using the following method.
ParsedResult result =
(ParsedResult) api.parse(response.getData(),"rule1",commandName);
Now, pick up the properties object, which contain all the parameters extracted from the response.
Hashtable table = result.getTableResult();
If you are not specifying the column names at the command line, all the columns defined in the
XML file and the respective values are displayed.
if(columns==null){
Enumeration en = table.keys();
while(en.hasMoreElements()){
String parameter = (String) en.nextElement();
System.out.println("Column: " + parameter);
System.out.println("Values: ");
ArrayList paramValues = (ArrayList)table.get(parameter);
for(i=0;i<paramValues.size();i++){
System.out.println(paramValues.get(i));
}
System.out.println();
}
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You can also display the values of those columns that are specified in the command line.
for(i=0;i<columns.length;i++){
ArrayList paramValues = (ArrayList)table.get(columns[i]);
if(paramValues!=null){
System.out.println("Column: " + columns[i]);
System.out.println("Values: ");
for(int k=0;k<paramValues.size();k++){
System.out.println(paramValues.get(k));
}
System.out.println();
}
The CLISession can be closed after receiving the parsed response from the device as given
below.
sess.close();
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/example/parser directory.
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Scalar Parsing
Description
This example explains how to parse the response into scalar format from a CLI device by issuing
commands that display the output in scalar format. The parser uses an XML-based rule set to
parse the response for a particular command.
A sample XML is provided for stty command that changes terminal characteristics for UNIX
machines. You can connect to the device and receive the parsed response with this example
application. The ParserScalarExample.xml file that is available in <CLI Home>/examples/parser
directory parses the response into a well-defined scalar form based on rule set. Please refer to
Scalar Parsing topic for more details.
Format
java ParserScalarExample [-n RemotePort] [-cp CmdPrompt]
[-lp LoginPrompt] [-pp PasswordPrompt] [-l LoginName ]
[ -p Password ] TargetHost command
Options
[-n]
[-cp]

-

[-lp]

-

[-pp]

-

[-l]

-

[-p]
Target host
command

M
M

Target port. The default is the telnet port (23).
Command Prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for each
command. Default is '$'
The Login prompt. This is the prompt that the device issues for getting the
user name. Default is 'login:'
The Password prompt. This is the prompt that is issued by the device for
getting the password. Default is 'Password:'
The Login or User Name for the login. If this is not provided, it's assumed
that a user name is not required for login.
The Password for the login. If this is not specified, it's assumed that the
password is not required.
The hostname or IP address to which the connection has to be established.
The command to be executed and whose response needs to be parsed.
This should be one of those in the ParserTableExample.xml file in <CLI
Home>/examples/parser directory.

Note: M - Mandatory
Initially, import the following packages:
import
import
import
import
import

com.adventnet.cli.*;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.*;
com.adventnet.util.parser.*;
com.adventnet.util.parser.line.*;
java.util.*;

Now, create a TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl for connecting with the device.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi=new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
Set various protocol options such as remote host, login name, password, etc., to connect the
device.
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TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi=new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
ParseOptions class is used to parse the arguments passed to the application to check the
proper syntax and validity. In case of wrong syntax, the system throws exception.
ParseOptions opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values,usage);
if(opt.remArgs.length<2){
opt.usage_error();
You can either set the default values for the protocol options or pass the values while executing
the application.
tpoi.setRemotePort(Integer.parseInt(values[0]));
tpoi.setPrompt(values[1]);
tpoi.setLoginPrompt(values[2]);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt(values[3]);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt("Password");
tpoi.setLoginName(values[4]);
tpoi.setPassword(values[5]);
tpoi.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0]);
command = opt.remArgs[1];
Now, set the command to be sent to the device.
msg.setData(command);
The XML rule file that is used to parse the response from device into a scalar form can be set
using the following main function.
ParserAPI api = new ParserAPI("ParserScalarExample.xml");
The CLI response in the scalar form can be received using the following method.
ParsedResult result =(ParsedResult)
api.parse(response.getData(),"rule1",commandName);
Now, pick up the properties object, which contains all the parameters extracted from the
response.
Properties prop = result.getResult();
Enumeration en = prop.propertyNames();
String paramName = null;
while(en.hasMoreElements()){
paramName = (String) en.nextElement();
System.out.println
(paramName + " = " + prop.getProperty(paramName));
After receiving the parsed response, the CLISession can be closed.
sess.close();
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/example/parser directory.
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Script Handling
Description
This sample application makes use of ScriptHandler API to invoke and execute a script file. The
script file can be invoked after plugging a scripting implementation into the RunScriptInterface. By
default, Python and BeanShell scripting implementations are provided. It also provides facility to
plug in custom scripting implementations.
Format
Usage: java ScriptHandlerExample scriptFile
Option
ScriptFile

Mandatory

The name of file that contains a script.

Note: M - Mandatory
Initially, import the following packages:
import com.adventnet.util.script.ScriptHandler;
import com.adventnet.cli.transport.TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl;
import java.util.*;
The main function contains the following declarations.
String usage = "java ScriptHandlerExample ScriptFile";
if (args.length < 1) {
System.err.println(" USAGE : "+usage);
The script file type and extension is required to use a proper scripting language as each scripting
language has different file extension.
String scriptFile = args[0];
String scriptType = null;
StringTokenizer strTok = new StringTokenizer(scriptFile, ".");
if (strTok.countTokens()==2){
strTok.nextToken();
scriptType = strTok.nextToken();
}else{
System.err.println(" File name should have an extension.");
System.exit(1);
}
The script file is used to communicate with devices. Telnet is used as a default protocol option.
The Telnet options include various connection parameters that can be set in script file.
String[] telnetOptions = new String[args.length-1];
After setting the Telnet options, the ScriptHandler can be used to execute a suitable scripting
type.
ScriptHandler sh = new ScriptHandler();
sh.executeScriptFromFile(scriptFile,telnetOptions,scriptType);
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The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples/script directory.
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Python Scripting
Description
This sample application in Python makes use of CLI API to create a dedicated CLI Session and
send synchronous CLI commands to the device according to the options provided. You are
advised to familiarize the Python (Jython) scripting prior to working with this example.
Format
ScriptHandlerExample CliSyncApp.py localhost -l guest -p guest "ls -l"
Options
[-s]
[-n]
[-cp]
[-lp]
[-pp]
[-d]
[-l]
[-p]
Remote host
Command

-

Session, dedicated (d) or non-dedicated (nd). Default is dedicated.
Remote port. The default is the telnet port (23)
Command prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for each
command. Default is $.
- The Login prompt. This is the prompt that the device issues for getting the
user name. Default is 'login:’.
- The Password prompt. This is the prompt that is issued by the device for
getting the password. Default is 'Password:'.
- To set debug as true or false.
- Login Name, One of the user names/Login names present in the remote
host.
- Password for the user.
M The host to which the session has to be established.
M The actual command that has to be sent to the device.

Note: M – Mandatory
Initially, import the following packages:
from com.adventnet.cli.transport import TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl
from org.python import core
from jarray import zeros, array
from java.lang import String
import CLISession
import ParseOptions
ParseOptions class is used to parse the arguments passed to the application to check the
proper syntax and validity. In case of wrong syntax, the system throws exception.
opt = ParseOptions(sys.argv,options,values,usage)
if opt.remArgs.__len__() < 2:
opt.usage_error()
Now, set the protocol options for Telnet connection.
sess=cli.CliSession()
cliProtocolOpts = TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl()
The connection parameters such as the remote port name, command prompt, login name,
password, etc, can be set. If you are not setting the connection parameters, the default values
can be chosen.
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cliProtocolOpts.setRemotePort(int(values[0]))
cliProtocolOpts.setPrompt(values[1])
cliProtocolOpts.setLoginPrompt(values[2])
cliProtocolOpts.setPasswdPrompt(values[3])
cliProtocolOpts.setLoginName(values[4])
cliProtocolOpts.setPassword(values[5])
Now, open the CLI Session with device.
cliProtocolOpts.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0])
sess.setCLIPrompt(cliProtocolOpts.getPrompt())
sess.setCliProtOpts(cliProtocolOpts)
sess.openConnection()
Send CLI command to the device as given below:
print sess.sendCommand(opt.remArgs[1])
Finally close the connection with device.
sess.close()
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples/script directory.
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BeanShell Scripting
Description
The sample application in BeanShell makes use of CLI API to create a dedicated CLI Session
and send synchronous CLI commands to the device according to the options provided. You are
advised to familiarize the BeanShell scripting prior to working with this example.
Format
java ScriptHandlerExample CliSyncApp localhost -l guest -p guest ls
Options
[-s]
[-n]
[-cp]

-

[-lp]

-

[-pp]

-

[-d]
[-l]

-

[-p]
Remote host
Command

M
M

Session, dedicated (d) or non-dedicated (nd). Default is dedicated.
Remote port. The default is the telnet port (23).
Command prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for each
command. Default is $.
The Login prompt. This is the prompt that the device issues for getting
the user name. Default is 'login:'.
The Password prompt. This is the prompt that is issued by the device for
getting the password. Default is 'Password:'.
To set debug as true or false.
Login Name. One of the user names/Login names present in the remote
host.
Password for the user.
The host to which the session has to be established.
The actual command that has to be sent to the device.

Note: M - Mandatory
Initially, import the following packages:
import
import
import
import

com.adventnet.cli.*;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.*;
com.adventnet.cli.messageset.*;
java.io.*;

ParseOptions class is used to parse the arguments passed to the application to check the
proper syntax and validity. In case of wrong syntax, the system throws exception.
ParseOptions opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values, usage);
if (opt.remArgs.length < 2) {
opt.usage_error();
To connect the device, suitable protocol has to be implemented. Use Telnet as a default protocol
implementation and set various connection parameters.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi=new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
The connection parameters such as the remote port name, command prompt, login name,
password, etc., can be set. If you are not setting the connection parameters, the default values
can be chosen.
tpoi.setRemotePort(Integer.parseInt(values[0]));
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tpoi.setPrompt(values[1]);
tpoi.setLoginPrompt(values[2]);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt(values[3]);
tpoi.setLoginName(values[4]);
tpoi.setPassword(values[5]);
Now, set the CLI message that contains the actual CLI command. Other parameters like the
CLIProtocolOptions can be set so that the message is sent to the appropriate device.
CLIMessage climsg=new CLIMessage("");
Now set the remote host.
tpoi.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0]);
Open the CLI Session as given below.
clisession=new CLISession(tpoi);
clisession.open();
System.out.println("Initial log: " + clisession.getInitialMessage());
sess.openConnection()
Send the CLI message to the device as given below.
climsg.setCLIPrompt(tpoi.getPrompt());
System.out.println(clisession.syncSend(climsg).getData());
After receiving response from device, close the connection with device.
clisession.close();
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples/script directory.
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Synchronous Communication through RMI
Description
This sample application makes use of CLI API to create either a dedicated or a non-dedicated
CLISession with devices. The application works on the top of RMI interface.
Format
java RmiCliSyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [-n RemotePort] [-cp CmdPrompt] [-lp
LoginPrompt] [-pp PasswordPrompt] [-l LoginName] [-p Password ]
[-d Debug(true/false)] [-rh rmiserver host] [-rp rmiserver port] RemoteHost
Command
Options
[-s]
[-n]
[-cp]

-

[-lp]

-

[-pp]

-

[-l]
[-p]
[-d]
[-rh]
[-rp]
Remote host
Command

M
M

Session, dedicated (d) or non-dedicated (nd). The default is dedicated.
Remote port. The default is the Telnet port (23).
Command Prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for each command.
Default is $.
The Login Prompt. This is the prompt that the device issues for getting the user
name. Default is 'Login:'.
The Password Prompt. This is the prompt that is issued by the device for getting
the password. Default is 'Password:'.
The user name/login name present in the remote host.
Password for the user.
The debug level set.
The remote host name on which the rmiregistry (CLIFactoryImpl) is running.
The remote port to which the rmiregistry is listening. Default is 1099.
The host to which the session is to be established.
The actual command that has to be sent.

Note:
1. M - Mandatory
2. Before connecting the device, start the rmiregistry and run
com.adventnet.cli.rmi.CLIFactoryImpl
Initially import the following packages:
com.adventnet.cli.*;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.*;
com.adventnet.cli.messageset.*;
java.io.*;
com.adventnet.cli.rmi.*;
The main function consists of the following declarations:
public static void main(String args[]){
String usage = "java RmiCliSyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [-n RemotePort]
[-cp CmdPrompt] [-lp LoginPrompt ] [-pp PasswordPrompt ] [-l LoginName] [-p
Password ] [-d Debug ] [-rh rmiserver host] [-rp rmiserver port] RemoteHost
Command";
String options[] = {"-s", "-n", "-cp", "-lp", "-pp", "-l", "-p", "-d", "rh", "-rp"};
String values[] = { null, null, null, null, null, null, null,"None", null,
null };
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String cmdData = null;
String rmiHost = "localhost";
String rmiPort = "1099";
boolean enablePooling=false;
boolean isDebug = false;
ParseOptions class is used to check the arguments passed to the application. If there is any
syntax error, the class would throw an exception or else it will continue by opening a session.
This is done to prevent wrong arguments passed to the device.
ParseOptions opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values,usage);
if(opt.remArgs.length<2){
opt.usage_error();
Since Telnet is used as the transport provider, construct the ProtocolOptions for Telnet
connections to set the various Telnet protocol options.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
The connection parameters such as remote host, login name, password, RMI host, RMI port, etc.
can be set as given below.
tpoi.setRemotePort(Integer.parseInt(values[1]));
tpoi.setPrompt(values[2]);
tpoi.setLoginPrompt(values[3]);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt(values[4]);
tpoi.setLoginName(values[5]);
tpoi.setPassword(values[6]);
isDebug = true ;
rmiHost = values[8];
rmiPort = values[9];
tpoi.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0]);
cmdData = opt.remArgs[1];
Create CLIMessage class that contains the CLI command. Instantiate this class with the message
to be sent and pass it to syncSend() in CLISession class.
CLIMessage climsg = new CLIMessage(" ");
Declare a session interface available with the com.adventnet.cli.rmi package to create a remote
server objects from an RMI client to the RMI server.
com.adventnet.cli.rmi.CLISession clisession = null;
To create a remote object from an RMI client, you have to look at the services in the RMI registry
for which the corresponding server must have created a connection. If the remote server host and
port matches, the client establishes connection and thereby uses the services provided by the
remote server.
CLIFactory CLIFactory = (com.adventnet.cli.rmi.CLIFactory)
java.rmi.Naming.lookup("rmi://" + rm\iHost + ":" +
rmiPort +"/AdventnetCLIFactory");
CLIsession = CLIFactory.createCLISession(tpoi,enablePooling)
Set the transport provider implementation before opening the session by using the
session.setTransportProviderClassName(String ClassName).In case you create your
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implementation, pass the corresponding filename as parameter.
clisession.setTransportProviderClassName
("com.adventnet.cli.transport.TelnetTransportImpl");
clisession.open();
Now, send the CLI command and close the session.
System.out.println(clisession.syncSend(climsg).getData());
CLIsession.close();
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples/rmi directory.
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Asynchronous Communication through RMI
Description
This sample application makes use of CLI API to create either a dedicated or a non-dedicated
CLISession with devices. The application works on the top of RMI interface.
Format
java RmiCliAsyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [-n RemotePort] [-cp CmdPrompt] [lp LoginPrompt] [-pp PasswordPrompt] [-l LoginName] [-p Password ]
[-d Debug] [-rh rmiserver host] [-rp rmiserver port] RemoteHost Command
Options
[-s]
[-n]
[-cp]

-

[-lp]

-

[-pp]

-

[-l]
[-p]
[-d]
[-rh]
[-rp]
Remote host
Command

M
M

Session, dedicated (d) or non-dedicated (nd). The default is dedicated.
Remote port. The default is the telnet port (23).
Command Prompt. This is the prompt displayed by the device for each command.
Default is $.
The Login Prompt. This is the prompt that the device issues for getting the user
name. Default is 'Login:'.
The Password Prompt. This is the prompt that is issued by the device for getting
the password. Default is 'Password:'.
The user name/login name present in the remote host.
Password for the user.
The debug level set.
The remote host name on which the rmiregistry (CLIFactoryImpl) is running.
The remote port to which the rmiregistry is listening. Default is 1099.
The host to which the session is to be established.
The actual command that has to be sent.

Note:

1. M - Mandatory
2. Before connecting to the device, start the rmiregistry and run
com.adventnet.cli.rmi.CLIFactoryImpl
Initially, import the following packages:
com.adventnet.cli.*;
com.adventnet.cli.transport.*;
com.adventnet.cli.messageset.*;
com.java.io.*;
com.adventnet.cli.rmi.* ;
In asynchronous communication, you have to implement CLI Client interface so that it can receive
messages in the callback method.
The main function consists of the following declaration.
public static void main(String args[]){
String usage = "java RmiCliSyncApp [-s session(d/nd)] [-n RemotePort]
[-cp CmdPrompt] [-lp LoginPrompt ] [-pp PasswordPrompt ] [-l LoginName] [-p
Password ] [-d Debug ] [-rh rmiserver host] [-rp rmiserver port] RemoteHost
Command";
String options[] = {"-s", "-n", "-cp", "-lp", "-pp", "-l", "-p", "-d", "rh", "-rp"};
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String values[] = { null, null, null, null, null, null, null, "None",
null, null };
String cmdData = null;
String rmiHost = "localhost";
String rmiPort = "1099";
boolean enablePooling=false;
boolean isDebug = false;
ParseOptions class is used to check the arguments passed to the application. If there is any
syntax error, the class would throw an exception else it will continue by opening a session. This is
done to prevent wrong arguments passed to the device.
ParseOptions opt = new ParseOptions(args,options,values,usage);
if(opt.remArgs.length<2){
opt.usage_error();
Since Telnet is used as the transport provider,construct the ProtocolOptions for Telnet
connections. Telnet protocol options contain the RemoteHost/RemotePort and other parameters
to be set.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
The following parameters are set to the Telnet protocol implementation class so that the transport
provider can connect to the device for communication.
tpoi.setRemotePort(Integer.parseInt(values[1]));
tpoi.setPrompt(values[2]);
tpoi.setLoginPrompt(values[3]);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt(values[4]);
tpoi.setLoginName(values[5]);
tpoi.setPassword(values[6]);
isDebug = true ;
rmiHost = values[8];
rmiPort = values[9];
tpoi.setRemoteHost(opt.remArgs[0]);
cmdData = opt.remArgs[1];
Create CLIMessage class that contains the CLI command. Instantiate this class with the message
to be sent and pass it to send () in CLISession class.
CLIMessage climsg = new CLIMessage(" ");
Declare a session interface available with the com.adventnet.cli.rmi package for creating
remote server objects from RMI client to the RMI server.
com.adventnet.cli.rmi.CLISession clisession = null;
RmiAsyncApp rmicliApp = new RmiAsyncApp();
To create a remote object from an RMI client, you have to look at the services in the RMI registry
for which the corresponding server must have created a connection. If the remote server host and
port matches, the client establishes connection and thereby uses the services provided by the
remote server.
CLIFactory CLIFactory = (com.adventnet.cli.rmi.CLIFactory)
java.rmi.Naming.lookup("rmi://"+opt.remArgs[4]+":"+rmiPort +
"/AdventnetCLIFactory"); CLIsession =
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CLIFactory.createCLISession(tpoi,enablePooling);
CLIsession.setMaxconnections(3);
Set the transport provider implementation before opening the session by using the
session.setTransportProviderClassName(String ClassName). In case you create your own
implementation, pass the corresponding filename as parameter.
clisession.setTransportProviderClassName
("com.adventnet.cli.transport.TelnetTransportImpl"); CLIsession.open();
You can register with CLISession for receiving the asynchronous response.
java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject.exportObject(rmicliApp);
CLIsession.addCLIClient(rmicliApp);
Now, send the CLI commands to the device from the CLI interface and get responses.
clisession.send(CLImessage);
The callback method must be used whenever the application sends messages in asynchronous
mode. All messages will be received in the same callback method. To get the response for a
particular CLI message, the parameter message ID can be used.
public boolean callback(com.adventnet.cli.rmi.CLISession session,
CLIMessage msg,int msgId)
{
if(msg!=null)
{
System.out.println(msg.getData());
try{
session.close();
} catch ( Exception e ){}
System.exit(1);
} else {
System.out.println(" No response received ");
try{
session.close();
}catch(Exception e){}
System.exit(1);
}
return true;
}
The complete source code is available in <CLI Home>/examples/rmi directory.
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CLI Tools
The AdventNet CLI API product team periodically releases service packs or patches at regular
intervals and as and when a reported bug is fixed. The Update Manager, tool distributed along
with this application can be used for installing the patch.
AdventNet CLI Browser section explains the usage of the AdventNet CLI Browser, GUI
application that is distributed as part of the package.
AdventNet Telnet Application section explains the usage of Telnet Window, which is an user
interface that communicates with another host using the Telnet protocol.
Update Manager topic explains, how to update the Service Packs. You can update the CLI API
product, which is available in our website.
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AdventNet CLI Browser
The AdventNet CLI Browser is a GUI experienced network management application that supports
Command Line Interface and can be used to manage network devices. It works based on a
command template that is used to generate CLI commands. This can also be used execute
scripts, terminal transformation, and others. The CLI Browser can be customized according to
your requirements.
CLI Browser Basics -This section outlines the CLI Browser bundled with the product. The topics
related to menus, toolbar, and shortcut keys, helps you in working with CLI Browser.
Working with CLI Browser -This section includes topics related to various tasks that can be
handled with CLI Browser. The topics such as loading files, sending CLI commands, executing
scripts, and others are available .You can also customize CLI Browser according to your
requirements such as adding menus and toolbar buttons to the present CLI Browser.
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CLI Browser Basics
The functions of various elements in CLI Browser, which helps you to work in a better way with
the product, are explained in the following sections.
Introduction: This topic gives a brief introduction about the basics of CLI Browser bundled with
the product.
Overview: The overview topic describes the UI part of the CLI Browser Application.
Menu bar: This topic displays the various menus in the CLI Browser and its functions.
Toolbar: This topic explains various operations, which can be performed using icons available on
the toolbar of CLI Browser.
Shortcut Keys: A list of shortcut keys makes your hands on operation easy and allows working
faster.

Introduction
The AdventNet CLI Browser is a full-fledged network management application that supports the
Command Line Interface. You can use CLI Browser to communicate with network devices such
as routers, switches, remote machines, and others. The important features of CLI Browser are
given below:
Connecting devices through Telnet and Serial (RS232)
Loading XML-driven Command Set
Launching Python and BeanShell scripts
Terminal transformation
Multiple prompt
Support for control characters
Starting CLI Browser
Execute the CLIBrowserApplication.sh/.bat file from the <CLI Home>/bin directory. In case of
executable version (Windows), execute the CLI Browser application from the
StartMenu/Programs/AdvntNet/CLI. Make sure that the JAVA_HOME path and HOMEDIR are set
properly in the script/ batch file.
XML-driven Command Set and Data Set plays a vital role in generating CLI commands. You can
use the DTD for commandset and dataset that are available in <CLI Home>/conf directory as a
reference to generate commands. We provide sample Command Set and Data Set files for few
commands (UNIX). The structure of the Command Set and Data Set are explained in detail in the
Command Generation section of the Developer Guide.
The AdventNet CLI Browser has the capability to load and use different files having different set
of Input messages. The Input CLI Command is the indication of what operation is being done.
You can load and unload multiple files.
To communicate with network devices, start the CLI Browser, connect any device, and select a
valid CLI command in the input message field present in the right frame. The response can be
received from the device after sending the command.
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Overview
The primary window of AdventNet CLI Browser is made up of two frames. The left frame contains
the CLI Tree that is used to load the CLI commands. The right frame contains details about the
selected CLI command, parameters, command options, and text area to display the response
received from the device.
Left Frame
CLI Tree - To select various CLI commands to be sent to devices. The commands are generated
by loading the Command Set / Data Set files which are in the form of XML.
Right Frame
Text field that shows the CLI command being selected.
Text field to display the details of the parameter block. The parameter block consists the
Parameter Value, which can be modified.
Text fields to display the details of the options block. The options block consists of the
following and these values can be updated in command.
o Simple Options
o Simple Options with Arguments
o Long Options
o Long Options with Arguments
A Text area to display the Description of the input message.
A Tabbed Text area to display the Response and log messages from the device.
AdventNet CLI Browser view shown below is a self-explained complete picture of CLI-based
communication with devices.
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Menu bar
The Following menus are available in CLI Browser.
Main Menus
File
Edit
View
Operations
Help
File Menu
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Load

- To load the XML file.

Unload - To unload the file from Tree.
Save

- To save the current default values into specified default file.

Save As - To save the current default values into a file with a new
name.
Exit

- To quit from CLI Browser.

Edit Menu
Settings - To modify the browser configuration settings, i.e. message
parameters such as setting the request Timeout, message suffix and
message prompt, and others.
Find Node - To Search for a particular node in the Tree.

View Menu
Response Tab - To set the Font type,
Background color and Foreground color of the
Response Text Area.
Toolbar - To display or hide the toolbar.
Option Block - To display the various options
for a command. The options are simple and
long with and without arguments.

Operations Menu
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Connect
-To open a connection with the
specified device.
Disconnect - To disconnect the device from the
browser.
Send
device.

- To send the Input message to the

Execute Script - To execute the Python and
BeanShell Scripts
Enable Special Char - To enable the special
characters typically used for communication and
device control.
Enable Transformation - To enable the terminal
transformation
Clear

- To clear the response message box.

Debug Messages - To debug the messages.
Help Menu
Contents- This shows the AdventNet CLI Browser help documentation.
About

- This shows the about screen of CLI Browser.

Popup Menus
Apart from the main menus, CLI Browser also has two pop-up menus that pop-up in the text area
and Tree panel respectively. Right clicking of the mouse button in the particular window will make
these menus pop up In the text area of the Response tab, following menus are available.
Settings - To set the Font type, Background color, and Foreground color of
the Response Text Area.
Copy

- To copy the selected text.

Paste

- To paste the copied text in to text area.

Save As

- To save the selected text to a file.

Clear All

- To clear all the text that is printed in the text area.

Find Node -To find a node in the Tree panel.
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Toolbar
The Toolbar allows you to perform actions quickly using the mouse. CLI Browser allows you to
show/hide the Toolbar. Following Toolbar options are available with CLI Browser.
Button

Description
Loads the Command Set and Data Set file, which contains the CLI commands.
Unloads the Command Set and Data Set from CLI Tree.
Saves the changes made in Data Set file.
Searches a particular node or command in the CLI Tree.
Connects the device.
Disconnects the device.
Configures the CLI command.
Sends the selected CLI command to the device.
Executes the scripts in Python and BeanShell.
Debugs the response.
Decodes the response.
Clears the response text area.
Displays the help documentation.
Exits the CLI Browser.

Keyboard Shortcuts
Keyboard shortcuts accomplish the common tasks quickly, which are frequently used. Shortcut
keys help to work faster.
Shortcut Key
Ctrl+O
Ctrl+U
Ctrl+S
Ctrl+Shift+S
Alt+F4
Ctrl+Shift+T
Ctrl+F
Ctrl+Shift+C
Ctrl+Shift+D
Ctrl+N
Ctrl+X
Ctrl+L
Alt+D
Ctrl+Shift+B
Ctrl+Shift+G
Ctrl+T
F1

Action
Load the file
Unload the file
Save the file
Save As the file
Exit the file
Set the message parameters
Find the node
Connect
Disconnect
Send
Execute script
Clear the response and log messages
Debug response.
Change background color of Response Text Area
Change foreground color of Response Text Area
Change font of Response Text Area
Help

Shortcut Keys in Find dialog box:
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Shortcut Key
Alt+ N
Alt+ F
Alt +L
Alt+ C
Alt +W

Action
Find what
Find next occurrence of the node name in tree
Close the dialog box
Search for the specific node matching the case entered
Search for the specific node matching the word entered
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Working with CLI Browser
AdventNet CLI Browser is an easy to use tool built on top of CLI API. It allows you to manage CLI
devices in a more efficient manner. This section details how to work with the CLI Browser.
Connecting Devices explains the setting of connection parameters such as connection
parameters and login options.
Loading Files discusses the file loading technique used by CLI Browser. The files, which are
loaded, include Command Set and Data Set files.
Configuring Message Parameters explains the setting of message parameters such as enable
command echo, disable prompt echo, request time out, and others.
Sending CLI Command explains the procedure for selecting and sending a command to device.
Executing Scripts explains launching scripts such as Python and BeanShell.
Terminal Transformation explains how to carry out the terminal transformation.
Enabling Special Characters explains how to control the device by sending special characters.
Debugging Messages discusses the debugging and decoding of response message from
device.
Customizing CLI Browser explains the procedure to customize the CLI Browser.

Connecting Devices
The network devices can be connected through Serial/RS232 or Telnet. Use Serial/RS232, if you
are connecting devices using a cable, which are at a proximate distance. The remote devices can
be connected using Telnet. Before connecting device, set various connection parameters and
login options.

Connect Parameters
The devices can be connected through Telnet or Serial port.
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Serial/RS232
The serial port sends and receives bytes of information in a serial fashion - one bit at a time.
These bytes are transmitted either using a binary format or using a text format.
Port Name
The serial port is called COM1, COM2, etc. in DOS/Windows and dev/ttyS0, dev/ttyS1,
etc. in UNIX machines. Select a suitable port or add a new port.
Stop Bits
Stop bits are added to the serial communication protocol to allow the receivers to
synchronize on the characters being sent. It can be set as 1 or 2.
Data Bits
The data bits transferred through a serial port may represent device commands, sensor
readings, error messages, and others. The data can be transferred either as binary data
or as ASCII data. Most serial ports use between five and eight data bits. Binary data is
typically transmitted as eight bits. Text-based data is transmitted either as seven bits or
as eight bits.
Parity
The parity can be set to none, even, odd, mark, or space. With odd parity, the parity bit is
selected so that the number of 1-bits in a byte, including the parity bit, is odd. Even parity
works in a similar manner with all legal bytes including the parity bit having an even
number of 1-bits.
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For mark parity, the parity bit is always a one-bit. For space parity it's always a zero-bit.
Mark or space parity only wastes bandwidth and should be avoided if possible. "No
parity" means that no parity bit is added.
Baud Rate
The "baud rate" is data transmission rate (bits/second). Usual transmission speed ranges
from 9600 and 19200 BPS that are used in most automation and console applications to
115200 BPS used by the fastest modems.
Flow Control Mode
It is the mechanism that regulates the flow of data between two devices. Modems
typically have two methods of flow control: software flow control (XON/XOFF) and
hardware flow control (CTS/RTS).
Telnet
Remote Host
This parameter specifies the system/device for which the connection has to be
established. Typically you can set it to "localhost" if you wish to establish a connection
with your own system (provided your system supports Telnet, i.e. it is running a Telnet
server). Change the host name accordingly if you wish to connect with a different host.
Port Number
For Telnet, this has the value 23 (the standard telnet port). Because this is the default
value, you need not even set it. Only if all the above parameters are correct can the login
Succeed and the CLI session can be established.
Prompt
The prompt is the string issued by the system/device after a successful login for getting
the commands. Typically this is a "$" or "#". Check the prompt that is issued by your
system/device. This is set as "$ assuming the command prompt is "$". Change
accordingly if this differs on your system.
Login Timeout
The Login Timeout is the time elapsed after which the connection with CLI device has to
be reset. This is set as 5000 milliseconds by default.

Login Options
Login Options allows you to set Login Prompt, Password Prompt, Login Name, and Password.
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Login Prompt
This is the prompt issued by the remote system or device for getting the Login name or user
name. Typically this is "login:" for UNIX systems. Please make sure whether this is the prompt
issued by your system/device This can be checked by establishing connection through Telnet to
the device using the standard telnet command. Change accordingly if this option differs.
Password Prompt
This is the prompt issued by the remote system for getting the password for the Login name
provided when prompted for login: Typically this is "Password:" for UNIX systems. You can also
check whether this ("Password") is the prompt issued by your system/device. Change accordingly
if this option differs.
Login Name
This is the user name or Login name that is present in the system. Check whether the user name
you are setting exists on the remote system. This is set as "guest" assuming the user guest exists
in the system. Change accordingly if this differs on your system.
Password
The password for the user name. Make sure that the password that is set is correct. This is set as
"guest" assuming the password for user guest is "guest". Change accordingly if this differs in your
system.
To Connect the Devices
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Click
or the Connect in Operation menu.
Select the connection type either Serial/RS232 or Telnet.
Set the Connection Parameters for respective type of connection. For Serial/RS232 set the
Serial Port parameters and for Telnet set Remote Host, Port Number (Telnet Port), Delimiter,
Login Timeout (in milliseconds).
Set the Login options if Login options are required.
Click OK to establish connection with the device.

Loading Command Set & Data Set
CLI Browser supports loading CLI commands to be sent to the devices. The commands are
generated using Command Set and Data Set, which are written using XML. You have to load
XML files for Command Set as well as Data Set in CLI Tree, which is in the left side panel of CLI
Browser.
Command Set file is used to define a set of command templates for a particular device. It consists
of all the possible commands (configuration, monitoring, and others) for a particular device. For
each Command Set, a Data Set is associated that contains all the data definitions needed for the
commands. The structure of the XML file is explained in detail in the Command Generation
section of the Developer Guide.
To load an XML file in CLI Browser, click
or select Load menu item from the File menu. This
opens a Message Set Configuration dialog. The dialog contains a table, which contains the
loaded XML files and their corresponding data files.

You have a privilege to load multiple XML files, but you can send only one command from the
Browser at a time to a CLI device. To add a new XML file into CLI Browser, click Add button. This
opens another configuration dialog. Click Browse button corresponding to Command Set and (or)
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Data Set to load a Command Set and (or) Data Set file. After selection, Click OK to accept file
loading or Cancel to cancel the file loading. Once an XML file is selected in configuration dialog,
it gets added in the table along with data file.
In order to change a data file for a particular XML file, you must select the data file first and click
Modify button to change the data file loaded.

The XML file can be browsed by selecting the required file from directory.

To Unload an XML file from the Browser, click
on the Toolbar or Unload menu item from the
File menu. This opens a dialog that displays the files previously loaded. You can select a
particular file from combo box and click Unload button to unload the file from the list. This also
removes file from the table in load configuration dialog.
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Note:
Multiple Command Set and Data Set files can be loaded into CLI Browser, but only one
message can be sent to the device at a time.
To Load Command Set and Data Set
Click
or Load from File menu.
Click Add to load the Command Set and Data Set files.
Click Browse and select the corresponding Command Set and Data Set files to be loaded.
Click Modify to change the data file loaded (if required).
Click OK to accept file loading or Cancel to cancel the file loading.

Configuring Message Parameters
Message configuration is one of the important tasks while sending a CLI command to device. You
can do message configuration for the following reasons.
Message suffix differs from device to device. It may be \n for UNIX OS where as \r for
Windows OS.
The prompt varies from device to device. In general, the prompt for UNIX machines is $,
#, or some other where as for Windows it may be :\>. If you are connecting devices such
as routers the prompt may be > in user mode where as # in privilege mode. Hence you
need to change the prompt to send CLI commands to devices such as routers in different
modes.
Some times you may need to increase the timeout after establishing the connection, as
some responses may need more time to receive the response.
You may need to send different prompts for receiving the response from the device that
can be addressed by enabling the action for multiple prompts.
The following message parameters can be configured before sending messages through the CLI
Browser:
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Set the request Time-out
Sets the timeout in milliseconds for the request message. If the response is not received within
the time a timeout occurs.
Set the Message Suffix
Sets the message suffix for the message. This will be appended at the end of each message
sent.
Set the Message Prompt
This is the Prompt/delimiter for the command being sent. The default Message Prompt will be set
according to Prompt/Delimiter set in the Connection Parameters while trying to establish
connection with the remote host. It can be configured according to the Prompt/Delimiter expected
in the response for the input command.
Interrupt Command to be Sent
If the response is not received within the time-out, the interrupt command will be sent to the
device. It can be set in such a way that the command prompt returns and the next command can
be sent.
Enable the Command Echo
It is to indicate whether to enable or disable the command echoing. By enabling the
CommandEcho, the command that is sent will be displayed in the response received.
Disable the Prompt Echo
It is to indicate whether to disable or enable the prompt echoing. By disabling the PromptEcho the
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prompt will not be displayed. For this function to work set the whole command prompt in the text
field where the Message Prompt/Delimiter is set.
Enable Action for Multiple Prompts
Set the possible multiple prompts and corresponding actions, for setting the prompts the device
can return after executing a command. In general, when the response does not fit into the screen,
it prompts for an action from user to receive the remaining response.
For example in UNIX machines when commands such as man is sent to the device, it prompts ":"
after receiving a block of response and you have to send "space" from Keyboard as a
corresponding action.

After enabling the action for multiple prompts, you can add the prompt and corresponding action
to perform. All the prompts and corresponding actions are added in a table. While sending CLI
command to the device, if it encounters any of the prompt the corresponding action will be sent to
the device.
To Configure the Message Parameters
Click
in Toolbar or Settings from Edit menu.
To display the command that is sent in Response Received Tab Enable the CommandEcho
check box.
Check/Un-check the Disable CommandEcho check box to hide/display the command prompt
in Response Received Tab. For this function to work set the whole command prompt in the
text field where the Message Prompt/Delimiter is set.
Set the Request Timeout in milliseconds for receiving the response (timeout occurs and an
exception is thrown if response is not received within that period).
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Set the Message Suffix to be appended at the end of each message sent (default is \n).
Set the Message Prompt according to the Prompt/Delimiter expected in the response for the
input command sent.
Enable Action for Multiple Prompts and store the prompt and corresponding action.
Click OK to accept or to Cancel to the configuring message parameters.

Sending CLI Command
Sending a CLI command involves primarily two tasks. First selecting a suitable command and
then sending it to device. Select the command and modify the parameters and options for a
specific input command if you need the changes. You can also send commands directly by
entering a suitable command from the Input CLI Command.
Select a command from CLI Tree. The CLI commands may have various parameters and options.
You can modify the parameters from the parameter block. After modifying the parameters if the
focus is lost from parameter block, it automatically updates the input CLI command.
Modifying the Parameter Value (Optional)

1. Make changes, if required to Value Text Field of the Parameter Block in the right frame
of CLI Browser.

2. Click

on the Toolbar or select Save menu item from the File menu to save the default
values into Data Set file.

Each command may have various options. CLI Browser has an Option block that allows you to
update the options for a command. The Option block by default is in disabled mode. You can
enable this if it is required. Following options are available in Option block.
Modifying the Option Value (Optional)

1. Make changes, if required to Value text field of the Option Block in the right frame of CLI
Browser.

2. Click Update to append the command with the options.
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Simple Option
ls -l
To get a long listing of the contents of the current directory. In this example, "ls" is the command
name, "-l" is an option that tells "ls" to create a long, detailed output. Here the option is simple as
it is having prefix (i.e. delimiter) "-".
Simple Option With Arguments :
ls -l /tmp
To get a long listing of the contents of the /tmp directory. In this example, "ls" is the command
name, "-l" is an option that tells "ls" to create a long, detailed output, and "/tmp" is an argument
naming the directory that "ls" is to list.
Long Option
ls --all /tmp
To get a "all" listing of the contents of the current directory. In this example, "ls" is the command
name, "--all" is an option that tells "ls" to create a all, detailed output. Here the option is long as it
is having prefix (i.e. delimiter) "--".
Long Option With Arguments:
ls --all /tmp
To get a "all" listing of the contents of the /tmp directory. In this example, "ls" is the command
name, "--all" is an option that tells "ls" to create a all, detailed output, and "/tmp" is an argument
naming the directory that "ls" is to list.
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To Send CLI Commands
Select a command from CLI Tree.
Modify the parameter value in Parameter block.
Update the options in Option block.
Click

in Toolbar or Send from Operations menu.

Executing Scripts
AdventNet CLI Browser extensively supports executing scripts which are used to simplify the
complex CLI Device configuration tasks. You can execute Python and BeanShell scripts with
single line as well as script written in a file with arguments.

Browsing the script file
AdventNet CLI API provides Python and BeanShell scripts to establish the connection and
communicate with devices. You can use sample scripts CliSyncApp.py and CliSyncApp.bsh files
available in <CLI Home>/CLIBrowser/scripts/ directory and receive output into response text
area.
Executing Scripts With Arguments
You can execute scripts with arguments. For example, if you are connecting to a device you can
specify the host name, login name, password, and command text box with space separated as
shown below.
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To Execute the Scripts
Click
in Toolbar or Execute Script menu item from Operations menu.
Select a suitable scripting language. You can select either Python or BeanShell.
Browse the script, open *.py file for python and *.bsh for BeanShell
Click OK, to execute the script. You can view the output either in console or Response Text
Area.

Terminal Transformation
CLI Browser can be used to enable terminal transformation. Terminal transformation can be used
for emulating different types of terminals such as vt100, vt320, IBM and others.
The transformation table can be in the form of either XML or text. A sample
TransformationTable.xml is available in ,<CLI Home>/conf directory. It consists the following
tables and allows you to add more tables.
vt100 to IBM
vt100 to Null

To Enable Transformation
Enable Transformation from Operations menu.
Browse transformation table.
Select the required transformation table.
Click OK to enable transformation.

Enabling Special Characters
CLI Browser supports sending the special characters such as control characters, non-printable
characters that are typically used for communication and device control.
For example, if you are sending command such as "ping" you can stop the process by sending
^C (from keyboard Shift+^+C) that interrupts the response and returns to the command prompt.
To Send Special Characters:
Click Enble Special characters from operations menu.
In Input CLI Command enter Shift+^+C (If ^C character has to be sent to the device.)
Click

or Send menu.
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Debugging Response Message
The CLI Browser application provides facility to view the debug output of the CLI operations.
Invoking the Debugging window
or select Debug from the View menu. You can also use the shortcut key
1. Click the
combination Alt+D. This would invoke the Debug window.
2. As long as this debug window is opened, debugging is turned on and the debugging output is
displayed. When this window is closed, debugging is turned off.
The image below depicts a debug window.

3. Click the

in Debug window to switch to Decoder Window.

Invoking the Decoder Window
1. To switch from the debug window to the decoder window, Click the decoder icon. The decoder
icon toggles to a debug button.
2. Following functions are available in decoder window
Save CLI Browser decoder results - Saves the debug information to a file.
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Debug - switches to the debug window.
Performing the Decoding Operation
The CLI decoder is used to decode the CLI debug messages. The decoding can be done in two
ways by using the following options.
Copy-Paste option
File option
The figure below depicts the CLI Decoder.

Copy-Paste option
This option can be used for frequent debugging.
Copy the debug information in the debug window.
Click the CLI decoder icon, this will switch to the decoder window.
Paste the debug message into the "Hex PDU" text area.
Click the Decode button.
The decoded message is displayed in the bottom panel of the Decoder window.
File Option
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This option can be used if the debug message was stored in a file and decoding has to be done.
Load the file that contains the debug information and click the Browse button in the Debug
Window. You can also enter the URL in the File URL text field and press the "ENTER" key.
This will display the decoded message in the bottom panel of the Decoder Window.

Customizing CLI Browser
The CLI Browser application bundled with AdventNet CLI API is developed using the CLIBrowser
Bean. You can customize the CLI Browser application according to your requirements. It
drastically reduces the work-in-process. The following will give details regarding the
customization of the CLIBrowser Application.
1. The title of the CLI Browser application can be customized, i.e. there is a provision that allows
the developers to change the title "AdventNet CLIBrowser" according to the their choice. As the
CLIBrowser Bean is a panel, the title can be set to the Window.
Public CLIBrowserApplication() { super("AdventNet CLIBrowser");
2. The toolbar buttons can be added and removed. The following methods makes the job easy to
add new buttons and remove the default buttons so that customization becomes an easy task for
the developers.
//ToolBar instance can be obtained using the method getToolBar()
CLIBrowser browser = new CLIBrowser();
JToolBar toolBar = browser.getToolBar();
//Exit button is added as below and action listener is implemented. Button
button = toolBar.add( new ImageIcon (getClass().getResource("exit.png")));
button.addActionListener(this);
//Removing button from the ToolBar using index. Even the separator is a
component and once the component is removed the index will be adjusted.
Please be careful.
toolBar.remove(int i)
3. You can customize the display of the CLI Browser menu bar. The menu bar can be modified
according to your requirement, which allows you to create new menus in CLI browser.
MenuBar menuBar = browser.getMenuBar();
JMenu fileMenu = menuBar.getMenu(0);
fileMenu.addSeparator();
fileMenu.add(exitItem = new JMenuItem("Exit", 'x'));
exitItem.addActionListener(this);
4. The help index can also be customized. The default help file has to be help/index.html file
from the installed CLI Home directory. The help location can be changed by using the method
setHelpLocation(..) available in the CLI Browser Bean.
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AdventNet Telnet Application
The AdventNet Telnet Application is built on top of CLI API, which can be used as a reference
example GUI application to communicate with remote devices as a Telnet client. Telnet
Application is furnished with the following features:
Set the character encoding.
Change the font size.
Terminal emulation.
Support for special characters (CTRL+C, CTRL+D, and others)
Option to set the socket timeout value.
Support to work with text editors such as vi, emacs, and others.

Working With Telnet Application
The AdventNet Telnet Application is an example application that can be started as a standalone
application that can be used like an ordinary Telnet client to communicate with remote devices.
Starting Telnet Application
Execute the TelnetApplication.bat/sh, file from the <CLI Home>/bin directory. In case of
executable
version
(Windows),
execute
the
Telnet
Application
from
the
StartMenu/Programs/AdvntNet/CLI. Make sure that the JAVA_HOME path is proper in the script/
batch file.
After starting the TelnetApplication.bat/sh you can specify the device name for establishing the
connection in the dialog given below.
Setting the Parameters
Following parameters can be set while invoking the Telnet Application:
Font size - The default font size is set as 12.
Timeout - The socket timeout (seconds) is set as infinity.
Character Encoding - The default character encoding is set as "latin1".
java TelnetApplication HostName [-s FontSize] [-t Timeout] [-e Encoding]
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Usage of Menu Items
Telnet Application is provided with the following menu items :
File menu
Connect
- This menu can be used to connect specified remote
host.
Disconnect - This menu can be used to disconnect from the specified
remote host.
Exit
- This menu is to exit from the Telnet Application.

Settings menu
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Foreground Color - To change the foreground color.
Buffer +50
- To increase the buffer storage to more than 50
lines.
Buffer -50
- To reduce the buffer storage to less than 50
lines.
Encoding Type
- To change the character encoding type.
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AdventNet Update Manager
AdventNet periodically provide patches, which fix certain bugs and updates some HTML files
related to documentation. These patch files can be downloaded from the AdventNet website and
updated with the base release.
The Update Manager, one of the tools that is distributed along with CLI API can be used for
installing the patch. The Update Manager can be started by executing the UpdateManager.sh or
the UpdateManager.bat files provided in the package.
During the installation of a patch, the corresponding files are updated in the product installation
directory and certain bugs are fixed. The Update Manager asks for the installation directory. By
default, the current working directory is displayed on the text area. It also gives the information
about the current version of the patch installed. Every version contains the bug fixes of the
previous version.
The Update Manager provides a feature to query the patch file or a previous version. By doing
this, you can see the names of the files inside the patch file.

The main features of the Update Manager are:
To install AdventNet's patch
To revert to previous versions
To query AdventNet's patch file or any previous version that was installed

1. To install AdventNet's patch
Choose the radio button Install the patch (selected by default) and press Next
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Give the Patch files (*.pch) full path or choose the same using the browse option
Press Install to install the patch or
Press Query to see the contents of the patch file
If you want to do any other function of the patch manager press the back button

2. To revert to the previous version
Choose the radio button "Revert to Previous Version" and press Next
Choose the previous patch version from the combo box
Press Revert to revert to the version selected in the combo box
Press Query to see the files of the previous versions installed
If you want to do any other function of the Update manager press the back button
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3. To query AdventNet's patch file or any previous version that was
installed
Choose the radio button "Query Previous Versions" and press Next
Here you have two options,
To get the information regarding a patch file
To get the information regarding the previous version
To get information regarding a patch file,
Choose the radio button "Specific patch file"
Enter the complete path of the AdventNet's patch file or use the browse button to
choose the file
Press Query button to query the contents of the patch file
To get the information regarding the previous version
Choose the radio button Previous patch version (selected by default)
Choose any of the previous version in the combo box to query
Press Query button to query the contents of the version selected
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AdventNet Configuration Application
The AdventNet Configuration Application is an example GUI experienced network management
application, which supports command line interface and can be used to manage network devices.
It works based on a command template that is used to generate CLI commands.
Configuration Application Basics section outlines the Configuration Application bundled with
the product. The topics related to menus, toolbar, and shortcut keys will help you in working with
Configuration Application.
Working with Configuration Application section includes topics related to various tasks that
can be handled by Configuration Application. The topics such as loading files, executing the
configuration tasks through wizards, managing configuration tasks and others are included here.
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Configuration Application Basics
The functions of various elements in Configuration Application, which helps you to work in a
better way, are explained in the following sections.
Introduction topic gives a brief introduction about the basics of Configuration Application
bundled with the product.
Overview topic describes the GUI part of the Configuration Application.
Menu bar topic displays the various menus in the Configuration Application and their functions.
Toolbar topic explains various operations, which can be performed using icons available on the
toolbar of Configuration Application.
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Introduction
The AdventNet Configuration Application is an example application developed using the Config
APIs to demonstrate the capability of AdventNet CLI API in network applications development.
This application can be used to configure devices, such as routers that are running using Cisco
TM
IOS . The application is developed in such a way that it can be used for configuring basic
system management and other services such as NAT and Access-List.
The AdventNet Configuration Application provides the following features:
Connecting devices through Telnet or Serial port
General device configuration
Interface configuration
Access-list configuration
NAT configuration
Issue Show commands
Managing configuration tasks
Add/Modify/Delete additional tasks
Starting Configuration Application
Execute the ConfigApplication.sh/.bat file from the <CLI Home>/bin directory. In case of
executable version (Windows), execute the Configuration Application from the
StartMenu/Programs/AdventNet/CLI. Make sure that the JAVA_HOME path is proper in the
script/ batch file.
XML-driven TaskList plays an important role in generating commands for configuring a specific
device. The commands are generated based on TaskList.dtd that is available in <CLI
Home>/conf directory. The structure of the TaskList is explained in Developer Guide.
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Overview
AdventNet Configuration Application can be used to carry out some basic system configuration
TM
tasks of network devices such as routers that are working on Cisco IOS . As this is an example
application for demonstration, the usage is limited. For complete device configuration, please
refer to your device configuration guide. The commands may vary with respect to device and also
TM
with CISCO IOS versions in which case the TaskList can be modified to reflect the correct
TM
command. Therefore, you are advised to refer to the appropriate CISCO IOS version for a
specific device.
The configuration tasks are grouped into four different categories, general, interface, NAT, and
access-list configurations. These tasks are used to configure a specific device. You can also add
new tasks to the TaskList.
The AdventNet Configuration Application is organized as given below:

Left Frame
Config Tree - To select various configuration wizards and tasks to be sent to devices. The
commands are generated by loading the TaskList files, which are in the form of XML.

Right Frame
Text field to send any CLI Command to the device.
A Text area to display the description of the wizard or task
A Tabbed Text area to display the Response from the device.
AdventNet Configuration Application view shown below is a self-explained complete picture of
CLI-based communication with devices.
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Menu bar
The Following menus are available in Configuration Application

Main Menus
File Menu
The File menu has the following functions.
Load - To load the TaskList, an XML file that can be used to generate
configuration commands.
Unload - To unload the TaskList file from the Config Tree.
Save

- To save the current default values into specified default file.

Exit

- To quit from Configuration Application.

Task Menu
The Task menu has the following functions.
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Add

-To add a configuration task.

Delete -To delete a configuration task.
Modify -To modify a configuration task.

Operations Menu
The Operations menu has the following functions.
Connect
device.

-To make a connection with specified

Disconnect - To disconnect the device from the
Config Application.
Telnet to Device - To connect the device remotely.
Clear - To clear the response message box.
Prompt Action Table - To support multiple prompts
while receiving the response from device.
Issue Show Command - To issue a show command
to receive the system information. You can send show
commands immediately after connecting the device in
user mode where as to send in Enable mode you
need an authorization to configure the device.
Configuration Menu
Run - To run the wizards or tasks.

Help Menu
Contents - This shows the AdventNet CLI API documentation.
About -This shows the about screen of Configuration Application.

Pop-up Menus
Apart from the main menus, Configuration Application also has pop up menus that pop-up in Tree
panel. These menus pop up on right-click of the mouse button in any task listed in the
ConfigTree.
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Add

- To add a configuration task.

Delete - To delete a configuration task.
Modify - To modify a configuration task.

Toolbar
The Toolbar allows you to quickly perform actions using the mouse. Following Toolbar options
are available with Configuration Application:
Button

Description
Loads the Task list file, which contains configuration commands.
Unloads the Task list file CLI Tree.
Adds the task to the TaskList.
Modifies the task in the TaskList.
Deletes the task from the TaskList.
Saves the changes made in Task list file.
Searches a particular node or command in the Task list.
Connects the device.
Disconnects the device.
Runs the configuration wizard or tasks.
Telnet to the device.
Issues show commands.
Clears the response text area.
Displays the help documentation.
Exits the Configuration Application.
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Working with Configuration Application
AdventNet Configuration Application provides the wizards for basic configuration tasks and at the
same time has the facility to manage the other tasks. This section details how to work with the
wizards.
Loading TaskList discusses the loading of TaskList that can be used for generating
configuration commands.
Connecting Devices explains the setting of connection parameters and login options for
establishing a connection with device.
General Configuration explains the basic configuration tasks such as IP services, SNMP.
Interface Configuration explains the procedure for configuring the different interfaces.
NAT Configuration explains configuration network address translation.
Access-List Configuration explains configuration of access-lists.
Task Management explains managing the configuration tasks.
Show Commands discusses the debugging and decoding of response message from device.
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Loading TaskList
Configuration Application supports loading of various configuration commands to be sent to the
devices. The commands are generated using Tasklist.xml that is available in <CLI Home>/conf
directory into ConfigTree, which is loaded while invoking the Configuration Application.
Tasklist file is used to define a set of tasks for a particular device. It consists of most commonly
used commands to configure a device. The structure of the XML file is explained in detail in the
Tasklist section of the Config API in Developer Guide.
To load the Tasklist file into Configuration Application, click
the File menu. This opens a Load Configuration dialog.

or select Load menu item from

The XML file can be browsed by selecting the required file from <CLI Home>/conf directory.
To unload the Tasklist file from the Configuration Application Tree, click
menu item from the File menu.

or select Unload

Note:
The name of the TaskList can be changed suitably and also the Configuration Application is capable
of loading any file that has an extension with *.xml provided same XML tags that are defined in
TaskList.dtd are used. If the commands are changed, the existing configuration screens cannot be
applicable and the user has to design/build their own screens.
To Load the Configuration Tasklist File

1. Click
in Toolbar or Load from File menu.
2. Click Browse and select Tasklist file to be loaded.
3. Click OK to accept file loading or Cancel to cancel the file loading.
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Connecting Devices
The devices can be connected through Serial/RS232 or Telnet. Use Serial/RS232, if you are
connecting a device using a cable, which is at a proximate distance. The Telnet can be used to
connect through network. Before connecting to device, set various connection parameters and
login options.
Connection Parameters
The devices can be connected through network, i.e., Telnet or Serial port.

Serial/RS232
Port Name
The serial port is called as a COM1, COM2, etc. in DOS/Windows and dev/ttyS0,
dev/ttyS1,etc. in UNIX machines. Select a suitable port or add a new port.
Stop Bits
Stop bits are added to the serial communication protocol to allow, the receivers to
synchronize on the characters being sent. It can be set as 1 or 2.

Data Bits
The data bits transferred through a serial port may represent device commands, sensor
readings, error messages, and others. The data can be transferred as either binary data
or ASCII data. Most serial ports use between five and eight data bits. Binary data is
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typically transmitted as eight bits. Text-based data is transmitted as either seven bits or
eight bits.
Parity
The parity can be set to none, even, odd, mark, or space. With odd parity, the parity bit is
selected so that the number of 1-bits in a byte, including the parity bit, is odd. Even parity
works in a similar manner with all legal bytes including the parity bit having an even
number of 1-bits. For mark parity, the parity bit is always a one-bit. For space parity it's
always a zero-bit.
Baud Rate
The "baud rate" is data transmission rate (bits/second). Usual transmission speed ranges
from to 9600 and 19200 BPS that are used in most automation and console applications
to 115200 BPS used by the fastest modems.
Flow Control Mode
It is the mechanism that regulates the flow of data between two devices. There are two
types of flow control modes: software flow control (XON/XOFF) and hardware flow control
(CTS/RTS).
Telnet
Remote Host
This parameter specifies to which device the session has to be established. Typically,
you can set it to "device name". Change the host name accordingly, if you wish to
connect with a different host.
Port Number
Specify the value as 23 (the default Telnet port number). If your Telnet server is running
on different port, use particular port number.
Prompt
The prompt is the string issued by the device after a successful login for getting the
commands. Typically, this is a ">" or "#". Check the prompt that is issued by your device.
You can set the prompt as ">" assuming the command prompt is ">" in user mode.
Change accordingly, if this differs on your system.
Login Options
Login Options allows you to set Login Prompt, Password Prompt, Login Name, and Password.
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Login Prompt
This is the prompt issued by the device for getting the login name or user name. Please make
sure whether login prompt is required or not. This can be checked by establishing a connection
through Telnet to the device using the standard telnet command. If this option is not required
leave this field blank.
Password Prompt
This is the prompt issued by the device for getting the password. Please make sure whether
password prompt is required or not. You can check whether this prompt is required or not by
establishing connection through Telnet to the device using the standard telnet
Login Name
This is the user name or login name that is present on the system. Check whether the user name
you are setting exists on the remote system.
Password
The password for the user name. Make sure that the password that is set is correct.
Note:
There are two different passwords for routers. One is user password and the other is enable password.
You can configure the routers only in enable mode. The Login Options allows you to enter into the
user mode only. If you want to log into enable mode, you have to enter the enable password while
running the configuration tasks.
To connect the devices:
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1. Click
or the Connect in Operation menu.
2. Select the connection type either Serial/RS232 or Telnet.
3. Set the Connection Parameters for respective type of connection. For Serial/RS232, set the
4.
5.

Serial Port parameters and for Telnet set Remote Host, Port Number (Telnet Port), Delimiter,
Login Timeout (in milliseconds).
Set the Login options.
Click OK to establish connection with the Device.
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General Configuration
This wizard allows you to select a device and configure the IP services such as DNS, HTTP,
TCP, UDP, and SNMP. You can also view the tasks to be executed before they are run.
Following configuration tasks are available in this wizard.
General
IP Services
SNMP
General
Device name and contact name can be specified using this wizard.

Device Name
It is a basic system management task that assigns name to the device in a network. If you are not
assigning any name to the device, it will prompt an error message asking you to enter the device
name.
Contact Name
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It is generally the network administrator’s contact name.
IP Services
It allows you to add configuration information for the selected device. Only the parameters
applicable to the selected device are displayed.

Enable DNS Service
Click Enable DNS Service to enable Domain Name Service that is used for translating names of
network nodes into IP addresses. You can specify the address of one or more name servers to
use for name and address resolution. It also allows you to add three more secondary servers.
Enable HTTP
Click Enable HTTP to enable the Cisco Web browser UI on a device. This will generate a
password protected home page and enables you to access the device via a Web browser and
issue Cisco IOS commands. When this is disabled, the no form of the command will take effect.
Enable TCP-Small Service
Click Enable TCP-Small Service to access minor TCP/IP services available from hosts on the
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network that allows you to carry the minor services such as echo, chargen, discard, and daytime.
If you are not enabling this service, by default the service is disabled and no form of the
command will take effect.
Enable UDP-Small Service
Click Enable UDP-Small Service to access minor User Datagram Protocol (UDP) services
available from hosts on the network that allows you to carry out certain UDP minor services such
as echo, chargen, and discard. If you are not enabling this service, by default the services are
disabled.
SNMP
You can enable this service to use an SNMP community string to define the relationship between
the SNMP manager and the agent. The community string acts like a password to regulate access
to the agent on the router. Click the check box to enable or disable SNMP support. SNMP is
enabled by default.

SNMP Trap Manager
To specify the recipient of a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) notification operation,
use the snmp-server host global configuration command. To remove the specified host, use the
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no form of this command.
IP Address
Enter the IP address where the trap information should be sent. This is normally the IP address of
the SNMP management station monitoring your domain. Check with your administrator to
determine the address, if you are unsure.
Community String
Enter a text string that acts as an SNMP password. The string is used to authenticate messages
sent between a management station and a router containing an SNMP agent.
IOS Configuration
The generated configuration commands are displayed and allows you append additional
configuration commands for the selected device. Only the parameters applicable to the selected
device are displayed.
Click Apply and view the IOS configuration. If you select proper configuration tasks, click OK to
send the commands or Cancel not to send.
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Interface Configuration
The Interface Configuration wizard can be used to configure Ethernet and Serial interfaces. After
selecting a proper interface type, the other parameters such as IP address, subnet mask can be
specified.
Interface Type and Interface Number
You can specify IP address only after changing the global configuration mode to (config-if)#.
Specify the interface type and interface number to change the mode to (config-if)# (interface
configuration mode).

Primary IP Address
An interface can have one primary IP address. You can assign a primary IP address and a
network mask to a network interface.
Subnet mask
A mask identifies the bits that denote the network number in an IP address. When you use the
mask to a subnet of a network, the mask is then referred to as a subnet mask.
Secondary IP Address
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You can specify up to six secondary addresses. It assigns multiple IP addresses to network
interfaces.

Source to Service
FTP
You can configure a router to transfer files between systems on the network using the File
Transfer Protocol (FTP). When it is disabled, the no form of the command takes effect.
Telnet
To allow the users to select address of an interface as the source address for Telnet connections.
If it is not enabled, a "no" form of the command is sent to the device by default.
SNMP Link up/Link down trap
To enable Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) link trap generation. If it is not enabled,
a "no" form of the command is sent to the device by default.
Encapsulation
If you are selecting the Serial interface, the Encapsulation is enabled. It allows you to select a
suitable Encapsulation type. Frame-relay, ppp and hdlc are provided and you can select one
among them. In general, Frame-relay is used for Serial interface.
Note:
If you are not enabling the services FTP, Telnet, and SNMP, the default command with no form will be
sent to the device. For example, if the FTP service is not enabled then the command "no ip ftp
source-interface" will be sent to the device.
IOS Configuration
The generated configuration commands are displayed when click "Apply" button and lets you
append additional configuration commands for the selected device. Only the parameters
applicable to the selected device are displayed.
Show Interface
Clicking this tab sends 'Show interfaces' command to the device and displays the result.
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Click Apply and view the IOS configuration. If you select proper configuration tasks click OK to
send the commands or Cancel not to send.
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NAT Configuration
Network Address Translation (NAT) is a method of connecting multiple computers to the Internet
or any other IP network using one IP address. It operates on a router, usually connecting two
networks together, and translates the private addresses in the internal network into legal
addresses before packets are forwarded onto another network. It can be configured in such a
way that only one address for the entire network to the outside world is exposed so that the entire
internal network can be hidden and provides security.
NAT configuration wizard can be used to configure the following:
Static NAT
Dynamic NAT
Static NAT
Static translation establishes a one-to-one mapping between your inside local address and an
inside global address. Static translation is useful when a host on the inside must be accessible by
a fixed address from the outside. Establishes static translation between an inside local address
and an inside global address.

Local IP
The local IP address assigned to a host on the internal network.
Global IP
The global / registered IP address of an inside host, as it appears to the outside world.
Dynamic NAT
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Dynamic translation establishes a mapping between an inside local address and a pool of global
addresses.

NAT pool Name
The name of the pool, with which the pool is going to be referred.
Start IP
The starting global IP address, in the internal network, of the pool. It specifies the range of
addresses in the address pool.
End IP
The ending global IP address, in the internal network, of the pool. It defines the range of
addresses in the address pool.
Access List number
Standard IP access list number. Packets with source addresses that pass the access list are
dynamically translated using global addresses from the named pool.
Inside/Outside Interface
Use this wizard to specify the inside and outside interface, which can be used for both the static
and dynamic NAT.
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Inside Interface
Type and Number - The type of inside interface and number for ethernet or serial.
Outside Interface
Type and Number - The type of outside interface and number for ethernet or serial.
IOS Configuration
The generated configuration commands are displayed and lets you append additional
configuration commands for the selected device. Only the parameters applicable to the selected
device are displayed.
Show IP NAT
Click Show IP NAT tab to receive the network address translation information from the router.
Click Apply and view the IOS configuration. If you select proper configuration tasks click OK to
send the commands or Cancel not to send.
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Access List Configuration
Access list configuration is a basic traffic filtering process that can be used for controlling the
access to a network. It prevents certain traffic entering or exiting from a network, based on the
criteria you specified within the access lists so that network security can be achieved.

IP Access List Number
Number of an access list.
IP Standard - This is a decimal number from 1 to 99
IP Extended - This is a decimal number from 100 to 199
Packet Access
Deny - Denies access, if the conditions are matched.
Permit - Permits access, if the conditions are matched.
Source Packets
IP Address - IP of the host from which the packet is being sent. When it is '0.0.0.0', it is
considered as 'any' with source mask taken as 255.255.255.255.
Mask / Wildcard - Wildcard bits to be applied to the source address. Place 1s in the bit positions
you want to ignore.
Operator - Compares source ports. The operands are lt (less than), gt (greater than), eq (equal),
and neq (not equal)
Port - The decimal number or name of a TCP or UDP port. It can take ip, tcp, udp, icmp, or any
integer in the range from 0 to 255 representing an Internet protocol number.
Destination Packets
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IP Address - IP of the host to which the packet is being sent. When it is '0.0.0.0', it is considered
as 'any' with destination mask taken as 255.255.255.255.
Mask / Wildcard - Wildcard bits to be applied to the destination address. Place 1s in the bit
positions you want to ignore.
Operator - Compares destination ports. The operands are lt (less than), gt (greater than), eq
(equal), and neq (not equal).
Port - The decimal number or name of a TCP or UDP port. It can be domain, ftp, telnet, smtp,
and www or a port number in the range from 0 to 65535.
Protocol Number/Name
Name or number of an Internet protocol. It can take ip, tcp, udp, icmp, or any integer in the range
from 0 to 255 representing an Internet protocol number.
Add/Delete
After entering data for the above tasks, click Add to generate the commands. You can add new
set of access-lists and at the same time delete the access-lists.
IOS Configuration
The generated configuration commands are displayed and lets you append additional
configuration commands for the selected device. Only the parameters applicable to the selected
device are displayed.
Show Access-Lists
Click Show Access-Lists tab to receive the access-lists configuration information from the router.
Click Apply and view the IOS configuration. If you select proper configuration tasks, click OK to
send the commands or Cancel not to send.
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Managing Configuration Tasks
The Task Management allows you to add/delete/modify tasks. It allows you to add commands to
the Task List. The tasks added to tree can be executed individually. You can add more tasks
under each wizard for configuration. This allows you to store all the commands that are used
frequently to manage devices.
Add / Modify Tasks
Click
tasks.

/

or add/modify from Tasks menu to add additional tasks or to modify the existing

Task Name
This is the name of the task that will be updated in Tree. The name of the task may be any name.
Command
This is the actual command that has to be sent to the device.
Login Level
If the login level is given, the task will be executed in this level/mode, or else it will be executed in
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the level specified for the configuration.
Data Required
It should be true, if the command in the task has parameters, for which values are to be given
during execution otherwise it is false.
Mandatory
A value of true can be assigned, if the task is to be compulsorily executed. If it is false, the task
will be skipped when no values for the parameters are given during its execution.
Description
Task description that can be displayed in right hand side pane to get a better understanding
before executing a task.
Delete Task
Click
or Delete from Tasks menu to delete the additional tasks added, which are not required
after configuring a particular task.
Note:
Deletion of the basic tasks that are used in wizards may affect the command generation while
configuring the device.
Executing Tasks
The tasks added to the wizards can be executed one after another in addition to running it as a
configuration (group of tasks). To configure the tasks, the data should be entered before
executing tasks.

After entering the data click OK to send the task to the device or Cancel not to send.
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Show Commands
Show commands is an application that allows displaying detailed system and protocol information
about devices. The application provides simple access to show commands without having to
remember complicated command-line syntax for each device.
Additionally, Show commands allow you to save collected information to a file or to send it to a
printer.

You can send show commands to the device in the following modes:
User mode
Privilege mode
User Mode
In user mode, you can access the device after establishing a connection, and then send a few
show commands. Click User Mode menu that is available in the Operations --> Issue Show
Commands in menu bar or

in toolbar.

Privilege Mode
In privilege mode, you can access the device if you have authorization to configure the devices.
Click Enable Mode menu that is available in Operations --> Issue Show Commands in menu bar.
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Enter the password. Now you can access all show commands that are available in privilege
mode.
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Frequently Asked Questions
This chapter focuses on FAQs related to CLI API. We welcome your viewpoint and look forward
for your feedback, queries, and suggestions, so that these sections can become more interactive.
Beginner's FAQ contains questions regarding the basic concepts of the CLI API.
Advanced FAQ devoted mainly to catch various modules of CLI API. These modules include
Telnet, Serial Communication, Scripting, Terminal IO Handling, and others.
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Beginner's FAQ
1. What is AdventNet CLI API?
2. Which platforms does AdventNet CLI API support?
3. Where can AdventNet CLI API be used?
4. Does AdventNet CLI API have any user interface tools?
5. What is the extent of scripting support in AdventNet CLI API?
1. What is AdventNet CLI API?
The AdventNet CLI API is a set of Java libraries, which enables you to build applications to
manage network devices that support a Command Line Interface.
2. Which platforms does AdventNet CLI API support?
AdventNet CLI API is 100% pure Java based thus making it platform / OS independent. Product
can be used in any operating system with the JDK distribution of that particular OS. We advertise
support for Windows 98/2000/NT, Linux distributions and Solaris.
3. Where can AdventNet CLI API be used?
AdventNet CLI can be used in configuring and monitoring network devices such as routers,
switches, debugging and running diagnostic commands to isolate the hardware problems, logging
or notifying critical alarm conditions that could help the operator to take corrective action.
4. Does AdventNet CLI API have any user interface tools?
Yes, AdventNet CLI API is bundling a comprehensive out-of-box solution CLI Browser, Telnet
Application, and Configuration Application along with APIs that can be used for performing
various network management tasks.
5. What is the extent of scripting support in AdventNet CLI API?
AdventNet CLI API provides extensive support for launching different types of scripts that can be
used mostly for automating the routine device configuration tasks. By default, it provides
implementations for executing the Python and BeanShell scripts. Facility to plug in other scripts is
also available.
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Advanced FAQ
1. How does CLI API provide Serial communication support?
2. Can the CLI API support the command prompt with wildcards?
3. Is there any function or key to delete the input characters in Telnet Application?
4. How can I send a spacebar (without Carriage Return) to a Telnet Session?
5. How can I change the socket session timeout for the Telnet Application?
6. How can I connect devices that do not require login prompt and login name but require
only the password?

7. How can I connect devices that do not require login, password, and prompt?
8. Can the Telnet class be enhanced so that it accepts a port number other than default 23?
9. What is the purpose of message suffix?
10. Can I set request timeout and prompt/delimiter for each message in CLI Browser?
1. How does CLI API provide Serial communication support?
AdventNet CLI provides serial communication support with the Java Communication API. The
protocol- independent CLI Transport Provider provides the necessary interfaces for serial
communication.
2. Can the CLI API support the command prompt with wildcards?
No, the CLI command prompt does not support the wildcards.
3. Is there any function or key to delete the input characters in Telnet Application?
In general, backspace key can be used to delete characters that have been typed by mistake
after one login to the device. The delete key can also be used to delete junk characters, but the
cursor must be positioned at the appropriate place. This can be done using the "left arrow" and
"right arrow" keys.
If the above functions do not work, the terminal type has to be set at command prompt. This can
be done by typing "TERM=terminal type " provided the device is a UNIX machine.
The only time when "junk characters" cannot be deleted is during the login process, that is, while
entering the "login name" and "password".
While connecting Solaris machines, set the terminal settings for deleting characters by typing the
following command in the command prompt after logging into the device.
stty erase CHAR
Here CHAR should be the key typed that is set to delete one character back. It can be set to any
key most preferable being the backspace key.
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For example if you type the command,
stty erase x
then, whenever "x" is typed, it will delete one character back.
4. How can I send a space char (without Carriage Return) to a Telnet Session?
You can send a space char using setCommandSuffix(String) method that is available in the
com.adventnet.telnet.TelnetSession class. The default command suffix is set to "\n". To
simulate sending a space char, you have to set the command suffix to "", i.e., empty string before
sending the space char.
//Instantiating the TelnetSession.
TelnetSession telnetSession = new TelnetSession();
// Setting the command suffix to empty string.
telnetSession.setCommandSuffix("");
// Sending the "spacebar".
telnetSession.send(" ");
5. How can I change the socket session timeout for the Telnet Application?
You can change the socket timeout for the Telnet as given below.
//Instantiating the TelnetSession.
TelnetSession telnetSession = new TelnetSession();
// Setting the command suffix to empty string.
telnetSession.setSocketTimeout("TimeinSec");
6. How can I connect to devices that do not require login prompt and login name but
require only password?
If any device doesn't have a login prompt, password prompt, or any other settings, then you need
to set those parameters as given below:
// creating an instance of TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl.
TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl tpoi = new TelnetProtocolOptionsImpl();
// setting the host,port,login prompt,
//password prompt,login name,password and prompt.
tpoi.setRemoteHost("localhost");
tpoi.setPort(23);
tpoi.setLoginPrompt(null);
tpoi.setPasswdPrompt("Password:");
tpoi.setLoginName(null);
tpoi.setPassword("guest");
tpoi.setPrompt("$");
7. How can I connect to devices that do not require login, password, and prompt?
You can connect to the remote device that does not require a login name and password by calling
to connect()method, which is available in com.adventnet.telnet.TelnetSession class.
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TelnetSession session = new TelnetSession();
session.connect("localhost", 23);
8. Can the Telnet class be enhanced so that it accepts a port number other than default
23?
The port number need not be 23, but any port in which the telnet server is running. The
TelnetSession class has a method connect( String host, int port ) that allows you to establish
a telnet session with the host and port that you specify provided the telnet server is running in the
specified port.
// Instantiating the TelnetSession.
TelnetSession telnetSession = new TelnetSession();
......
// Calling the connect method with
//the remote host and port.
//Note : port need not be 23 as specified.
telnetSession.connect( "localhost", 23 );
// Calling the login method to
//login with some user name and password.
telnetSession.login( "guest", "guest" );
.....
// Sending and printing the response
//of some command to the host.
System.out.println(telnetSession.send("command"));
9. What is the purpose of message suffix?
Message suffix set the suffix for the message being sent and will be appended at the end of each
message sent. It is generally \n for UNIX whereas \r for Windows.
10. Can I set request timeout and Prompt/Delimiter for each message in CLI Browser?
Yes, you can set the request timeout (in milliseconds) and prompt/delimiter for each message in
configuration settings.
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Known Issues and Limitations
Known Issues
When the remote host/device is down or its IP address is unresolved the login times out
after a long time independent of the login timeout value set using
setLoginTimeout()
open().

on the TelnetProtocolOptions

instance passed to session

In Windows 2000 and Windows NT, when the CLI Browser Application's help menu is
invoked, the help files will not be displayed if the Netscape Browser is already open. So,
if you have any web browser already opened while using the CLIBrowser application,
please close that and invoke the help menu again.
When closing Telnet Application using exit menu item, the Telnet Window is closed and
connection also gets closed but the application does not exit completely.
Issues Related to JDK 1.3 in RedHat Linux
When you do a session.close() in the application, the socket is not closed properly and
the session is still alive. More information on this issue can be seen in the Java
Developer Connection with the Bug ID : 4344135.
http://developer.java.sun.com/developer/bugParade/bugs/4344135.html
In RedHatlinux7.1 and 7.2 GUI is not proper with jdk1.3.1 and lower versions.
RMI Related Issues
The RMI security manager does not allow socket connection. It does not allow reading of system
properties. These access permissions are required for the functioning of the CLI API. One way of
specifying these permissions is with policy files which is explained below.
Workaround
The java.policy file will be present under the jre/lib/security directory of the JDK installation. The
file should have the following entries.

grant
permission java.net.SocketPermission "*:1024-65535","connect,accept";
permission java.net.SocketPermission "*:80","connect";
permission java.propertpermission "java.class.path", "read";
Limitations
In CLI Browser, there can be only one Data Set file associated with a Command Set file
at a time.
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CLI API Java Documentation
This topic discusses the various API classes available with the CLI API. They are classified based
on the following.
CLI Core Package
Package
CLI Core API

com.adventnet.cli

Description
This package implements the basic CLI
Communications with a CLI Device.

CLI Transport Provider
Package
CLI Transport

com.adventnet.cli.transport
Serial API

com.adventnet.cli.serial
Telnet API

com.adventnet.cli.telnet

Description
This package consists of Transport classes for
communicating with CLI Devices.
This package contains the classes for connecting
devices to the serial port.
This package contains the classes for connecting
remote devices through telnet.

CLI Utilities
Package
CLI Parser

•
•

•
Scripting

com.adventnet.util.parser
com.adventnet.util.parser.generic
com.adventnet.util.parser.line

com.adventnet.util.script
Terminal IO Handler

com.adventnet.util.terminal
CLI Message Set

com.adventnet.cli.messageset
CLI Log manager

com.adventnet.cli.util

Description
This package contains the Utility classes for parsing
any message Stream and split into String tokens
based on Delimiter definitions in an XML File.
This package contains the classes for executing
scripts.
This package contains classes for handling terminal
parameters.
This package contains classes for constructing
commands based on a Command set and Data Set.
This package contains classes for receiving and log
messages.

CLI Beans
Package
CLI Beans

•
•

com.adventnet.cli.beans
com.adventnet.cli.beans.tree

Description
This package consists of Beans classes related to
CLI Browser and CLI Tree.

Distributed API
Package
RMI API

com.adventnet.cli.rmi

Description
This package contains the RMI server side interface
and factory for the CLI API.

To view the API section, Please refer Java Documentation.
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Appendix: Glossary
A
Agent:
Agent is a software process that resides in the device and makes the management
information available to the manager. It is to be understood that an agent is a program
that resides in the device or the application and does not constitute a separate entity.
API:
API (Application Program Interface) is the specific method prescribed by a computer
operating system or by another application program by which a programmer writing an
application program can make requests of the operating system or another application. An
API can be contrasted with a graphical user interface or a command interface (both of
which are direct user interfaces) as interfaces to an operating system or a program.
Asynchronous Communication:
In Asynchronous mode of communication the message sent to the device in the session
does not wait for the response and returns back after timeout.

B
Bridge:
A device used to route packets from one network to another based on the hardware
addresses of the network nodes. It interconnects two Local Area Networks (LAN's) that
use the same logical link control protocol but may use different medium access control
protocols.

C
CLI:
Command Line Interface to manage the network devices like switches, routers etc.
CLI Browser:
A full-fledged GUI management application that supports the command line interface.
Client:
In a Client/server network, a node on the network that uses resources provided by a
server.
Command Set:
A set of command templates for a device, which consists of all the possible commands
(configuration, monitoring commands etc) for a network device.
Configuration Management:
One of the functional areas of network management that is concerned with the physical
and the logical connection of devices such as routers, bridges, hubs etc and how each of
the devices is configured to operate.

D
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Data Set:
The data definitions needed for the commands associated with a command set file.
DCE:
Data communication equipment, a device used to connect two DTEs over a network. A
modem is a DCE.
Dedicated Session:
The Session in which the session is fully dedicated to a single session and it will remains
open until the session is closed.
DTE:
Data terminal equipment: an end device on a communications circuit, such as a computer
terminal or PC.
DTD:
Document Type Definition, to define the legal building blocks of an XML document.
Dumb Terminal:
A monitor and keyboard that displays information only and cannot have the processing
capability usually connected to a mainframe.

E
Ethernet:
A type of Local Area Network (LAN) technology that uses a passive coaxial cable, active
interface hardware, CSMA/CD, and a 10-megabit-per-second data transfer rate.

F
Fault Management:
One of the functional areas of network management that deals with the task of detecting
problems arising in the network, reporting it to the device and undertaking corrective
measures.
Flow control:
The mechanism that regulates the flow of data between two devices. For serial ports this
means the ability to stop and then restart the flow without any loss of bytes. There are
two types of flow control, software flow control (XON/XOFF) and hardware flow control
(CTS/RTS).
FTP:
File Transfer Protocol is a program used to transfer files from one system to another. It
provides a rich set of features and options, such as user authentication, data conversion,
directory listings, and the like.

G
GUI:
Graphical User Interface is a means of accessing the computer where pictures are used
to express programs and text. Although text appears as letters on the screen they are
actually graphical representation of alphabets.
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H
Host:
A computer that serves as a managed node for a profile distribution.

I
IP:
Internet Protocol is a TCP/IP protocol that defines the IP datagrams - the unit of
information passed across an internet and provides the basis for connection-less, best
packet-delivery service. IP includes the ICMP control and error message protocol as an
integral part. The entire protocol suite is often referred to as TCP/IP because TCP and IP
are the two fundamental protocols.

J
Jar:
JAR (Java Archive) is a platform-independent file format that aggregates many files into
one. Multiple Java applets and their requisite components (.class files, images and
sounds) can be bundled in a JAR file and subsequently downloaded to a browser in a
single HTTP transaction, greatly improving the download speed. The JAR format also
supports compression, which reduces the file size, further improving the download time.
Java:
A programming language, developed by Sun Microsystems, which is designed to be run
on any type of operating system. Applications developed in Java are "Written once, run
anywhere".
JavaBeans:
A JavaBean is a reusable software component that can be visually manipulated in builder
tools.
JAXP:
The Java API for XML Parsing provides basic function for reading, manipulating, and
generating XML documents through pure Java APIs.

L
LAN:
Local Area Networks are privately owned networks within a single building or campus of
up to a few kilometers in size. They are widely used to connect personal computers and
workstations in company offices and factories to share resources and exchange
information.

M
Manager:
A Manager is a separate entity that manages the agents from a remote place. This is
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typically a computer that is used to run one or more network management system.
Modem:
(MOdulator, DEModulator) - A device that connects the computer to a phone line, that
allows the computer to talk to other computers through the phone system.

N
Network:
Network is an interconnection of two or more computers, so that they can share
resources. In information technology, a network is a series of points or node
interconnected by communication paths. Networks can interconnect with other networks
and can contain sub networks.
Network Management:
Network Management is the framework or the set of procedures for planning,
implementing and maintaining computer networks. Network Management views the
network as a single system made up of discrete devices, which act as a whole to provide
services and conduct information.
Network Virtual Terminal:
The Network Virtual Terminal is a device used by Telnet to enable a local computer to
communicate with a remote machine by implementing a CLIent-server architecture. It
defines how data and commands are sent across the internet. It is a terminal emulation
program that makes a workstation appear to be a dumb terminal.
Non-Dedicated Session:
In a Non-Dedicated Session multiple session can be established and each session will be
closed after the timeout period is over.
Null Modem:
A Null Modem is used to connect two DTE's together. This is commonly used as a cheap
way to network games or to transfer files between computers using Zmodem Protocol,
Xmodem Protocol etc.

O
OSI Reference Model:
The standard model of computer network architecture as used by the OSI. It is used for
reference and to describe the layers of processing and communications protocols
necessary for systems to communicate across a network.

P
Performance Management:
One of the functional areas of network management that involves monitoring the network
performance and tuning the network according to the need.
PING:
It stands for Packet INternet Gopher. The name of the program used with TCP/IP internet
to test reachability of destinations by sending them an ECMP echo request and waiting for
a reply.
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Parity:
A data encoding scheme that computers use to check the validity of transmitted
characters. This scheme adds an extra bit to each character, which the transmitting
computer sets or clears based on the type of parity the computers agree to use (odd or
even).
Port:
Port is an interface on a computer to which a device like keyboards, printers, mouse and
other peripheral devices can be connected.
Protocol:
Protocols are set of rules that are created by negotiation, and are followed so that
information may be exchanged without misinterpretation.

R
Remote Management:
The ability to monitor and control a process or device without being physically present at
the systems location.
Resource Manager:
The Resource Manager manages the various resources like the maximum no of CLI
connections that can be opened, timeout parameter on a per device basis, the time for
which a Particular CLI connection remains idle, etc.
RMI:
The Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) system allows an object running in one Java
Virtual Machine (VM) to invoke methods on an object running in another Java VM. RMI
provides remote communication between programs written in the Java Programming
language.
rmiregistry:
A remote object registry is a bootstrap naming service, which is used by RMI servers on a
host to bind remote objects to names. It is typically used to locate the first remote object
on which an application needs to invoke methods. If the port is omitted, the registry starts
on port 1099 and run in the background.
Router:
A router is a device or, in some cases, software in a computer, that determines the next
network point to which a packet should be forwarded toward its destination. This is located
at any juncture of networks or gateway.
RS232:
A standard developed by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) specifying the serial
interface between a DTE and a DCE. The RS-232 standard includes electrical signal
characteristics (voltage levels), interface mechanical characteristics (connectors),
functional description of interchange circuits (the function of each electrical signal), and
some recipes for common kinds of terminal-to-modem connections.

S
Scalability:
It is defined as the total number of objects or devices that can be managed by a system. It
should also provide for further increase in number of objects handled.
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Serial Port:
The circuits and connector that facilitate communication between a computer and serial
devices such as printers, modems, plotters, mice, and custom laboratory equipment.
Server:
A network node that provides services to CLIent PCs, for example, file access, print
spooling or remote execution.
Session:
The time lag between opening and closing the connection with a CLI device.
Switch:
A switch is a network device that selects a path or circuit for sending a unit of data to its
next destination. It may also include the function of a router. Intelligence is added to the
switch to select the path for transmitting data.
Synchronous Communication:
The Synchronous mode of communication is one in which the message sent to the device
in the session will wait till the response is received.

T
TCP/IP:
The Transmission Control Protocol is a standard transport level protocol that provides the
reliable, full duplex, stream service on which many application protocols depend. TCP
allows a process on one machine to send a stream of data to a process on another. TCP
is connection-oriented in the sense that before transmitting data, participants must
establish a connection.
Telnet:
The Internet standard protocol for remote terminal connection service, running over
TCP/IP. Telnet allows user to log onto a remote host computer.
Timeout:
The time elapsed after which the connection with CLI device has to be reset.
Transformation:
It is the process of converting a series of key codes from the device to a different set of
codes that the terminal on the other end understands. It can also be that the codes are
required to perform some standard conversions like Country code, Area code and etc.
Translation:
It is the process of converting a Key code from the device supporting a particular terminal
type viz VT100 to some other Key code that the terminal on the other end understands viz
IBM terminal.
Transport Provider:
Transport Provider is responsible for all communication between the Manager and Agent
and uses the configured protocol, acts as a bridge between the CLI API and the
underlying transport protocol used. The advantage of using this approach is that the CLI
API needs not be aware of the underlying protocol used and the user can virtually run CLI
messages over anything.
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U
UDP:
It stands for User Datagram Protocol. As with TCP, it provides a 16-bit checksum of the
entire message.

W
WAN:
Wide Area Network, A geographically dispersed network that connects two or more LANs,
typically involves dedicated high-speed phone lines or satellites.

X
XML:
eXtensible Markup Language used to describe the data.
XON/XOFF:
A way of controlling the data flow between a modem and its host computer and between
two modems, which is also called a software flow control. XON stands for "Transmitter
On" and XOFF stands for "Transmitter Off".
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